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Chapter 1

Introduction

This repon concerns the inelastic lateral bucKling and post·buckling behavior of short J·beams sub·

jected to cyclically reversing loads. The eccentricaUy braced frame, used in the earthquake resistant

design of building structures. pro\'ides an application in which lateral buckling of shoTt J-beams under

cyclic loading is ·-elevant. Our main purpose is to establish some ber,chma,'ks with which to assess the

consequences of lateral buckling of active link beams in eccentrically braced frames. As such, our goal is

practical and our scope narro~·. We have. howe\·er. endeavored to investigate the problem in a manner

independent of the eccentric bracing context. with the hope of illuminating the general issues of the

lateral buckling problem.

\\'hile the methods used to im'estigate the problem may seem extravagant, we did not wish to be

encumbered or biased by questionable mechanics when interpreting the complex phenomena inherent to

the lateral buckhng phenomena. The tools which we bring \0 bear on the problem of lateral buckling of

shon beams include nonlinear rods theories, cyclic metal plasticity. '1umerical analysis of systems ~lth

limit loads, and experimental methods. Each of these tOPiCS has its Oll.n history of development, each has

its own interest and research challenges, and each has its own literature. In many ofthese areas we strive

to make a new contnbution to the state of knowledge. However, we have tried to maintain harmony and

balance in OUT approach at the risk of failing to excite the specialists in anyone of the topical subjects.

The main contribution of the present work is our synthesis of the topics and the results that issue from the

synergr.

The following sections are presented to allow the unmitiated reader to examine the pure strands from

which the fabriC IS \4'oven. The introductory comments are largely historical, if not some~'hatphiloso~hi

cal, and are offered as an aId in eStablishmg a context for the study. We begin by motivating the research

Inth a dISCUSSIon of the eccentric br<'cing concept. Subsequently we comment on the origins and issues

related to lateral buckling of beams, nonlinear rod theoTles, and the modeling of cyclic metal plasticity.

Finally. we indicate the scope of the present work and gi"e a bTief outline of the content of the chapters

that follow.

1.1 Eccentricall)' Braced Frames: A Motivation for the St...·, of Lateral Bucklinc

The design of eanhquake resistant systems is philosophically different from traditional design prac

tice. Excursions into the inelastic range are accepted for rare but extreme overloads. and hence must be

anticipated in the design process. Many of the members of the structure might repeatr~dly reach or

exceed their limit capacity under cyclically reversing loads. Under these circumstances, the strength,

stability. and toughness of the energy dissipating members is fundamental to the integrity of the system.

Roeder and Popov (1978) were the first 10 demonstrate that eccentrically braced steel frames were well

suited to meet the difficult demands of an eanhquake environment.

The economy of the eccentric bracing scheme is achieved by anticipating large local inelastic defor·

mations in the eccentric elements, facilitating energy dissipation, and thereby endoll.'ing the system with



Eccentrtc E"mentl (tvP.)

Fig. 1.1 Typica' eccentrically braced frames

ductilitY and toughness Several possible configurations of eccentrically braced frames are shown in FIg.

1.1. The inelas:ic deformations are forced to occur in shon beam segments (sometimes called acrh·t link

beams) which conne'ct the axial force transmitting members (i.e. braces or columns). Large amounts of

energy can be dissipated through inelastic shearing of these shon beams. The shon length of the eccen

tric elements is imponam both to promote a high elastic structural stiffness and to insure that shear

yielding occurs rather than flexural yieldIng since shear yielding is considerably more efficient. Integrity

of the structure is maintained by pro\iding details which lend the structure ductility (Hjelrr.stad and

Popm', 1983). The need for lateral bracing of the eccentric elements was recognized in the experiments

of :\fanheim (198~) in whIch lateral buckling of the beams was first observed. All of the recent research

on eccentrlcally hraced frames has been concerned \l,;th laterally braced systems and. for lack of better

information, recommendations for detaihng have conservatively reqUired complete lateral bracing at the

ends of the active link beam. 1"0 research has been done on laterally unbraced or panially braced sys

tems.

The present research is concerned Il.lth the nonlmear response of beams. with and without later~,1

suppon. subjected :0 cyclically reversIng loads in the inelastic range. Such conditions occur in eccentri

cally braced frames under eanhquake excitation. Consequentl)'. the topic is imponant to the under

standing of eccenmcally braced frames. While the repon is not reall}' about eccentrically braced frames.

they provide an imponant motivational example.

1. 2 Lateral Bucklinl of Beams

Owing to their open thin-walled geometry. I-beams have a relatively low resistance to lateral buck

ling. The tendency for beams to buckle torsionally when subjected to loads in the plane of their strong

aXlS has been known for over a hundred years. The need to safely and economically proportion Struc

tures has sustained a steady research effon aimed at better understanding the phenomena associatoed

\l.ith the lateral buckling of beams.

The technical literature contains hundreds of papers and books devoted to the subject of lateral

buckling of beams. An extensive summary of the literature is contained in the work.s of Bleich (1952).

Lee (1960). Chen and Atsuta (1977), and Galambos (1988). Much of the research reponed in the
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literature on lateral buckling of beams is tangential to the developments reponed here. Other research

results are subsumed by the generality of our approach. We cannot hope to give an accurate account of
the many accomplishments of researchers studying lateral buckling of beams. but we do wish to provide a
historical context for the present study. if only a modest one. The following paragraphs contain :a brief
account of some ,,' the pivotal developments related to the lateral buckling of beams.

The formal theoretical study of lateral-torsional buc1iling began in 1899 when L Prandtl and A. G.
M. Michell independently published equations describing the elastic lateral buckling of a thin reetaneular
Strip. Over a decade later. S. P. Timoshenko formulated equations governing the elastic lateral-torsional
buckling of a beam having an I-type cross section. recogrUzina tmt a significant amount of torsional
resistance accrues from the restraint of cross-sectional warping I!\ thin-walled open sections (loc. cil.
Bleich, 1952). The literature on lateral buckling is clearly skewed toward elastic beams. Follo",ing the

lead of the founders of th~ subject. latter-day researchers have foclIssed on determining the fundamental

linearil.ed buckling eigenvalue as an estimate of the capacity ot the system.

In 19SO. J"'eal publIshed the flrst analysis of elastoplastic lateral buckling. treating beams of rectar ~ll'

lar cross section (Neal. 1950). Hemp (1950) soon tollowed l'ith the implJrtant extension to the i-type
cross section, Since that time, extensive effons have been expended toward the goal of estimating the

maximum load that an elastoplastic beam can sustain, Most of the analytical studies of inelastic systems
are based upon some variation of the tangent modulus approach. widely used for axially loaded columns,
to compute a bifurcation load from a linearized theoryt. The analytical models have been useful in

identifymg the imponant geometric and material propenies which affect the huckling response of beams.
They have also been used extensively to develop design formulas.

Most of the published results concern the determination of the linearil.ed bifurcation load for sys
tems l'ith various configuratiOns and propenies. A great deal of attention has been placed upon formulat

ing and sohing cenain simple cases such as a simple beam subjected to end moments about its minor axis
or a cantilever beam subjected to a single pOint load at its end, Most of the formulas used in design result

from the investigation of these simple systems. Some of the problem parameters that have been consid·
ered include the relative position of the load with respect to the beam. flexible boundary conditions.
monosymmetry of tt'oe cross section, warping restraint. residual stresses. initial imperfections and lateral

bracing.

Horne (1954) obtained numerical solutions for beams with unequal end moments and developed an

approach whereby the solution to the problem of buckling under unequal end moments could be ob
tained from that of a beam with equal end moments simply by multiplying the latter by a dimensionless
function of the moment ratio. The practice of uSing such functions to account for variations in load form
is ubiquitous in modem design specifications. Zuk (1956) performed analyses of bracing forces at buck
ling. based upon an assumption about the initial lateral geometric imperfection of the beam. He found

that a brace strength of 2% of the compression flange capaCity would generally be sufficient to resist
buckling. The so-called "two percent rule" was thus born. Winter (1960) determined the axial stiffness

of the brace required to prevent simultaneous buckling of the brace and beam. The leneral issue of
lateral bracing requirements remains lar,ely unresolved today. particularly for inelastic buc:klina·

Galambos (1963) was the first to include the effects of residual stresses on the elastoplastic capacity of

t To be more spetifi,. the theorlel,enerally represent strains up to ..,ond ord., in the ,eneralized tinematl, varlabl.s
and Ihe eOlJilibrium equations conlaln terms linear In the kln.matic variabl'l. Tbes~ uco,.d ord.r Ib~orles I~ad 10 an
ei••n"alue problem [rom which the critical load factor can be estimated.
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beams. and established the importance of their consideration. Woolcock and Trahair (1974) considered

the post-buckling behavior of elastic beams and found that they can sustain loads in excess of the lInear

ized bIfurcation load They correctly indicated that the additional capacity would seldom be realized due

to the onset of yielding. Analysis of the post-buckling response of inelastic systems has not been found in
the literature for either monotonic or cyclic loading cor.ditions.

Considerable effort has been directed toward formulating theories and toward developing methods

of solution to the governing equations. Most of the theories that have evolved are complicated and do not

submit to classical solution methods. Various numerical methods have been proposed 10 deal with such

cases. including finite difference methods (Vinnakota. 1977). finite integral methods (Brown and Trah·

aIr. 1968). and finite element methods (Barsoum and Gallagher. 1970).

A relatively modesl number of experimental investigations have been reported in the literature. The

first kno ....n tests were reported by A. G. M. Michell in 1899 (Joc. Cil. Bleich, 1952). The results of 123

tests performed 10 Japan. Great Britain. Australia. and the United States have been summarized and

analyzed by Hollinger and Mangelsdorf (1981). wherein the original references are cited.

Experimental results are often difflcult to interpret because important properties such as initial im

perfec\lons. end restraints. reSIdual stresses. and material properties are difficult to measure and docu

ment. Consequentl}'. correlation between analysis and experiment has been relatil'ely superficial. Since

most expenmental investig"tlOm have !:leen oriented toward verifying the predictions of analytical moo·

cis. and since most analytical models predict only the buckling load. reporting of experimental data in the

post bucklin~ range is scarce. However. some data have been reponed on the post-buckling respo'l<;e of

monotonically loaded beams (Augusti. 1964; Kitipornchai and Trahair. 1975a.b; Fukumoto. €l. 01 ..

1980). 1':0 cyclic load tests have been found in the literature.

1.3 Nonlinear Rod Theories

While the theories behind the inv~stigationsof lateral buckling of beams and the modern theory of

rods have common roots. the theory of rods has developed almost independently of the research in

lateral buckling of beams. Lateral buckling research seems to have focussed on the linearized bifurcation

problem in the quest for formulae to support the desil;n of structures. almost to the complete exclusion of

other approaches. Rod theory. on the other hand. is generally viewed as a branch of mathema1.ical

elastlcit) theory and has grOl/m more from the inspiration of mathematical aesthetics than for practical

engineering design needs.

The foundations of nonlinear rod theories go back to Kirchhoff (circa 1859) who based his theory

on an essentially kinematic argument (loe. cil. Love. 1944). The k.inematic hypothesis. as employed by

Kirchhoff. has become firmly established 8S the fundamental buildina block of a reduced theory of

structural mechanics. The classical nonlinear theory of rods. caUed the Kirchhoff-Love rod model. is

presented by Love (1944). Extensions of the classical model to inc1ude finite extension and Ihearina Ire

due to Reissner (1973). Anunan (1974). and Sirno (19850). in different contexts. These rod theories

are often called BtOmet,ically uact because the equations of kinematics and equilibrium hold for all

values of the generalized kinematic variables.

One of the principal difficulties inherent in three dimensional rod theories is the parameterization of

the rOtation field for numerical computations. Simo and Vu-Quoc (1986) presented a variational formu-
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:.:a~;on of the geometrically exact roc! model discussed by Sima (1985a). They used quaternions to para

meterize the rotation field. and develop a novel approach to the configuratior. update based upon the

expl"flenual map. One of the main contributions of Sima and Vu-Quoc is the recognition that the config

uratic'! space of rotations is SO(3), rather than the usual linear space. and hence the notion of an
admis:'lble ·.ariation must reflect the structure of SO(3). Because their model is cast in variational form. it

is quite ~uitable for numerical analysis by the finite element method.

For certain classes of beams, most notably those with thin-walled open cross sections. warping out of

the plane of the cross section represents an important mode of deformation. a mode precluded by the

Kirchhoff hypothe~is that plane sections remain plane. While the inclusion of warpin& in thin-walled
beams Boes back much tunher, Vlazov (1961) islaraely responsible for fonnulating the thin-walled beam

theory based upon the Stctorial areas kinematic hypothesis for torsion. Warping deformations due to

transverse shearing are important for beams which have a ratio of length to typical cross sectIOnal dimen

sion on the order of unity. Warping deformations can also be important for anisotropic beams with a

small ratio of shear modulus to You"'lg's modulus. Cowper (1966) incorporated the effects of warpin~

deformations in a planar beam through a systematic definition of the so-called shear coefficienl. Simo

(1982) extended the idea of Cowper to a geometrically nonlinear beam theory. Hjelmstad and Popo\'

(l9~3) incorporated the effects of ~'arpini in problems involving inelastic bending and shearing. Slmo

and Vu-Quoc (1989) extended their earher model to include the effect of torsional warping deformations

in ;. geometrically e"act rod model.

Most of the work. done in the theory of rods, as well as in the lateral buckling of beams, has been

carried out in the context of stress resli/tanls. The concept d the resultant force and resultant bending

moment acting at a cross section is a natural consequence of the kinematic hypothesis underlying rod

theories. Although the kinematic hypothesis IS not necessary to define the stress resultants (they can be

defmed a~ integrals of the stress field o\'er the cross section), it motivates the definition in the fol1o~ing

sense. The generalized displacement quantities do not depend upon the cross sectional coordinates. This

decouplini allows explicit integration of the internal work over the cross section. leading to the definition
of conjugate stress and strain resultants. The stress and strain resultants can aho be viewed as projections

of the stress and strain fields on a low order polynomial basis (Hjelmstad. 19 B7).

One of the difficulties of o~rating in stress resultant space is the representation of inelastic constitu

tive behavior (Hjelmstad and Popov. 1983). Jt is dIfficult to construct a suitable yield surface. let alone

develop models of strain hardening. for a beam which can experience multiaxial states of stress (e.g.

combined shear and normal stresses). Pinsky and Taylor (1980) formulated a finite deformation elastic

planar beam theory in which the intearltion over the cross section is accomplished by numerical quadra
ture rather than by explicit ioteantion. The numerical inte&ration over the cross section allows the theory

to be expressed in terms of stress and strain components rather than resultants. The k.inematic hypothesis

provides a constraint on the deformation map and thereby preserves the essence of the rocl theory.

Pinsky, Taylor, and Pister (1980) extended the finite deformation plane beam theory to one with vis

,oplastic constitution. Simo, Hjelmsucl. and Taylor (1984) used this approach a,ain for planar beams in

which cross se'tional warping due to uansverse shear is important. Hjelmstad and Popov (1983) applied

the technique to short I·beams undergoing planar deformations (in the major plane of inertIa) to over

come the problems associated with modeling moment-shear interaction. The real advantage of working

with a stress component formulation is that any local constitutive model can be used. Much more is
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known about the behavlor of materials at the local level than is known about them at the resultant level.

The price of representing the constitutive equations locally is computational t~dium.

1.4 C)'die Metal Plasticit)'

In most research on the inelastic lateral buckling behavior of beams, a highly idealiz:ed model of

constitutive behavior is employed. In particular. the stress sUite is assumed to be uniaxial. the material is

assumed elastoplastic with linear strain hardening. and unloading in not allowed. The main motivation

for using such a model is the prospect of making analytical progress in solving the linearized buckling

eigenvalue problem. The simple model is arguably valid for mild steel in the virgin state and has led to

many useful formulas for the design of steel beams. The simple constitutive models do not manifest the

complex mechanisn.s of strain hardening known to exist in metals and hence are not valid for generalized

loadings.

PhenomenologIcal models of metal plasticity have been under development since the early work cf

R von !-llses. The origins of the idea of adding isotropic strain hardening (simple expansion of the yield

surface) to the equations of elastoplasticity go back at least to Hill (1950) and Hodge (1955). While there

is little experimental eviden::e supponing the is~tropic ha~deningmodel. it has proven useful in computa

tions. The kmematic hardening rule proposed by Prager (1956)t represented the first attempt at model

ing the Bauscillnger elfeet. important in metal plasticity, in the context of a continuum model with a
multiaxial stress state. Prager's model was subsequently modified by Ziegler (1959) and others. but

retained the basic feature of a single loading surface translating in stress space.

h has long been k.nown that the simple harder.ing models do not represent the phenomena inherent

to cyclic metal plasticity well ~cause they do nOI allow for a gradual transition from the elastic state to the

plastic state. The first attempt to rectify the shortcomings of these models is attributed to Duwez (1935)

who proposed the mechanical sub/oyer model in which the material is idealiz:ed as a parallel arrangement

of friction elements with different slip coefficients. The sublayer concept was extended to multiaXlal

stress states by Iwan (l967~ and independently by Mroz (1967). Both employed a multi-surface model.

endo"ing each surface with different propertles as well as an evolUtionary rule for its translation. The

meChanical sublayer model and its progeny are purely phenomenological models and bear Htde relation

to the underlying physics. However. these models imitate experimental data well, and have proven useful

in numerical simulations. More recent developments in phenomenological models include the

two-surf"ce models of Kreig (1975). Dafalias (1975), and Dafalias and Popov (1975. 1976). Rees

(1984. 1987) proposed the idea of using a multi·surface model in strain space to represent hardening.

Effons have been made to base cyclic metal plasticity models on the dislocation structure and slide

plane slip mechanisms of the po)ycrystalline structure of the material (Ortit and Popov, 1982). Such

models have been quite su.:cessful in representing the material behavior, but have not achieved the

popularity of the phenomenological models in computational plasticity.

Large-scale numerical computations with rate-independent plasticity modelS are leneraDy carried

:>ut with return mappinl algorithms. At any stale of loadinl, a trial stress state is computed elastically. If

the stress state lies outside the yield surface it is returned to an admissible state on the yield surfate. The

t A.I II Iypicat of lecbal.:al Ultra'"re, Il.ullian cODlribullonl are often ove,loohd In Ibe blll.h Illerature. We admit
'0 1101 beinl able 10 read Russian, however, It would appear Ihal Ihe first proposal of Ihe Idea of Itlnemalic hardenlna
I. due to A. hhlinsltii in t954 (I(le. ell Dafaliu and Popov. 1915).
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radial return algorithm. initially proposed by Wilkins (1964), is the most popular of the return mapping

algorithms. Simo and Taylor (1984, 1985) have recently introduced the concept of the cons;Sltfll ta"

gent moduli for plasticity computations carried out wilh a return mapping The use of the consistent

tangent reflects the finite steps taken in the numerical integration of the constitutive equations and pre

serves the asymptotic quadratic convergence rate of Newton's method. Modem numerical algorithms

have not yet been applied to cyclic metal plasticity models.

1.5 Scope or the Present Study

A significant portion of the work reponed here is the development of an analytical model capable of

analyzing lateral buckling of shon I·beams under cyclic loading. A aeometricaUy nonlinear beam model

is formulated in terms of stress components. Transverse warping and torsional warping deformations are

included in the model to treat problems involving high shear and torsion. The kinematic constraint

imposed in this model is appropriate for a thin-walled I-section geometry. The novel kinematic model

includes a geometricall~ exact representation of the primary torsional warping as wdl as secondary warp

ing due to tOrsion and transverse shear. A new cyclic plasticity model, incorporating many of the most

compelling features of existing phenomenological models, is developed and implemented with the consis

tent return mapping algorithm developed by Simo and Taylor (1985). The new model represents cyclic

metal plasticity well and is suitable for large-scale computation.

The experimental research program comprised five tests of propped cantilever beams subjected to a

cyclically reversing point load acting near the fixed end. The experiments include both braced and un·

braced beams subjected to similar loading histories. The number of specimens tested in the present

program was small relative to the large number of parameters th/lt are imponant to the complex respor-se

of these cyclIcally loaded systems. Therefore, we examine the im)'lonance of constitutive parameters.

residual stresses, load placement. geometric imperfections, flexible boundary conditions. and lateral

bracing using the analytical model developed earlier. Extensive parameter studies are conducted both to

assess the performance of the analytical model and to gain further insight into the lateral buckling prob·

lem. Once validated, the analytical model is used to extend. interpret, and generalize the results of the

experimental investigation through the parameter studies. Most of the parameter studies are carried out

using the propped cantilever arrangement used in the experiments.

1.6 Overview or the Report

Chapter 2 begins with the development of the kinematic hypothesis used to descrih! the nonlinear

deformation of an I-beam. The model includes warping deformations due to transverse shear and tor

sion. The eqUilibrium equations, cast in terms of stress components. are expressed in weak form and

reflect the k.inematic hypothesis developed earlier. The resulting nonlinear equations are treated numeri·

cally with Newton's method using a finite element discretil.ltion of the spatial domain.

A cyclic plasticity model is developed in chapter 3. The basic rate equations are presented first, with

subse:luent review of existing hardening rules. After past research on cyclic plasticity is reviewed. the new

cyclic plasticity model is proposed. Numerical aspects related to the treatment of the constitutive equa

tions are then considered. These aspects include the development of a return mapping algorithm with
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algorithmically consistent tangent moduli. Finally, several examples of the proposed cyclic plasticity

model are presented in suppOrt of the validity of the model.

In chapter 4. five experiments on lateral buckling of propped cantilever beams are described, giving

results and general observations on cyclic lateral buckling for these elements. The parameters of the

analytical model to be used as the control case in the subsequent analytical studies are presented. A

cyclic anal}'sis cf the control model is done to demonstrate the ability of the theoretical model to repro

duce the important phenomena observed in the experiments.

Various parameter studies affecting the response of the test specimens are performed in chapters 5.

6, and 7. The parameters studied in chapter 5 include constituth'c parameters. geometric imperfections

in load placement. geometric dimensions of the test piece. boundary conditions, and residual stresses.

The effect of flexibility of the fixed end is examined in chapter 6 and the influence of lateral bracing is

studied in chapter 7. The linearized buckling load, the inelastic (post-limit) monotonic respor.se. ilnd the

inelastic cyclic response are examined to assess the effects of the parameters for each st\,;dy. The parame

ter studies are summarized at the end of each chapter.

Chapter 8 gives a summary and the general conclusions of this study.
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Chapter 2

Finite Deformation I-Beam Model

A ~rge majority of the past research on the inelastic lateral-torsional butklin& of I-beams has em

ployed an elastic core type of approath with a second order approximation to the equilibrium equations

(see. for examrle. Galambos. 1963; Rajasekaran. 1971; Chen and AlSUta, 1977). The elastic core ap

proach is generally carried out entirely with stress and strain resultants. The inelastic constitutive equa

tions for the stress resultants are obtained by using a kinematic hypothesis to directly integrate the local

tangent modulus of the uniaxial stress-strain curve over the cross-settlon. Such a process is feasible only

if the stress state is uniaxial and the loading monotonic since the kinematic hypothesis gives an unambigu

ous state of Stress for these conditions. The results of this type of analysis have been found to agree well

v.ith experiments and have demonstrated the importance of various effects, suth as the effects of residual

stresses. on butkling. Unionumnely. this method is not readily applicable to short beams where the

effects of shear are expected to be imponant.

Considerable progress has been made in recent years toward understanding the differential geometry

of fmile beam deformatJOns. Simo and Vu-Quoc (1986) have presented a numerical formulation for a

geometrically exact. elastic. stress resultant beam model reflecting the Be.noulli-Kirchhoff kinematic

assumption that plane sections remain plane. Sima and Vu-Quoc (1989) have also extended their model

to include the effect of torsional warping. The pertinent literature in this area has been cited in the above

named references. and will not be repeated here. Because of the restriction to elastic material. these

models have not been applied to study the lateral buckling of beams.

Previous effortS to understand the lateral buckling behavior of beams have toncentrated almost

exclusively on applications involving longer beams subjected to monotonic loading. The particular prob

lems associated with the eccentrically braced frame system have not yet been adequately treated. The

purpose of the present chapter is to develop an analytical model which is capable of accountin~ lor the

effects of shear and generalized loading on the inelastic buckling of short beams subjected to cyclic

loading,

The deformation map has often been restricted to a second order approximation of the deforma

tions. One assumption that has ohen been used is that the transverse deflections of a beam are small

when compared to the lateral deflections. This assumption decouples the transverse eqUilibrium equation

for flexure from the lateral bending and twisting equations. Research has shown that the transverse

deflections of short beams in an eccentrically braced frame may be large (Hjelmstad and Popov, 1983).

Thus. the simplifying assumption i5 not appropriate for the current application, particularly since our

main interest is in the post-buckling regime. The model developed here considers finite displacement

and rotation of the beam with superposed infinitesimal warping deformations.

It has been demonstrated by many researchers that the effects of residual stresses on the buckling of

beams is important. Usually, the residual Stresses are taken to approximate the distribution that exists

aftf'r the rolling and cooling processes have been completed. The residual stress panem is generally taken

to be a polynomial function which satisfies self equilibrium requirements (Kitipomchai and Trahair,

1975~)- However. a beam subjected to cyclic loading mayor may not buckle on the virgin loading. and
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inelastic action may alter the residual stress pattern. Hence. the initial distribution may not accurately

reflect the state of residual stress in a beam with loading history.

In most of the research into the lateral buckling behavior of beams. a highly idealized constitutive

assumption is used for the material. Often, a perfect trilinear. uniaxial strain hardening suess-strain

curve typical of virgin ductile Steel is assumed. Under this assumption the stress-main curve is trilinear

and only three possible values of tangent modulus can be realized (i.t. the initial elastic value. zero for
the plastic plateau, and a strain-hardening value). The main motivation for using such an idealized

model is to make analytical progress in achieving a solution. For monotonic loadings the ideal behavior is

ohen justified. However, it is well known that under generalized loadings this ideal behavior degenerates
into nonlinear behavior exhibiting Bauschinger's effect and main hardening. In OUT model we implement

a more general multiaxial cyclic plasticity model.

The advantage of the computational point of view taken here is that the nonlinear constitutive equa

tions are exactly satisfied at the local level within each global iteration of each time Step (Sima,

Hjelmstad. and Taylor. 1984). Hence any general constitutive model can be accommodated. Even

within the scope of the restricted kinematics. inelastic lateral-torsional problems can accurately be

solved for difficult cross-sectional geometries like the I-beam. Also. the local treatment of constitutive
equations completely obviates the need for keeping track of the location of the shear center. which plays
a fundamental role in the lateral buckling response of stress resultant models.

The analytical model is constructed by imposmg a kinematic: constraint typical of a thin-walled beam

theory. but generalized to account for finite deformations. It also incluces shearing deformations and
warping due to transverse shearing (Hjelmstad, 1987). A (locally) plaT.c stress condition is assumed for

the web and flange elements, in the spirit of the thin-walled beam approximation. and the general inelas

tic constitutive equations reflect this assumption. The equilibrium equations are cast in weak (vinual
work) form and treated numerically with the finite element method. Numerical treatment ofthe problem

is accomplished through an iterative procedure of first linearizing the equilibri'Jm equations about an

intermediate configuration and then solving the linear problem for the incremental motions. 'Ilie "'lJ

dated configuration determines the state of strain in a body. for which the corresponding state of stress

can be found by solving the nonlinear constitutive equations. The implications of the formulations dis

cussed here are examined carefully in chapters S. 6 and 7 through a set of numerical simulations which

represent a thorough parameter study of the experiments presented in chapter 4.

2.1 Kinematic Description

For an I-beam. the classical torsion warping function. based on sectorial are.:u (V1azov. 1961), is

equivalent to a generalized Bernoulli-Kirchhoff (plane sections remain plane) assumption for each ofthe

elements in the cross-section. Such an assumption is inadequate to U'eat problems involvin& high shear

since the constant distribution of shear sueSSeS obtained from this hypothesis precludes the possibility of

a yield zone propagatina from the interior of the cross-section. It al50 violates the condition that shear

stresses vanish at the extreme boundaries.

In this section we discuss the pometry of deformation of the nonlinear beam model. Transverse and

torsional warping degrees of freedom are inU'oduced to allow better representation of the variation in

shear strains over the cross-section. The kinematic description is an extension of the formulation of Simo
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and Vu-Ouoc (1986) to account for finite torsional warping deformations superposed with infinitesimal

transverse and torsional warping deformations due to transverse shearing. Such an extension is possible

because of the panicular cross-sectional geometry of the I-beam. In common with the geometric model

of Simo and Vu-Quoc, finite extension and finite shearing of the beam lire accommodated. even in the

presence of large rotations.

A configuration of the beam is described by a vector field giving the position of the current line of

centroids and a three-dimens;,Jnal orthogonal moving frame which models the orientation of the cross

section. The configurations of the beam are completely defined b,· specifying the evolution of an onhogo

nal matrix, the pOSition vecto,: of the line of cemroids. and the intensity of warping.

We ",,'ill focus our attentil.." :~ere on a beam mOdelll.'ith I-type cross-section. The modelll.'ill treat the

cross-section as a ~hin-wal!ed ·')pen section. In contrast with classical approaches to thin-walled beams,

the assumption of vanishing coav'...ir shear is not 1" here. Rather. the kinematic hypotheSIS is suitably

generalized, in the spIrit of thr "_ lmoshenko beam. such that transverse shearing deformations can ac

crue. Such a generalization is imponant in the present application to shon beams because of the pre

dominating influence of shear. The geometric assumptions implicit in the present formulation are as

follows:

(i) The len~th of the cross-sectional contour remains approximately unchanged during defor

mation. The changes in length are of second order arId are caused by the linear approxima·

tion to the warping effects due to shearing along the cor.tour. The kinematics are formulated

such that the pTlmary torsion w'arping deformation does not induce a change in contour

length.

(ii) The shear strain across the thi-:kness of the cross sectional contour is constrained to Je zero.

This assumption IS justifiable if the thickness of the cross-section is small in comparison ",,'ith

the cross-sectional dimensions.

(iii) The shear strain along the contour of the section is represented by the average values

through the plate thickness. St. Venant torsion is Introduced b}' adding a stress couple which

is proponional to the rate of tIJ.'ist of the beam. The constitutive equation {or the St. Venant

torsion is not coupled IJ.ith the in-plane stress components.

Notation.- The present development is concerned with an initially straight beam having length Land

cross-section Q which has a piecewise smooth boundary i1Q . Coordinates in the reference configuratlOn

B • (0. L) x (2 C R3. occupied by the beam at time' • O. are designated by {X,} II.'ith the standard

(mateJial) reference basis lE,}. The spatial coordinate system {XI}' along ""ith the associated basis (e, }.
is taken as collinear with {XI}. The deformation map is denoted by ¢ : B c: R 3

- R 3 and the deforma

tion gradient by F = o¢/oX. The points X e B and x E ¢(B) 1I.'i1l be identified by their position vectors X

and x respectively. We adopt the convention that the line of centroids of the cross-sections i's initially

oriented alonr the XI axis and the principal axes of inenia are oriented ;.)ong the {Xl. X,} l'xes. For

notational convenience, we ",,'ill denote the axial coordinate as XI • S. The summation convention is in

force throughout. unless expliCitly excepted. Latin indices take values in {1.2,3}. while Greek indices

take values in {2.3}.
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2.1.1 Kinematic hypothesis

The kinematic hypothesis represents a restriction on the deformation map. and is central to the

formulation of a beam theory (or any reduced engineering theory). In the pres~nt case we wish to capturo:

finite deformation and rotation of the beam cross-section as well as warping To develop the kinematics

which accomplish these goals. we will proceed with a sequential a"~ment. The development will start

with a kinematic model proposed by Simo (1985). The model will tilen be Buamented to account for

finite warping due to torsion and infinitesimal warping due 10 transverse shearing. As demonstrated by

Simo (1985) finite motion and rigid rCitation of the beam cross-section are impli=it in the following

expression for the deformation map

41(X) = 4\0(5) + X"t.(S)

where

~o(S) = ISH(S). \'(5). w(S)l'

(21)

(2.2)

represents the position vector of the centroid of the cross-section. The generahzed displacements u (S).

1'(5). and w(S) represent the components of the displacement of the line of centroids with respect to the

basis (E,}.

The orientatlon of the cross-section is represented by the onhonormal moving baSIS { t,(S)} auached

to the centroid of a t}'Plcal cross-section. The vectors are oriented such that \1 (5) remains normal to the

Ol-erogc rorated ree. on. 12 (S) describes the major principal direction. and t)(5) describes the minor

principal dlre"ion. as sho~Tl in Fig. 2.1. The orientation of the mO\'ing basis can be expressed in terms

of the fixed basis ve'tors through an orthogonal transformation 1\(5) =Ave. 0 EJ such that

(i.J = 1, 2,3) (2.3)

Consider now a warpin~ deformation from the deformed position described by Eq. (2.1) in which the

top flange rotates ngidly about ils center by an amount y in the clockwise direction. while the boltom

flange rotates rigidly about its ,emer the same amount in the 1n'iclockwise direction. For later clarity of

descnption we refer to this mode of warping as primary lorsj(lflal warping. A new orthogonal frame.

shown in Fig. 2.1, can now be defined for both the top flange and the bottom flange as

Bottom flange

Fie_ 2.1 Fiance rotation due to primary torsional warpinc
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i,j E {l, 3) (2.4)

where the Qv(r) are the components of the orthogonal transformation matrix

Q (y) :; [ cos y sin y ]
- Sir; y cosy

(2.5)

The presence of shear stresses along the comour of the cross section tends to cause an out-of-plane

deformation of the cross section known as warping. The existence of this warping deformation has been

recognized for a lon~ time. but was accounted for only in elasticity approaches to beam problems. The

justification for neglecting warping due to transverse shear when constructing a beam theory generally

relies on the argument that shearing deformations are small compared with flexural deformations. Such

an assumption fails to be ',alid for short beams (where the depth is on the same order as the length) or for
beams with extremely low shear modulus. Cov.'Per (1966). was among the first to try to systematically

treat the influence of warping in beam theory by developing a method for computing the so-caUed shear
cot/liCitnt ....·hich appears in Timoshenko's beam theory. SLmo (1982) demonstrated that a kinematic

assumption could be constructed which lead directly to Cov.'Per·s consistent shear coeffiCient. With an

explicit expreSsion for the kinematic hypothesis. Sima was able to develop a second order beam theory

....,hlch consistently accounted for the effect of warping due to U'.osverse shear. Hjelmstad (1987) devel·

oped a theory. motivated by this kinematic hypothesis. in which th~ warping was alloll.·ed to accrue as an

independent degree-of-freedom. In the sequel we introduce adcitional warping modes into the kine

matic hypothesis to account for the warping caused by the nonuniform shear flow. These additional

warpm~ modes are the extension to three dimensions of the ideas implicit in the aforementioned v.·orks.

We now superpose on the previous deformation field a distonional warping deformation which is

infiniteSImal and normal to the primary warped cross-section. as shown in Fig. 2.2, Dlstonional warping

deformations I,ill accrue from shearing of the elements caused by transverse resultant shears and torsion.

The intensity of u'arping ~ill be expressed as an expansion of warping basis functions and generalized

warping intensitles (Hjelmstad. 1987). In the present case. the distortional warping can be expressed in

the form 1/', (X2• X 3)/3,(5) , i=1, ...• 3. I'ote that the summation convention is in effect.

y(S)

Fil. 1.1 Distortional warpinl (bottom nanle)

The functions PI (5). P2 (5). and fJ3 (5) represent the intensity of warping characterized by the warping

basis functions Vl1 (X,. X3). VI, (X,. X3 ) and Vl3(X,. X). respectively. The specific character of the warping

functions for the I-beam will be discussed later.
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The deformation map can now be written in terms of the defined objects as follows:

(2.6)

where the curly bracket notation indicates that the top component applies to the top flange. the middle

component applies to the web, and the bottom component applies to the bottom flange. When a term

does not have a curly bracket it applies to all three regions. Using the expressions relating the warped

base vectors \0 the unwarped base vectors, we can rewrite the above expression in the form

The functions 8(Y) and hey) are defined as

(2.7)

{

COS y)
g(y).. 1 J

cosy
{

- Siny}
hCy).. 0

Sin Y

(2.8)

For convenience in subsequent derivations we ,,'ill recast the deformatIon map into the fo11o",'ing

compact form:

(2.9)

where u\ .. X 3h Ci') ... 1/'/1,g(y) , a~ .. X~. and 03 .. X)g(y) -1P~,h (1') can be viewed as the components of

stretch of the base veclors.

Remark.- The above kinematic assumption is panicular to the I-beam cross-sectional geometry

and reflects finite torsional .....arping. The distonional warping terms are needed to obtain a reasonable

distribution of shearing strains v.'ithin the cross-section. This is ~uite imponar.t for a formulation in which

local constllutive equations are used. The kinematics used here can be contrasted with those of Slmo and

vu-Quoc (1989). There the warping is accommodated In a finite deformation context and is gl'ometri·

call~' exact However. the warping function is taken to be the one corresponding with the infinitesimal

case. Smce theirs is a stress resultant theory. the effect of making this assumptions does not show up in

the geometry of beam deformation because the stress resultants. particularly the bishear, can be suitably

defined so that the stress power of the stress resultants is identical to that of the 3-D continuum. How

ever, the difference is implicit in the constitutive equations. which are also motivated by the infiniteSimal

theory.

1.1.1 Description of finite rotations

The orthogonal transformation A(S) can be described in several ways. Among these are the Euler

angles (with one oftwelve conventions) and the Cayley-Klein parameters (or quaternions), Simo (1985)

presents a novel parameterization in terms of quatemions with an updating procedure based on the

exponential map to trace the evolution of the moving frame. Here we adopt the Euler angle representa

tion. The well known singularity present in this parameterization is not expected to influence the prob

lems of interest here.
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The onhogonal transformation /\(S) can be derived as the ploduct of the three (planar) rotation

matrices AI (91 (S», A~(8~ (S», and /\,(0, (S», where 01• O2 and 0, are the three Euler angles which we

will use to parameterize the finite rotation Folloll<ing the xyz convention, the rotation matrix takes the

form

/\(S) ., /\1{61(S»)A2(62(S»/\,(6,(S»

I 1 0 oli C. 0 S2li C, - 53

~lI
"'i 0 Cl -51 : 0 1 o ': 5, C,

L0 Sl CIJL-S~ 0 'I 0C~~L 0 Ij (2.10)

I" C~C,
C,5)

L - S~

5 I S.C, - CIS,
SIS~5) -t CIC,

SJC~

""here the fITst rotation is the an~le OJ about the initial X, aXlS. the second is the angle O2 about an

intermediate X. axis, and the third IS the angle 81 about the final Xl axis. The notation: C,., cos6,(5) ,

S, =sinO,(S). i=l,2.3 has been introduced to economize the nmauon.

2.1.3 Secondar) warpin& due to torsion and transverse shearing

The Il'arping of the cross-section due to torsion is composed of two pans: (1) a finite but plane

rotation of the flanges in opposite dIrections (primary warping), as shown in Fig. 2.1, and (2) a super

posed mfinitesimal distonional lI,arpmg displacement due \0 shearing of the flanges (secondary warping),

as sho A,\ in Fi~. 2.2. The first type of warping is characterized by the rotation angle". and is the finite

deformation counterpan of the classical tOTSlon warping function based on sectorial areas (VlazO\·.

1961). The secondary warping is characterized by the warping intensities P, which multiply the warping

functions 1/', . This mode of deformation is usually ignored in formulating beam theories. However, this

warping componem is imponant because it allows for a shear strain gradient. enabling the shear strain,

and thereby shear stress, to vanish at the extreme fibers of the cross section. This mechanism also allows

for a more reahstic representation of the propagation of yielding throu~h the cross-section. Again. this

mude of warping is imponant nlainly to short beams.

The secondary warping function associated with torsion is given by

K~GA r 0

1J'1 = - 120£12 l ~sgn(X~)(l + v)1l0X~ - 3bzX,J

in wf'b

i;, flange
(2.1 J)

The secondary warping functions due to transverse shearing can be found a5 in Hjelmstad and Popov

(1983) and have the expliCit expressions:
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where, the constants. Co and CI. are given by

in web
(2.13)

in flanee

C 2+10m(1-211 2)+v(1+Sm(1-Sn2»
o = (1 + 3m){2 + v) .

C
j
= 4(1 + 1Smn 2

) +)1(2+ 7Smn 2
)

(1 + 3m)
(2 14)

and G is the shear modulus, E is Young's modulus, and v is Poisson's ratio. The function sRn(x) takes

values sgn(x)=1 if x>O, sgll(x)=-1 if x<O, and sgll(x)=O if x=O. The geometric propenies of the I-beam

ha\'e been expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters m, the ratio of gross flange area to web

area, and n. the ratio of flange ~idth to section depth:

2bllm=--,
hI

b
n =-

h
(2.15 )

where h is the dl:;tance between the centroids of the flar ,I is the web thickness, b is the flange width,

and II IS the flange thIckness, as shown In Fig 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 T>'pical I-beam cross-section

The warping functions V'1 and VJ~ are quite SImilar, differing only in sense (fur transverse shearing

the warping IS symmetric "'ith respect to the origin while for torsi.1n it is antisymmetric) and in scaling (the

torsion warping function has an additional ~....:tor of h/2). This similarity is a consequence of the symme

try of the section which leads to a simple mode for resisti"~ primary warping torsion wherein the two

flanges are sheared. 8S independem beams, in oppOSite directions.

For reference. we note that the standard cross-sectional propenies: area. A , minor moment of

inertia, /2 (about the Xaaxis), and major moment ofinertia. /3 (abou' the X3 axis), can be expressed in

terms of m. n. h. and t as

A = hI (I + m). (2.16)

The two shear coeffiCients, K~ and KJ, were given by Cowper (1966) as follows:
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• • JOel +1')
1 12+ 11"

(2.17 )

(2.18)

Note that for zero Poisson's ratio K2 reduces to the familiar value of 516 (each flange is a rectangular

section). The coefficient K) has the approximate value of ... .,1A, where A., is the web area and A is the

total area.

2.1." The constrained deformation Iradient

The deformation gradient, reflectin~ the kinematic hypothesis. can be computed from the relation

ship F =,p" fi) E,. For the specific deformation map given by Eq. (2.9) the deformation gradient takes

the form

F(X) = [¢o'(S) +Q/(X)t:CS») ~ £1 + a,,j(X)t,(S) ® E)

where the derivative of the position vector of the line of centroids is given by.

¢o'(S) = [1 + u'(S), \"(S), w'(S»)'

and the derivatIve of the moving basis is given by

" Md8•.
t:(S) = Nt, = A,.8. E, = a8. dS E,

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21 )

In the abo\'e expressions, a prime denotes differentiation with respect to S, i.e. C')' =dC')ldS, and

subscripts follo....ing a comma denote differentiation vmh respect the coordinate indicated, i.e.

(.) ,k = a(· l/aX• . The notation A,. inl' cates the partial derivative with respect to the argument, 3A/38•.

The gradient of a (X) IS a matrix WIth components a/,) and has the explicit form:

I" X)h'(y) + !J!/[.B,'gCy) +P.g'Cy)]
ta = : 0

L X)g'(y) - "',[.B,'h(y) +P,h'(y)]

Vi" 2fi.g (1')

1

- v'",fJ,h (r)

h (,,) + Vi•.J3.g (1') i
o I

g(y) - !J!i.J3,h (1') J
(2.22)

The derivatives of the functions g (I') and h (y) with respect to S are given by the expressions

{
Sin,,}

ny) .. - .0 y',

smy

1.1.5 'Residual stresses

{
-COSY}

h'()')" 0 r'
cosy

(2.23)

The distributions of residual stress adopted here are typical of steel I-sections fabricated by the hot

rolling process. A polynomial expression is assumed as an analytical approximation of the residual stress

pattern. Since residual stre~ses in a section are self-equilibrated, they must satisfy the following condi-
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tions of statics: no resulting axial forces. and no resulting bendin& moment about two principal axes

(Kitipomchai and TratJair. 1975b). The residual stress pattern considered nere is shown in Fi&. 2.4,

Fig. 2.4 Residual stress distribution for typical rolled seclion

wherel'1the flange tips and the central portion of the web are presumed in compression. Tne expressions

for the residual stresses in the web and in the flange. 0"" and 0" respectively, are given by:

0,.., = 0(C31]'''' "rt - 1)(10 (2 24)

where a is the amplitude of the residual stress and 00 is the yield stress The variations are expressed in

terms of the normalized coorJlnates ~ ,. XJlb. '1 =X2/h. and the constants are gIVen br the follo\l,;r.g

relations

88 - 28.'11'1 2 ... 80m
Cj ;:

(1.5n 2 .. 2)m

22 .. Smn 2 + 36.'11
c~ =-

(1 5'1 2 .. 2)m
(225)

168 - 8Bmn 2 + 60n 2

cJ" - (1.5n2 .. 2)

2.2 Equilibrium Equations. Weak Form

c, =
58 - 22mn 2 ... 27'1 2

(1.5n 2 ... 2)
(2.26)

The local form lor the static balance of linear momentum of a non-polar continuum is e"Pressed by

the equation (sec. for example, Marsden and Hughes. 1983):

DIV P ... (1o B = 0 ; XEB (2.27)

where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. "0 is the density in the reference configuration, B is the

body force. and DW is the diversence operator with respect to the reference coordinates {XI}. i. e. the

divergence of a second order tensor is has components (DIV(') 11 =(. )v,J in canesian coordinates. Bal

ance of angular momentum funher implies the symmetry PF' =FP' .
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In accordance with standard practice. we denote by asw that portion of the boundary where the

defo~tion map is prescribed and by oB, that ponion of the boundary where the tractions f are pre

scribed. The boundary value problem is well posed if (jBt U(JBw =: iJS and oB, n8B.. .. II .

The local torm of the equilibrium Eq. (2.27) can be expressed as a weak statement of equilibrium in
the following way (Marsden and Hughes. 1983)

(; (~. FJ) • JP : (DF . '1) dV - J"oB . '1 dV - Jf . '1 dS .. 0. . ~

(2.28)

for any kinematically admissible variation" which satisfies the displacement boundary conditions. The

variation of the deformatIOn gradient has been denoted by DF . '1 and is computed with the formula for

the dlTecuonal derivative as

d
DF(X. u(S» . '1 .. - [F(X. u + (77)] ..o

df
(2.29)

where u(S) .. (u. II. It'. ()l. 92 • 9). y. PI, fJ2. {J,} IS the vector of generalized displacements and '1 (5) is the

variation in u(S)

Smce the kinematic hypothesis effectively obliterates the contribution of St. Venant torsion, the

effect must be reintroduced to capture thIS effect. Formally. we accomplish this by augmenting the weak

form as fall 0 \0\'5

G(li. ,,/) • C(tp. 'I) + I~" (cr,,' '1) dV

B

(2.30)

where r", IS the stress couple associated \lith 5t Venan! torsion, r" is the generalized strain conjugate to

r,.. and Dr" . 'I is the variation in strain. We note that the above construction is more an expedient than

an aX10matic necessity. A more refined kinematic hypothesis can be ·.~Titten which contains il quadratic

variation of displacement through the thickness of the contour which leads directly to a weak form

containing the contribution due to St. Venant torsion (see, for example. Gjels\'ik. 1981).

The appropriate strain measure for the 51. Venant torsion is one which measures the rate of twist of

the beam relative to the mo\1ng frame. To obtain an expression for the rate of twISt consider the general

expression for the curvatures of a finitely deformed beam (Simo. 19 S5):

Q(S) • [.lL.I\(5)] I\'(S) .. [ ICJ~S)
dS - !CiS)

(2.31 )

where Kt (S) is the torsional curvature and K2 (5) and K) (5) are the flexural curvatures of the beam. The

St. Venant tOhional Strain will be taken simply as r .. = Kt (S), which clearly does not depend upon the

cross sectional coordinates. From the expression for the finite rotation matrix, Eq. (2.10), we can com

pute the torsional curvature to be
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(2.32)

(2.33)

For configurations near the undeformed state the torsional curvature reduces to the expression

Ie\ (S) .. 6\' in accord with the linear theory. In the numerical implementation of the theory we will as

sume that the linear expression is adequate. For the problems studied here such an assumption is only a
modest compromise. and is in line with \he assumption made on the constitutive equations.

Since the Sl. Venant tCJrsional strain measure does not depend upon the cross sectional coordinates.
the second term in Eq. (2.30) can be explicitly integrated to live

L

O..(¢. '7) • I1'.. (Dr.. ' '1) dV .. I'".. (Die] . '1) dS

6 0

where m,,(S) is the 5t Venar.t torque resultant acting a' .a ~ross section. We will, however. assume that

the stress couple is distributed uniformly along the cont.:>ur of the section, in accord with the elementary

theory, and integrate this term numerically over the cross set.tion along with all of the other terms, In

addItion. we assume that the stress couple evolves according to an uncoupled constitutive equation and
al"'ay~ remams in the elastic state. As a consequence. the exp' cit expression for the stress couple is

t"" = GJ"1(1 (5) • "'here J" is the distribution of torsion constant aloTl6 the contour in the cross-section and
is expressed as (//3 in the flar.ge and (3/3 in the web.

1.2.1 Linearind lovernin& equations

The Iineamatlon of the weak form of equilibrium equation (2.28) aO:lut an intermedjate conflgura

tion, ~ : B - R l • leads to to the exr-ression (Marsden and Hughes. 1983)

. f as . -L\Gl. = (DF' '1).: [S ~ 1 + F' ilt ~}•. (DF . ~); dV + G(~. '1)

B

where 1 der.otes a unit matrix with components 6u . The subscript ~ designates that the argument is

evaluated at the configuration ¢ : B -~, and a¢ : B - R l is the incremental motion. The integral

teTm in Eq. (2.34) gives rise to the tangent stiffness of the system. the first term :-~mg the geometric pan

and the last term being the material part. The constant term represl"nlS the so called out-of-balance

fOTce at the confiGUration and has the expression

G(~. '7) • I(P : DF • 17). dV - If' '1 dS

6 a~

The linearization of the St. Venant pan of the weak form is carried out similarl~·.

(:1.35)

(2.36)

where the St. Venam out-of-balance is given directly by Eq. (2.33). The material tangent fOi the St.

Venant pan is dm,./dICI • OJ' as mentioned previously. Clearly, G~~.,,) vanish'!! if. is an equilibrium

configuration.
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We note that the deformation gradient F is completely defined in Eq. (2.19), and the directional

derivative. DF . ~'" in Eq. (2.34), is as follows:

(2.3i)

where ~o' '" (~u', 4v', Aw')'. The increment in the orthogonal transformation and its first derivative

can be computed as M '" A,~Aek. and M' '" l\,kJ(Jk' 48J +1\,.48/. The increment in the coefficients a
(with components aj) take L'le form:

and their derivatives ~a (with components a/,J) are given b)'

(2.38)

I

r
X,Ll.~· + 'P, {({J,' Ll.g +p,Ll.&') • (g' AfJ, + ,6/1:)) 'P,.2 ({J,Ll.g + g6/1,)

.Ll.(~a) '" 0 0

L x,.\g' - 'P,{({J,'4~ + /J,Ll."') + (~'Ll.fJ, + ~A/J,')} - 'P0.2({J,Ll.h + hLl.fJ,)

where the bcrement of functions g(y) and hey) are defined as follows:

- r
41t + '/I,.,fJl,4& qLl.fJ,; i

o I
~ - '/1.. ' (jJ~h + itt.fJ,)

(2.39)

Ag(y) '" -h'(y)AJ' ,

and their flrst deTlvatives are given by

{

COS Y} (sin JI}
~g'(,..) '" - 0 y'b;'- ~ 0 Ay,

cos r lSJn Y
{

sin Y} {- cos y}
Ah'(y) '" 0 ;,'Ay- 0 Ay

Sin Y cosy

(2.41)

The directional derivative DF . ". In Eq. (2.34), is the same as DF . ~ except for the difference in

dIrections ~t/J and 1J-

1.1.1 Finite element discretization

Equation (2.34) has a form that is suitable for treatment by the finite element method. To carry out

the solution. a knowledge of the currentstate ofsuess S. and the materi~1 tangent [CJS/CJEI. is reqUired.

These tangent moduli can be obtained from the constitutive equations. which are discussed in the follt-w

ing chapter. We will obtain the solution from the equilibrium equations developed above by utilizing the

finite element method. The beam is discretized into elements having 10 degrees of freedom at each of

the 3 nodes of the element. one for each of the generalized variables.

Following standard procedures the generalized displacements u(S)=[u. v, W, 91 , (}z, (},. PI. Pz, p,.
"J' are interpclated from the nodal displacements U-rU. Y, W, 9 .. 8,. e,. BJ , B" B,. r J. as



N

U(S) = 2),(S)U,
,.1

(2.42)

where h, (S) are the interpolation functions. V, is the vector of nodal displacements at node i. and N is the

number of nodes associated with each element. Inasmu(.:. as the admissible variations lie in the space

HI (0. L). ce continuity of interpolation is Sufficient (~€e, for example, Strang and Fix. 1973), One

should be aware. however. that the character of the soluticn for the ~'arping intensities /31, fJ2. /3,. and y is

one of exponential decay. leading to boundary layer phenomena (j, f. rapid vanations of the field vari

ables over small distances) at points of restraint and point loadings. The ramifications of using CO shape

functions for the warping intensities was considered by HJelmstad (1987).

After introducing the interpolation of the nodal parameters. the expressions for the directional de

rivatives at each node can be pL.t ;:lt0 l'Jlatrix form as a linear transformation of the increments (01

variations) as

DF . t>.rp = B(X. u(S»AL'. DF' ,,= B(X. u(S»'7 (2.43 )

where, the rows of B (X, \J (S» are placed in one-to-one correspondence ~ith the components of

DF . A¢ . The actual expression for the matrix B IS extremely complicated. and hence ""ill not be pre·

sented here. It IS. howe\'er. straightforward to compute from the definitions given previOUsly.

L'sing the abo\'e results we are lead to the standard discrete problem for the incremental nodal

displacements t>.l',

K,6l' = (,

,,"'here the t~,...~I:!1t stiffness matrix is gi\,en by sum over al: of the elements f as

i.<

K, = L JfB' [S ~ 1 + F'D'PF]. B dA dS + K"
, 0 A

(2 44)

(2,45)

where K" is the stiffness contribution frc..m the St. Venant pan of the weak form. The out-of-balance

torce has the expression

i.<

f, = F, - L JJB' : p. dA dS - ('"
, 0 A

(2.46)

in which F, IS the vector of currently applied nodal forces. dA is the element of integration over the

cross-section. L, is the length of element e, and the arguments of the summation are understood to be

those quantities appropriate to that element. Again. flO is tl>e residual force arising from the Sl. Venant

term. The summation over the elements is taken to infer standard assembly procedures.

Since the stress S. and the compliance [D"']; generally vary nonlinearly over the cross-section due

to Inelasticity, the X 2 - X3 dependence must be integrated over the cross-section A numerically. For the

I-beam. the cross-sectional domain is subdivided into five regions: four half flanges and one web. Within
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each region. Gaussian quadrature is employed and the total integral is taken to be the sum of the integrals

over the five subregions. Reduced integration is used in the S direction to prevent shear locking effects

(Hughes. 1987). The solution procedure is employed using the algorithm outlined in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Global solution algorithm

Initialize solution at r = 10

For each load step do

While I(, I > 101

Form K,. (, as follows:
For each element e ;

Compute deformation gradient F strains E
Compute stresses by return mapping (Table 3.1)
Compute element tangent stiffness matrix and residual force
Assemble element matrices into global matrices

Solve K, 6U '" (,
l'pdate U -- U i'tiU

Increment load step t - t i' tit
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Chapter 3

A New Model for Cyclic Metal Plastitity

It is generally agreed that the inelastic behavior of mild steel can be apprmum:nely modeled with the

classical plasticity theory with an associated flow rule. Finite element analyses of complex inelastic sys

tems are often done ~ith extremely simple constitutive models because they sunplify the development of

algorithms and they expedite computations. In a monotonic loading environment. material strain hard

ening effects are generally modeled with a simple isotropic hardening rule (expansion of the yield surface

in stress space). In a cychc loading and unloading environment, the anisotropic behavior of the material

(t.g. Bauschinger's effect) is often modeled with a simple kinematic hardening rule (rigid translation of

the yield surface in stress space).

It has been knollm for some time that these simple models do not represent real plastic beha\ior well.

especially in the transient softening stage from the initial elastic unloading stage to the permanent soften

ing stage for reversed loading. The first attempt to overcome the inadequacies of the simple hardening

models goes back to Duwez (1935) who proposed the mechanical sublayer mod"l wherein the (one

dimensional) material is idealized as a series of friction elements v.'i:h different friction coefficients and

slip \·alues. The basic idea of Duwez was subsequentl,' extended by Bessieling (1953) and Iwan (1967)

Mroz (1967) generalized the sublayer model to multiax..iaJ states of stress by introduci.lg a multi-surface

model ~ith fields of work-hardening mcc'ull Mroz's multi-surface model was simr Hied to a two surfarp

theory by Krie~ (1975) and independently by Dafalias (1975) and Dafalias and P'.>pov (1975. 1976).

The main Idea behind the two surface modt:15 is that the elastoplastic modulus is d~termlned from the

distance of the stress point from the yield and bounding su·~acfs A more refined apJ="oach to the bound

ing surface model was proposed by Petersson and Popov (1977) and Popov and Petersson (1978),

wherein aUXJlIary surfaces between the yield and bound surfaces are used to interpolate a more n:ahstic

variatlon of the hardening moduli. Rees (J 981, 1982, 1983) extended the idea ot a k•.lematic hardening

rule by expressing it in terms of a field of uniform hardening potentials. Mme recc:nt:y. Rees (l9B4.

1987) has proposed the idea of using a multi-surface. equi-strain potential for the hardening.

While the more recent cyclic plastlcity models represent real material behavior quite well, d1Cf are

not well suited for large-scale computation. There is need for a computationall} efficient model which

possesses the ad\'antages of these existing models. Such a model is developed in this chapter. The solu

tion of the nonhnear constitutive equations will employ the consistent return mapping algorithm of Sima

and Taylor (1985) in conjunction with a new kinematic hardening law which is generated from an iso

tropic hardenin.: field at each stage of the cyclic loading. A monotonic tension or torsion test is all that is

reqUired to set the parameters of the model.

The chapter starts by laying the general foundation for the plasticity model. The details of some of

the models mentioned above are reviewed and useful concepts are collected. The new cyclic plasticity

model is then described along with the details of its implementation. Finally. the qualitative performance

of the model is assessed b)' using it to simulate response for non-proponional loading histories which

have been examined experimentally and are published in the literature.
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3.1 Basic Framework ror the Constitutive Equations

The equations of classical plasticity provide the basic framework for the development of the cyclic

plasticity model used here. Assuming that the strains will generally be small. but that the motions will be

finite, we cast the constitutive equations in terms of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and its

conjugate Lagrangian strain tensor. We adopt the fundamental hypothesis that the strains are made up of

an elastic part and an inelastic part as follows:

E - t(F'F - 1) - E' + FJ (3.1)

where f is the deformation gradient. The stresses, S, are given in terms of the elastic pan of the strain

a:ld the initial elastic moduli. D, as

S - DE' - D(E - EP). (3.2)

The evolution of the inelastic strains can be expressed in terms of a plastic potential, for which purpose

we adopt one of the von Mises vanety:

(3.3)

where ~ =5 - a' is the effective stress, that IS, the dif!:rence between the stress deviator s =S - 3- (reS) 1

and the deviator 0' of the backstress a . A yIeld surface can be described by the condition ~ = O. Points

inside the yield surface. tP < O. are elastic and points o·.Jtside the yield surface are inadmi~~ihl4" The

radius of the Yleld surface is given by the function ~ - ,,(~), which defines an isotropic hardening la\\' in

terms of the equi\'alent plastiC srrain:
,

~ = JIf EI' : EP ll/2dt

o

(3.4\

where EP is the plastic strain rate. With these definitions. the plastic stram can be expressed as an equa·

\Ion of evolution as

(3.5)

where A is a plastic Lagrange multiplier which can be determined from the consistency condition. The

elastoplastic loading/unloading (consistency) conditions can be expressed in standard Kuhn-Tucker

form as

tP s O. ;. ~ O. J.¢ .. O. (3.6)

Taking the rate form of Eq. (3.2). substituting the evolution equation for plastic strains. Eq. (3.5),

and enforcing the consistency condition leads to the following rate equations for the evolution of stress

S :: 0(5. EP. a)E
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where {) is the fourth order elastoplastic tangent tensor, depending on the current state of stress. the

plastic strain. and the backstress. The evolution equation for the back-stress will be defined differently

from the classical plasticity for the present cyclic plasticity model and will be descri~d in se!'"tion 3.4.

The integration of the rate constitutive equations plays a central role in the numerical analysis of the
beam model and will be discussed later.

3.2 Modeli"'. of Isotropic Hardeninc

A model of nonlinear hardening law with a linear pan and an exponential (saturation) pan is

adopted to describe the isotropic hardening in Eq. (3.3) as foliow~ (Simo and Taylor. 1985).

(3.8)

where "0 IS the initial radius ofthe yield surface, 1(. is the ultimate radius ofthe yield surface, K is the rate

of linear hardening, and Y is the initial rate of exponential hardening. The parameter ~ is a shifted

equivalent plastic strain, a11o...ing the modeling of a yield plateau, given by the expression

[

0
'E -

fP - eJh

(3.9)

.....here 'E", is the It>ngth of the plaStiC plateau. The nonlinear isotropIc hardening law is sho....'Tl schematical

ly for .JC-=O (:10 lir:iCai hardtuiug) in Fig. 3.1

Fia. 3.1 Nonlinear Isotropic strain hardeninc model

Popov and Petersson (1978) performed uniaXlal experiments and torsion tests. and compared both

results by plotting the e{(ective stress and etlective strain (or bOth cases on the same graph. The agree

ment between the twO curves was satisfactory in both the monotonic and cyclic cases. The use of effective

stress and s[rain allows the hypothesis 01 a unJversal stress-strain curve applicable to any state 01 stress.

One can use the stress-strain curve obtained from a monotonic tensile test on the virgin material to

construct the universal curve. A field of loading surfaces can be consuuctetl from the stress-plastic strain

curve. taking the radii of the loading surfaces from the ordinates of the ur.iversal curve as shown in Fig.

3.2. Each surface in the stress space is assigned a particular value of equivalent plastic strain, as deter

mined from the universal curve. The radii of the loading surfaces are computed as
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FiB. 3.2 Multi-strain potential representation for vir&in state

(3.10)

Figure 3.3 illustrates the concept of equivalence between corresponding stress-plastic main paths

and a uniaxial" \'5 l" curve in a initial multl-strain potential field under a radial stress path OP in a V5 .

•'3r space, It is convenient to obtain the unialliall' - tp ClJrve directly from a monotonic tension expen'

FiC' 3.3 Initial multi-strain potential field under a radial stress path OP in
a \'5 . .[j f space
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ment because the normal stress and the extensional strain are identical to the effective stress and strain
for the uniaxial case.

The next step is to define a rule to describe the inelastic state for the cyclic loading condition. In the

monotonic loading conditlon. nonlinear isotropic hardening rules can be employed, while a more intri

cate hardening rule is needed to represent cyclic response.

3.3 Review of Kinematic Hardenin& Models for Cyclic Plasticity

Due to the complexity of nonlinear material behavior. h·,ar.y ideali~ed models have been proposed.

A combined isotropic-k.inematic plastiCity model, iUustrated in Fig. 3.4, has often been adopted for

applications in computational plasticity. The discrepancy between this simple model and experiments.

however, is panicularly pronounced on load reversal because real materials exhibit a phenomenon

known as Bauschinger's effect. The simple kinematic hardening model also does not provide a smooth

transition from the elastic to the fully plastic state, a phenomenon which is observed experimentally for

most materials.

Many efforts have been made to improve the representation of cyclic material behavior. An early

attempt may be traced to the sublayer model of Duwez (1935). with extensions by Bessielinll (1953) and

Iwan (1967). In this iT:odel, the material behavior is represented by some layers in parallel, each layer

having a different yield strength. The model can replic3te the transition softening stage between the

elastic stage and virgin strain hardening stage for reversed loading much better than a k.inematic harden

ing model can. This model has been generalized for multiaxial stress states by Mroz (1967), who intro

duced the concept of a field of work-hardening moduli which was defined by the confIgurations of

surfaces with constant plastic tangent moduli. The surfaces in Mroz's model (.orrespond to the sublayers

in the uniaXIal case. During plastic flow, the yield surface translates, contacts, and pushes the adjacent

loading surfaces. The plastic modulus at any instant during plastic flow is the value associated with the

outermost moving surface. On load reversal, the surfaces sequentially disengage, as shown in Fig. 3.5.

o
H

F

Fig. 3.4 Idealization or material behavior on load reversal
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For nonproponionalloading. the surfaces move by some prescribed role such that the individual surfaces

do not intersect but continuously contact and push each other. Although this model provides bet~er

representation of cyclic behavior than does the classicallUnematic hardening model. many surfaces must
be used to obtain the smooth behavior observed experimentally. This model has another difficulty asso

ciated I'ith a proper choice for the parameters involved. especially for multiaxial response. These shnrt

comings no:withstandmg, this model is the best k.nown of the multi-surface lepresentations of inelastic

ddormation.

o o
FF

---1~-t-~r-......::l"'c:~-;;:;JI1""--+-+-++-.

I3r

L L

Fig. 3.5 Approximation of the stress-strain curve and the correspondinl fields of
"'orJl-hardeninl moduli (or uniaxial cyclic loadine (Mro!. 1967)

A modiflcation of Mroz's fields of work-hardening model was proposed by Krieg (1975). This modi

fied model. called the two-surface plasticity model. replaces all but two of the discrete surfaces of Mroz's

model by a continuum of intermediate loading surfaces whose distributIOn is prescribed. The twO surfaces

are represented by an inner surface. called the loading surface. and an outer surface. termed the limit

surface. Both the loading and limit surfaces can vary accordmg to a combined isotropic and k.inematic

hardening behavior. The motion of the loading surface is identical to that of Mroz's model. ThiS theory

requires a memory of three vectors and three scalars. a small increase over the two vectors required for
kinematic hardening alone. Independently. a more comprehensive and satisfying generalization of the

concept of a two surface plasticity theory was proposed by Dafalias and Popov (1975). In this theory the

concept of a bounding surface is introduced. This model also provides a smooth hardening model and

relativel~ good computational efficiency. which was demonstrated from the almost exact prediction of

the experimental data of cyclic uniaxial stress-strain curve. The yield reeion is constrained to move

always within bounds. as shown in Fig. 3.6. where the bounding region is referred to as the bounding

surface in the multiaxial case. nle material behavior can be described by considering the plastic modulus

E! to be a function of two plastic internal variables. ~ and~•. where 6 is the distance from the active

pOint on the loading surface to the bounding surface. and 6", is the initial distance .t the most recent

initiation of yield and pro\ides a memory of the most recent loading history associated ~ith the previous
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excursion in reverse plastic loading The expression for the plastic modulus P suggested by Oafalias and

Popov (1975. 19(6) is

lJ
p - ~ + 6", _6 h(6",)

(3.11 )

where ~ is the bounding value of plastic modulus. and h(d",) is a shape parameter determined from

experimental d.Ha. By projecting on the u -axis and then generalizing in multiaxial stress space. the end

points such as Q' and b' become the yield surface. and the end points If and 1i, the bounding surface, as

shovon Fig. 3.6. Ouring the course of plastic deformation, the two surfaces translate simultaneously in the

stress sp,~e, and in Ileneral. may also deform. During plastic deformation. the continually changing

distance 6 in stress space, between the stress state b' on the yield surface and the corresponding point li
on the bounding surface. determines the value of the generalized pll'stic modulus in a manner ani!logous

to the uniaxial case.

At the numeric:al implementation level. the above bounding surface model may give rise to an inac

curate results in some ca~es. Petersson and Popov (1977) took the uniaxial cyclic loading pattern sho\\'T1

in Flg. 3.7 to demonstraLe the problem. If the load is reversed before any plastic flow occurs. the updat

ing of the parameter 6.. \l.ilI be done incorrectly. A number of these events in a cyc:lic: loading history can

sign:hcamly bIas the plastic moduli Petersson anc Popov (1977) and Popov ar.d Petersson (1978) gener

ahzed the Dafaha~-Popovmodel by introducing mtermediate surfaces between the yield and bound

suriaces based on the experimental data. The intermedjal~surfaces were used fvr purposes of interpola

tion, and in pnnciple are not related at all to those of the :>'lroz model. There is no basic change from the

Dafahas-Popo\' model except for ,hI' jntrod~ctl()n of th~ iIllermeciJate surfaces.

The mitial stress-plastIC strain curve can be defmed I'ith the aid of projections onto the stress aXlS

usins a pair of inclined bounding lines together 'ol.ith specifIed plastic strain increments. as sho\l,'1"l In Fig.

3. S(a). The plastiC strain increments, ~, ~, t;. are chosen for equal stress increments, and the seEment

a

FiC. 3.6 The boundinc surface model in uniax.ial and multiaxial stress space
(Dafalias and Popov, 1975)
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Fig. 3.7 Deficiency of the two-parameter m:>del (Petersson and Popov, 1977)

AA' on the stress-axis defines the elastic range. For the multiaxial case, the hardening model is defIned

by the yield. boundIng. and intermediate surfaces. First load reversal is illustrated in Fig. 3.8(b). During

a load reversal, a new suess-plastic strain path is generated by the points between the inclined lines and

the decreaseD plastic straIn increments. The inclined lines are parallel to the lower bounding line, and

stan from the stress points projecttc onto the stress-axis an equal distance in the opposite sense of plastic

strain. A Similar procedure IS repeated during the subsequent load reversals, as shown in Fig. 3.8(c),

which brings in the history dependence of the cyclic process at each load reversal.

Tm,p~rl of mme ,hIS procedllTe for des':rihing the loading surfaces and their translations at ar.y stage

of cyclic loading. Peterssor. and POP;)V (1977, 1978) made use of two different stress-strain curves

obtained from umaxial ..xperimems. The first of these stress-strain curves is determined from a

monotonic tensile test on the virgin material, and the other is half of a hysteretic loop with halved ordi

nates after several loadIng cycles. The monotonic hardening function /C.' shown in Fig. 3.9(a), is ob

tamed from the \irgill tensile stress-strain curve. The cycled hardening function "6' shovo'Tl ill Fig. 3.9 (b).

can be systematically constructed as shOlm ir, Fig. 3.10. From the half hysteretic loop, an elastic regIOn

and the boundmg lines can be easily determined. A generic point A on the curve at a horizontal distance

~t' from the origin is distance 2IC, above the horizontal axis. Half the values of the quantities 2K and 2/(,

are used in the /C6 - t; curve. and the venical distances, 2IC, establish the bounding lines in the "b -t;
curve, as shown in Fig. 3.10(b). By using the scalar weighting function W, shown in Fig. 3.9(c), the

surface size is approximated as

(3.12)

where \\' is a function of the total accumulated equivalent plastic strain l' at the current time, whereas ".

and /(. are functions of an incremental equivalent plastic strain t; , accumulated since the last load rever·

sal. The back stress of a loadin& surface is also assumed to be a function of t;. and each surface is

assotined with an unique value of t;. The weighting function (:an be fit to experimental data by .. tnal

aod-error procedure. Once the sizes of loading surfaces are determined by the above procedure, their

motions are updated during plastic flow. A restriction is also imposed to avoid intersections of the sur

faces \\ith each other. A numerical procedure is employed in updating the panial derivatives of K, and a,

\\ith respect to the equivalent plastic strain ~ and its increment t;. Comparisons of theoretical predic-
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(Q) Monotonic case

(b I FIrst loadr~

FiC. 3.8 Representation 01 ·:~nstituti'·e relations (Pe.ersson and Popov, 1978\
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(er) Wgin Nn:leninC

..
(b) Il'lUllicyl:*l twdening

w

(c) Mighljng fUnctlon

Fl•. 3.9 Functions lor dellninc surface sizes (Petersson and Popov. 1977 and 1978)

tions of t.ysteresis curves with the experimental ones were made for both the uniaxial tests. as well a~ for
the torsional experimental experiments. and good agreement between the theory and experiments were
found by Petersson and Popov (1977) and Popov and Petersson (1978).

Rees (1981. 1982, 1983) presented a combined hardening model for anisotropic materials in which

the isotropIc hardening potentiai remains tangential at the stress paint to a yield surface which rigidly

translates to the stress vector OP. as shown In Fig. 3.11. The field potentials, FIf' are identical to the
anisotropic yield loci, f., only at inittal yield (fo =Fo ) when both enclose the elastic region. This model

exhibits the Bauschinger effect and linear plastic strain paths under radially outward loadIng. Since both

surfaces contact tangentially at points p. , yield loci translate along the vector connecting O. to p. , which
is identical to the modified Ziegler (1959) rule. Rees (1984, 1987) attributed the unrealistic prediction of

the mechanica! h)'steresis and cyclic creep behavior to the undefined extent of anisotTl'lpy of a combined

hardening rule. and introduced a mUlti-surface model which is especially representive of cyclic behaVIOr

under full anisotropic hardening. Another drawback. of a c;ombinc:d hardening model might be its charac

terization of a field of isotropic potentials under repeated loading-unloading conditions. Some modifica

tions to this model ",ill be presented in the next section.

Rees' multi-surface model stans from the concept of an equi-strain potential in which each surface

in stress space is assigned a panicu!ar value of eqUIvalent plastic strain 1'. The Bauschinger effect and

strtss-strain hysteresis under cyclic loading can be realistically represented by this model, as shown in the

o

Fia. 3.10 Construction of multicycled hardeninl curve (Peter'sson and Popov, 1978)
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Fie 3.11 Uniform-hardening plane-stress fields (F.) showln, anisotropic yield
loci (fft) for proportionate loadina (Rees. 1981, 1982)

papers by Rees (1984, 1987). The unstrained state of the material is assumed to be isotropic. and the

inillal yield condition conforms to the von Mjse~ yield criterion. The isotropic hardening rule, i e. the

rerrt~l'l)tation of:l multi-suif,n:c: function. IS the same as Eq. (3.6). The initial configuration of surfaces

i. continuously altered by translation durlng plastic deformation. The model can also be augmented to

allow for contraction and rotation, as may be induced by anisotropic deformation. The contraction and

translation function are scalar valued suain invariants which can be established from simple experimental

teslS in tension or torsion. Although the multi-surface model of Rees is powerful. it is difficult to imple

ment in a computer code because the translations of all surfaces have to be traced at each loading step.

The concept of this model will be used subsequently in the development of the new cyclic plasticity

model.

3.4 Proposed Multi_xial Cyclic Plasticity Model

In the previous se::tion. several cyclic plasticity models were revi...wed. In this section a new multi

axial cyclic plasticity model is developed. taking advantage of the previous models. The concept of the

universal Stress-plastic strain curve and its determination from a uniaxial test are taken from the work of

Petersson and Popov. We modify the procedure makin, it necessary only to have a uniaxial tension test

to determine the hardening functions. Rees' idea of a combined hardenina model will be employed for
trating the translation of a yield surface. If load reversal takes place after any plastic flow has occurred in

tne opposite sense, the field of equi-Stlain potentials will be replaced by new hardenina functions. and

the most recent backsness of the yield surface will be taken as the origin of the new field of .qui-strain

potentials. In each instance, the field of isotropic hardening potentials is obtained from the monotonic

nonlinear isotopic hardening curve, Eq. (3.4). usina the concept of Rees' multi-surface model. These
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concepts will be employed in conjunction with the consistent return mapping algorithm developed by

Simo and Taylor (1985) to numerically treat the constit"..ttive equations.

A cyclic hardening function can be systematically obtained from the monotonic isotropic hardening

curve, using the concept of Rees' multi-surface model as follows. A concentric configuration of von

Mises surfaces centered at the stress origin is assumed for the unstrained material, as shown in Fig. 3.2.
in which equi-strain potentials were chosen in equal stress increments for the equivalent plastic strain.

We assign an equivalent plastic strain value to the qth equi-strain potential. t" For convenience. the

potentials!, are chosen at equal equivalent plastic strain increments rather than the equal stress incre

ments shown in Fig. 3.2.

The subsequent multi-surface configurations in Fig. 3.12(b) are in the prestressed and prestrained

state (00.7.:). There is. of course, no translation of the multi-surface confiiWations in the stress Slate on

the initial yield plateau. The subsequent configurations, !,. are assigned new equivalent plastic strains,

~1". The forward and reversed equl\'alent yield stress points. and respectively, for a surface I,. will be

obtained by marking off the corresponding strain ~1" on either side of te; as shown in Figs. 3.12 (a). As

the translation of I, is rigId. it follows that

(3.13)

where K, is the radIUS of the surfacf f, and can be computed as follows:

Ie, = ICo + A (A~) (3.14)

oJ' :l: ICo +A (~ + Ae") (3.15)

From Eqs. (3.13). (3.14) and (3.15). the revers~d eC,".I1\·alent yield stress point. 0,'.11.111 be as follows:

o

(b)

•

~"l"-I

(a)

o O'

Initial Yield: lJoL--~~~::~::::2~:=:~~~~~~~~plat.au ~ (J

leOl-r:-_l.
A A'

I

I

FiC' 3.12 Representation or lnitiall~' prestrained material with the equi-strair model
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Orq := - Ito + A(~ + t:.~) - 2A (t.e") . (3.16)

The predictions from Eq. (3.16) are consistent with Bauschinger's effect, as illustrated in Fig. 3.12 (a). It

can be seen that the curve of unloading, BB'C', is uniquely defined by the curve of primary loading,

OAA'C, The segment BB' defines the elastic range in Fig. 3.12(a) which is the radius of the current

yield surface in the two dimensional stress space. as shown in Fig. 3.12 (b). The point 0" is the center of

the current yield surface. Choosing a new coordinate system (It(l), t:ll) with the origin at 0", a new

hardening curve, O"B'C', can be found, which can be repre~ented by the venical disunce between the

center of the current initial yield surface. 0". and the reversed equivalent yield stress point, C'. For the

qth surface fq we have

(3.17)

where 11/(0) in Eq. (3.17) represents the equivalent stress at the point B m Fig. 3.12(a). Since the

equivalent plastil:: strain is always positive, that is, it does not decrease during the plastic deformation, the

actual relationship between." and ~l) leads to the following:

(3.18)

1f the current reversed stress at point B were to continue beyond point B', as shown in Fig 3. 12. a new
field of isotropic hardening potentials would be created as shown in FIg. 3.13. The new field of equi

strain potentIals is created accordmg to Eq. (3.17). and the new center of this field is the final center of

the yield surface from the previous cycle. Each cyc!lc loading seage is represented by the sequential

number m. as sho~n in Fig. 3.13. where m"'O means the initial !ield of equi-strain potentials.

Fil. 3.13 Hardeninl plane stress fields
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The center of the new field is referred to as the backstress. a . and is constant for each field of

equi-strain potentials. Note that this definition of backstress is difrerent from the one used with the

traditional kinematic hardening model. If the stress path were to reverse again before reaching paint B'.

the current field of isotropic hardening potentials would be retained; if the stress path passes point D', the

field of isotropic hardening potentials is updated. The current stress pOint in or on the yield surface is

constrained to lie in the updated yield surCac:e. throughout the course of plastic deformation, according to

the consistent return mapping algorithm of Sima and Taylor (1985). The updated Stress point will be

returned to the subsequent loading surface by a normal projection onto the yield surface which corre·

sponds to the the mid-step time t.... , as shown in Fig. 3.16.

The motion of the yield surface in the proposed model is shown schematical1y in Fig. 3.14. Some

restrictions are imposed to avoid the intersection of the yield surface with the loading surface: the rield

surface may rotate to be tangential to the loadmg surface as they comact each other. however the shape

and the site of the yield surface are assumed not to be changed during the course of plastic deformation.

These surfaces are defined by the equations

(319)

where "0 is the size of the yield surfaces. ft and fH I, and ,(t) and ,(H I) are the radii of the loading

surfaces 1* and p"l. respectively. Superscript *+ 1 represents the sequential number of the (k+ l)th

updated values of things such as the rield surface ft. :. the loading surface p.l. the size of loading

LoIding 1Ur1ac.
aftltr up;jabng (P" I)

I

~I

Lo8Qing 1UI'lae. I
before updaWlq (F*) J I

/

------
o

!j T Common tangent plane

--...--~~...>.o::~-----------r-+-----_. 0

Fia. 3.14 Translation or yield surface to the subsequent loadina surfue
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(3.20)

surface ~+ I). and the center of the yield surface /11+ I). The backstress G,.) of the mth field of isotropic

hardening potentials is constant during the mth cyclic loading stage. When the yield surface contacts to

the loading surface at point A' from A. the center of the yield surface should move to the point B' along

the straight line A'C from B. The relationship between the yield surface and the loading surface at the

updated state is given by

,('+1)
S.+,-a,., - --(S.+I-fP+ 1».

IC~

From this relation. the updated center of yield surface. POI), can be computed as follows:

lli'OI) S (S ) "0
JJ - 11+1- It+l- a (lftL C.+l)"

(3.21)

The updated center of yield surface. (f'''l). Io\ill be the center of new field of equi-strain potentials. a f... + Ii,
when the reversed stress continues to produce plastic deformation in the opposite sense.

The reversed yield points in the hysteretlc loading condition are considered as illustrated in Fig.

3.15. Reloading occurs at the prestrain origin 7; = t'b + .1.7;. which was shifted from ~. and the reversed

yield points can be obtained from Eq. C3 .16) by replaCing t:.1" by t:.~ + .1.'f" in the unloading state BB'C.

The modified reversed equivalent yield stress point. C. in the unloading state, BB'C. in Fig. 3.15 (a). is
given by

0/ = -/Co + A(~ + ~Pc; + .1.~) - 2A.(~~ + .1.'f") ,,- -:0 + ACt": + 6'f") - 2A(t:.~ +~'{P). (3.22)

Similarly, the forward eqUlvaJ('nt yield stress point, C. in the reloadmg state, D~'D·C'. can be also

obtamed from Eq5. (3.13!. (3.14) and (3.22)

11:0

Ar--;.,
I
I
I

o O'

c
a,q !- A~ ---+ - t:.~

(a)

a

(ll)

I3r

Fie. 3.15 Representation of equi-strain model for h)'steresis
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ol = "'0 +A (7t' + t:.fP) - 2A (~~ + AfP) + 2A (At"). (3.23)

Again, choosing a new coordinate system ("'(2), ~1» with the origin at J', the curve O"O'C' can be

obtained as the venical distance between the forward equivalent yield strhs point, C', of Eq. (3.23) and

the center of the current initial yield surface. 0",

IC(21(Al"') = 7J/(M") - (7Jr
Q(O) + 1(0)

= "'0 +A (7; + AfP) - A (7;) - 2A (A~ + Al"') + 2A (At") + 2A (t:.7c;) ,

From Fig. 3.15, the relationships among the eqUivalent plastic strains, 'i!', ~I) and ~2)' is

(3.24)

(3.25)

Following the previous procedures, the strain hardening function under the general cyclic loading

condition can be generalized as follows from the monotonic nonlinear isotropic hardening function

"'·2 ",-2 ..-2

+ 2:)(-lr+J+1 2A(LM', + M') + (-lr+J 2A(LM',)]

(3.26)

where, l"",.1 is the equivalent plastiC Strain at the mth reversed loading condItion, and AlP",-I is the dis·

tance between the equivalent plastic strains l"..._1 and l"... , and is glVen by

l"'" - l"..._1 + Ai"..._1 •
(3.27)

As mentioned before, the subscript m indicates the sequence number of the reversed loading state. The

value of 0 indIcates no reversed loading condition, that is, the initial mOflotonic Isotropic hardening state.

EqUivalent plastic strain values having negative integers of subscripts m and i have no meaning

To Implement the above model conveniently, some internal plastic variables are needed. These

include the sequence number of the reversed loading state, the value of the eqUivalent plastic strain, the

centers of yield surfaces, and the center of the field of isotropic hardening potentials, The most recent

cemer of yield surface during previous cycle will be updated to the new center of field of equi-strain

potentials. The yield criterion for the mth load reversal can be expressed as

tm =$ - a'(m) (3.28)

where am is the mth deviatoric center of the field of equi-strain potentials and is constant under the mth

cyclic loading state.

3.5 Numerical analysis of the constitutive equations

From a computational standpoint. the elastoplastic problem is treated llS str::in "untrolJed in the

sense that the stress history IS obtained from the strain history by means of an integration algorithm
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(Moss. 1984). An effective integration procedure for the elasto-plastic problem is to employ return

mapping algorithms (Simo and Taylor, 1984). In what follows. a conSIStent return mapping algoTlthm

(Sima and Taylor, 1985) .....'ill be used for the integration scheme of constitutive equations.

A locally plane stress conditlon in the web and flange elements is assumed, in the spirit of the thil'

walled beam approximatio·l. with the concomitant elastic stress-strain rel2tions. The components of

elastic stress, strain, and elastic tangent modulus are as follows.

(3.29)

where 5" and Eu are the shear stress and strain, respective],', and they depend on the direction at the

subelement of I-sectlon.

S1J(web) : SH.

E !J(....el» : E12.

S"fJlange) : 513 •

E"fJlange) :: E j ).

(3.30)

The basic idea of the algorithm used here is to proJect the elastoplastic equations onto the subspace

defmed by the plane strl'SS conc:tion. and there construct a return mapping algorithm by applying the

generalized midpoint rule as graphically sho......n in Fig. 3.16, which illustrates how stresses are updatet:l.

An essential step in the algorithm is the computation of consistent elastoplastic tangent moduh, Il,hich

preserves the quadratic as,'mplOtic rate of convergence of l'.'ewton·s method (Slmo and Taylor, 1985).

Sn

Elastlc Dom&l1'1

1S~ol = Sn + DlEno1 - &:)

I DE~o,,:: D(A.\nnoo)

~:::.:,~ ~"Snol:: S~ol - D£:.o

q,(5nol .l,,01) :: 0
(~yield aurface)

Fig. 3.16 Geometric interpretation of the aeneraliled midpoint rule

A step-by-step implementation of the consistent retumi;lg mapping algorithm is summarized to

gether Iloith generalized kinematic hardening rule in Tables 3.1.3.2 and 3.3. Substituting Eq. (3.31) inlo

the lincariuu equation of equilibrium (2.34) reduces the latter to a system which is now linear in the

incremental motion ~rfJ and provides a basis for an iterative solution procedure.
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Table 3.1 Consistent return mapping algorithm for plane stress

(i) tJpdate strain tensor and compute trial elastic stresses.

SF D(E -) J sE ~£ - s£ _pCkJ•= ".1 - £,'., ,,:: - atm), .. -

(ii) Check the trial elastic stresses for yielding state under the mth cycbc loading stage

from Table 3.1.

(iii) Solve .(,1.) = 0 for ,1.. enforcing consistency condition at tn.l from Table 3.3.

mapping matrix from the plane stress SUbspace
to the deviator subspace

(it· ) Compute modified elastic tangent moduli : :=:(,1.) = [D- l +,1. Qrl

where. Q = i [ ~ ~]:

(I) l'pdate stresses. plaStiC strains and back-stresses of yield surface.

'7n+l =:::(;.)D-1,(..1 •

7.:.1 =t.: + ft.~().). (~(,1.) from Table 3.3.)

from Eq. (3.21)

(t'i) Compute consistent elastoplastic tangent moduli :

(3.31)

Table 3.2 Check of the trial stresses for yieldinl state under the ",th cyclic loading stag'

!q,CI = I-itf : tf -+Kt"'J I s O? (Ke",) from Eq. (3.26»

YES: Check the stresses state for the current yield surface.

Iv,cl = IHE
: e£ -tlC~1 s 07

I YES: • Update the current strains and stresses, and Qt:lT

i 1'0: • Update the center of the new field of isotropic hardening pOtential

from the center of the current yield surface, CP:~, - ae""1)'

• Set a(""I) =at",). and compute rf = 5£-a\l,,).

• GO TO (iii) in Table 3.1.

~O : GO TO (iii) in Table 3.],
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Table 3.3 Determination or plastic Lalranee multiplier

(0)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

'(Att» = ii2().(tl) _j- K2('P'~t)

,ft (). ttl)
, (t+I) ).(t) Y'

A = - f' (1 ttl)

[

~3E(7lftl2
f'().>kl) I: - (l-tK').(t» _..;.... _

(I +tEA(t)3

If I :' I > tol, then Ie .... Ie ... 1 and go to (a)

3.6 ~umerical examples or proposed cyclic plasticit)' model

An application of the proposed plasticity model for representing random uniaxial cyclic loadmg

behavior is shoy.-n in Fig 3.17. It is assumed that the mec.hanical properties of the material are alike in

tension and compression. Curves OABC and OA'B'C' are monotonic tension and compression curves.

respectively, in the \irgin state. The yield plateau, the strain hardening region, and the Bauschinger's

effect can be easily identified. The consideration of the yield plateau seems to be very important in steel

Structures, as most regions of the structure remain in the elastic state and a substantial pan of the rest is

more or less on the yield plateau. even near failure of the structure. After yielding, a series of load

reversals and reJoadmgs IS randomly applied: the solid curve IS the loading process. while the dashed

curve represents the 10adlOg path if loadi"l£ continues. It can be seen that the dashed curves approach the

monotonic tension and compression curves. Curve DD' shows that load reversal takes place before any

plastic flow occurs in the oppOSite sense and this demonstrates this plaSticity model can exclude unrealis·

tic overshooting. 1'0 point returns to the same place after a complete cycle, but rather undershoots the
initial pomt.

In addition to the uniaxial cyclic loading behavior as shown in Fig. 3.17, the behavior of nonpropor

tional loading path is needed to examine the plasticity model. The biaxial strain-stress response can be

represented by four kinds of diagrams: axial strain \'S. shear strain. axial stress vs. shear stress, axial strain

vs. axial stress, and shear strain vs. shear stress. where both the total strain and plastic strain histories are

considered in the axial strain vs. shear strain diagram. In Figs. 3.18 and 3.19. two kinds of strain-stress

histories are presented: One under a 90 degree out-of-phase tension-torsion strain-cl)nuolled cycling

and the other under a square path of strain-controlled cycling. Experimental results for these cases can

be found in the repan by Doong (1989). The predictions of the analytical plasticity model can be found

to be very similar to those of experimental results. qualitatively. A major discrepancy between analytical

predictlons and experimental results may come from the different material properties such as the ela~tic

an'; shear moduli, the yield strength, and the type of strain hardening, etc. Another nonproportional

cyell\' strain path is applied as shown in Fig. 3.20. Experimental results for this case can be found in
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Lamba and Sidebottom (1978). These predictions of the analytical plasticity model also seem to be

qualitatively similar to those of experimental results.

From ;,he overall qualitative similarity between the above predictions of analytical plasticity model

and the experimental results under the uniaxial and biaxial strain-controUed paths, the current cyclic

pl.,Sticity model would appear to be reliable.

.---
.__----::~;;;;;i!!!.!'!-!!.-~- c

0.00 O. , 0 0.20
plastic axial strain

fig. 3.17 Uniaxial random cyclic loading behavior
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Fig. 3.18 Strain-stress hIsIOr)' under 90 dearee out-or-ph8se tension-torsion
strain-controlled cyclic loading behavior (Doone. 1989)
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Chapter 4

Experiments OD the Cyclic Buckling of Short I-beams

The results of experiments on the cyclic. inelastic. lateral buckling and post-buckling response of
5hon beams are presented in this chapter, Experimental rests of five propped cantilever beams subjected

to .. cyclicall)' reversing pOint load acting near the fixed end were carried out in the laboratory at the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The experiments incl..-ded both unbraced and braced sys

tems with similar loading histories. The results or the experiments are presented here iJOJ:g with a de

tailed analysis or the experimental configuration.

The experimental program described herein is clearly limited in Scope, Consequently. it is difficult to

put the result~ into proper perspective. To ameliorate this condition we provide a thorough analy!:is of the
experiments using ~he finite deformation, inelastio;; beam model developed in earlier chapters, Chapters

S. 6, and 7 are devoted to variou!. analytical pararreter studies on the model tested in the laboratory,

The analyses that folio ..... including (a) elastiC lInearized buckling analyses, (b) inelastiC limit load analy

ses. and (c) an inelaStIc q'clic load analysis similar to the loa.iing program used in the experiments. The

parameter studies should help to pro"1de a frame of reference for evaluating the experimental results.
The parameter studies are organized around a standard case which was optimized to be a close approxi

mation of the response exhibited by the unbraced test specimens. The standard anal}'\ical model is
documented at the end of this chapter,

4.1 Experimental Procedure

In the present seo;;tion we describe the details of the expenmental program. including the testing

arrangement, the dimensions of the test pieces, and the instrumentation u~ed to measure the respome

Testina configuration and loadina apparatus,- The testing confIguration used in these experi·

ments is sho....n schematically in Fig, 4.1. Translation. rotation, and warping were restrained at one end

of the test piece (hereafter ,alled the liud end). Venical and lateral translation and torsionial rotation

were restrained at the other end while axiai extension and flexural rOllltions were unrestrained. The fixed

LoadinG Ram lwtttl load ceM)

W10x12

Fil. 4.1 Experimental lest contiluratio"
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end was realized by welding the end of the test piece to a rigid end plate. bolting that end plate to the end
plate of the load cell. and bolting the other end of the load cell to a massivp concrete reaction block.
Because of the presence of the load cell, the fixed end actually had a fmite flexibility. The suppon
flexibility was determined from elastic level tests and accounted for in the data analysis phase.

It is well kno....'l"l that the height of the load with respect to the shear center of the beam has a
significant effect on the buckling response of the system. The point of load application for cyclically
reversing loads depends strongly on the load transfer mechanism. The load transfer mechanism chosen
for the tests IS shown schematically in Fig. 4.2. The load was applied to the specimen by a hydraulic
actuator which reacted against an overhead frame. The ram was endowed with a universal joint at both
ends of its length and hence did not provide restraint to the ~pecimen. The ram load was transferred to
the specimen through a collar which was prestressed so as to act as a unit with the test piece. The integrity
of the prestressing was verified for each of the tests. The collar received the ram wough a universal clevis
having a center 4.5 in above the top flange, The clevis bearing had a diameter of 3 in and t.ence the point
of action of the load .....as approximately 3 in above the top flange for the push direction and 6 in above the
top flange for the pull direction.

~:~i~ng. Clevis~

~
• \ [1-i-.-

~,.., ~L-_~I""
....-:, 0 Ie!. 5i"

][

' I, •• ':. OIJtj... ql, ...... 1 Ii

I! } .•' 1 <.: ...• } .•.....•..•• •.·i\
I '.' " . ~ ';::.:'> ' , '.: ',,'" :,. ',~

. ,
~T~---r-t?~,- 'D' 'D'
.~

Prestressed
Rods

Fig. 4.2 Load transfer mechanism

In most practical applications. the biace-to-beam connection would be accomplished through a
gusset plate or similar connection in which the load is transferred directly to the flange where the connec
tion is made. In such a circumstance. the poi.,t of load transfer from the brace to the beam is always on
that side of the beam. v,,'hile the loading mechanislT. used in these experimenu does not model any
specific detail. it preserves the important one-sided nature of the practical application.

The tests were carried out under displacement control using the ram extension as the control dis

placement. A complete sweep of the instruments was made at intervals 0.1 in of ram extension.

Specimen properties.- All five of the test pieces had the same nominal cross-sectional geometry. a

WIOx12 section. and the same nominal material properties. ASTM A36 stee!. Three of the five speci

mens were CUt from one piece. the other two from a second piece. The material propenies of the two
pieces were determined by uniaxi..l tension tests, with two coupons taken from the web and one from

each of the flanges. The material properties (designated as A and B) are listed in Table 4.1. One can
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Table 4.1 Material properties

Material Set A Material Set B
Web Flange Web Flange

Yield Strength (hi) 46.3 47.5 48.2 46.7
Ultimate Strength (lcsi) 68.3 67.9 68.4 67.7
Ultimate Elongation 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.16

observe that the strength of the steel greatly exceeded the nominal value, but the material was highly
ductile.

The cross-sectional dimensions of the test pieces were measured and the values are iiven in Table
4.2. Observe that the half flange widths were not equal. Although the measured values are within stan
dard mill tolerances. the imperfections caused a measurable torsional response to a loading acting in the

plane of the web. The measured response indicates that the direction of initial rotation, and thereby the
direction of rotational buckling. Illas determined by the geometry of the flange imperfections.

The confi~:ationof a typical specimen is shown in Fig. 4.1. To prevent web buckling due to high
transverse shear. fitted transverse web stiffeners were placed at approximately 6 in intervals in the region

of the beam between the load and the fixed end in accordance with the recommenda·jons of Hjelmstad
and Popov. (1983). Trans\'erse stiffeners were also placed at the point of load and at the point of support

at the far end of the specimen to prevent web crippling at regions of concentrated force transfer. The

specimen \/tas welded to the massive end plate y,ith full penetration grove welds. The flanges were pre

pared for welding by beveling them at 45 degrees. To insure weld integrity. a fillet weld was made on the

back side of each flange. The web of each specimen was fillet welded on both sides. directly to the end
plate.

Lateral bracing arrangements were of three varieties: (J) So latera) bracing. (2) Lateral bracing near
the top flange, and (3) Lateral bracing near the bottom flange. The lateral bracing method used is sho'olo'Tl
in Fig. 4.3. The brace was pinned at both ends. attaching to one of the stiffeners under the load approxi-

Table 4.2 Measured section properties

Material Location Material
Set A Set B

1 2.070 1.880
Half Flange 2 1.890 2.030 1 2

Width (in) 3 2.030 2.083

I
4 1.990 2.030

Half Flange 1 0.220 0.212
2 0.199 0.227Thickness (in) 3 0.196 0.213
4 0.210 0.200 3 4

Depth (in) 9.841 9.851

Web Thickness (in) o 177 0.179
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33 in

Lower Brace POlltlon

Fi,. 4.3 Lateral bracinc arranaement

matel}" I in away from the nearest flange. A summary of the distinctive features of each test 8re given in

Table 4.3. which records the initial sense of the load, the bracing arrangement and the material used.

Response Measurrment.- A load cell capable of measuring axial force, biaxial shear forces, biaxial

bending moments, and torque resided between the specimen end and the reaction block (FiS, ~. 1). A

uniaxial load cell located in the loading ram measured the applied force. The force measurements ren

dered the test configuration statically determinate.

DIsplacements of cenain points on the specimen were measured lI.ith linear variable differential

transformers (L VDTs) deployed as shown in Fig. 4.4. The displacement measurements monitored the

motion of the specImen in the plane normal to the axis of the beam, at the point where the load was
applied. The motion at the fixed end and the extension of the loading ram were also monitored. The

LVDTs ~'ere connected to rods which were 28 in long and had universal joints on both ends to allow free

movement. As such, these instruments measured the change in length of a Ime connecting a point on the

specimen and a statIonary ground point.

The experimental data were acquired in digital form using a low speed electronic data acquisition

system. The scan rate was approximately 25 channels per minute. Care was exercised to ensure that the

system was steady during each scan.

Loading program. - Each of the five tests were similar in the sense that the specimen geometry was

the same and the position of the load was the same. The Important differences among the tests included

dIfferences in the cparacter of lateral bracing, and slight differences in the loading histories.

The loading programs used in these tests consisted of ,ycles of applied load and was executed b)'

controlling the ram extensions. The imposed displacement history for each ofthe five specimens is sho\4n

schematically in Fig. 4.5. in which each bar represents a continuous movement ofthe ram head (i.e. one

Table ".3 Summary or test conriaurations

Specimen
Initial Bracing Material

Loading Arrangement Set

1 pull none A
2 push none B
3 push top A
4 push bottom A
5 push top B
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Ram LVOT

LVOT',

LVOT',

Fig. 4.4 Displacement response measurement at point of load

half cycle). NOLice that specimen 1 began with a pull (stabilizing) half cycle while the others began with a

push (destabiliZing) half cycle.

4,2 Ixperimen tal Results

Narrative descriptions of the five tests.- The follo~ingparagraphs give a narrative account of each

of the five testS_ These descriptions begIn by documenting the first observed phenomena (generalized

buck.ling, local buckling. material yielding. and fracture). and reference these occurrences to a cogent

graphical representation of the response history. Discussions of each specimen will r~ference a plot of

load versus ram extension and a plot of load versus specimen rotation at the point of loae!, for simplicity.

the ram displacement is called simply venical displacement. which is approximately true for the point

where the ram attaches to the loading collar. Vertical displacement of the specimen as a whole has no

meamr.ll- One should note that the plots of load versus ram displacement have no. been corrected in any

PULL
2

Dl,placement 0
(in)

2
PUSH 1 2 3 4 5

fia. 4.5 Loadina sequence for the five specimens
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way for support flexibility. In their present form, the abscissa and ordinate are conjugates in the sense
that the area enclosed under the graph represents the energy input tt· the system.

In the descriptions of the individual tests the following convention will be employed for describing the

location of loc.l events such as local buckling of the elements of the beams. To distinguish right from left

we shall assume that the observer stands at the pinned end of the test piece and looks toward the fixed

end. Local buckling generally involves a flange wllich can be located on the right or left; top or bottom of

the beam; and may occur at the fixed end. at the point of load inside the link region. or at the point of

load outSide the iink region. When buckling is described as inSIde or outside the link region it should be

understood that reference is to regions at the point of load. Typical load point designated CA, B. ttc.) are

often indicated in the descriptions of the responses of the specimens. These load points are defined in

Fig. 4.11. and are discussed in the section on general observations on cyclic response.

Specimen 1.- Specimen 1 was unbraced and the force ",..as applied in the pull direction first. The

force-deformation characteristics of Specimen 1 are sho....n in Fig. 4.6.
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ria. 4.6 Cyclic load !'espo for specimen 1 (Hjelmstad and Lee. 1990)

Generalized yielding was evident during the first pull cycle at a load level of approximately 5Ok.

Displacement was increased to 1.15 i'l in ths direction loI'ith no evidence of generalized buckling. local

buckling. or flange yieldin~. Upon reviewmg the data it appears that there was some torsional movement

due to the fact that the load was not perfectly placed. However. the torsional motion was not discernible

to the naked eye.

Flange yielding at the point of load and at the fixed end was noted during the first push excursion. At

incipient buckling (load point B) there was a small amoun! of local flange buckling noticed on the tOP

right {lange. outside the link region. Dramatic snap-through buckling took place immediately after load

point B was passed. While the venical movement (the control displacement) was on the order of hun

dredths of an inch the top flange moved laterally about 1.25 in while the bottom flange remained essen

tially stationary (lateral bracing would have had little effect if it were placed on the bottom flange). The

specimen lost more than half of its load carrying capacity after buckling. Forcing in the push direction

continued with little change in the load sustained. Loading continued until a venical displacement of

approximately 1.25 in was achieved. At maximum push displacement (load point C) only slight flange
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buckling had occurred. indiCating that local buckling was not necessary to accommodate the large lateral
motions. The initial nange buckle outside of the link region had increased slightly in amplitude.

The loading was reversed and the specimen was pulled back to a positive displacement of 1.15 in

Buckling did not occur in the pull directiof', but considerable strain hardening accmed and the specimen

was nearly straightened.

The loading was reversed again to push. The specimen buckled again, but was unable to sustain a

load greater than the post bucliling load of the previous push cycle.

A substantial local flange buckle. accompanied by web buckling, formed in the lower right flange

outside the link region. and the response curve changed from concave upward to concave downward
during the second pull excursion. A force in excess of 60k was sustained prior to slight lateral buckling of

the specimen. Buckling in the pull direction was apparent from lateral movement of the specimen: how

ever. the limit pOint was quite flat and hence little loss of carrying capacity resulted.

At the end of the test the specimen had substantial local bucking both outside the link. region and at

the flange-end plate connection on the top right side. Coupled flange and web buckling had occurred.

While amplitudes of local buckling were high, there was no visual evidence of weld distress.

Specimen 2.- Specimen 2 ~'as also unbraced and the initial loading was in the push direction. The
response of the specimen to the imposed loads is shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Fi•. '.7 Cyclic load response for specimen 2 (HJelmstad and Lee. 1990)

At incipient buckling. lines of loosened mill scale indicated that yielding had taken place. albeit to a

modest degree, even in the web region. There was no evidence of flange local buckling either inside the

link region or outside it. The specimen snapped to a twisted position during the fi~t inelastic excursion in

the push direction (load point A). The value of the buckling load was observed to be a bit lower than

Specim~n 1 which was yielded in the pull direction before buckling. Several data points were measured

on the d~wnhill side of the post-bucklin. curve. giving a good indication of the shape of the post-buck.

ling response characteristic. At the extreme push displacement (load point B) only slight buckling of the

top right flange inside the link region was evident.
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Generalized yielding commenced at a load of about SOk. in the fir!.t excursion in the pull direction,

followed by considerable strain hardening. The local buckle in the flange had straightened at maximum

pull, and a new buckle fonned at the top left flange at the fixed end.

When the specimen buckled again in the second push excursion, the top naht nanae buckle had

reappeared, the flanges at the fixed end had yielded. and the top left nanae buck.le at the fixed end had
straightened.

At load point G, significant buckling had occurred at the bottom left flange outside the link. region
and at the top left flanae at the fIXed end. Web buckling outside the link. region was also evident. At this

point, the loading collar had rotated about the axis of the loading ram.

Specimen 3.- Specimen 3 was braced at the top flange and initially loaded in the push direction. The

response of Specimen 3 is shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Fig. 4.8 Cyclic load response ror specimen 3 (Hjelmstad and Lee, 1990)

Generalized yielding and subsequent strain hardening.....ithout local or lateral bUCkling. took. place

during the first excursion in the push direction and reversed with no apparent distress. Flange yieldlflg

outside the lmk re@ion was noted at load point B. Two cycles were completed without buckling.

Just prior to load point E, slight local buckling was observed in the top left nange outside the link

region. D:amatic snap-through buckling of the specimen and the bracing rod occurred simultaneously.

at load point E. Local buckling of the top right flange outside the link region and local buckling of the

upper haH of web in this same region also occurred in conjunction with the lateral':'torsional buckling of

the specimen.

The specimen was unloaded. the buckled bracing rod was removed. and loading was resumed in the

pUll direction without bracing.

The specimen eKhibited a limit point in the third pull excursion (jUSt prior to load point G). As

expected. the post-buckling loss of load carrying capacity was slight. Antisymmetric local buckbng of the

bottom left and right flanges outside the link region with compatible local buckling of the adjacent web

accompanied the post-limit loss of load. Substantial local buckling of the bottom left flange inside the

link region i':ld the top flange at the fixed end was also noted.
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PfC\nounced local bucklinC of the top flange at the fixed end was observed prior to general lateral

buckling in the founh push excursion. Buckling in the founh pull cycle showed a considerable loss in load

carrying capacity.

Spedmen 4.- Specimen 4 was braced at the bottom flange and was initially loaded in the push

direction. The response of Specimen 4 is shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Fi,. 4.9 Cyclic load response ror specimen 4 (Hjelmstad and Lee, 1990)

The specimen achieved general1zed shear yieldmg ,n the first push excursion without buckling. The

specimen buckled dunng the second push excursion at a load level greater than its initial yield load. The

increase in capacity can be attributed to strain hardening accrued during the previo\:s yIelding cycles.

Lpon buckling. the load carrying capacity of the specimen dropped to the asymptotic level of approxi

mately 20.5k. Subsequent load cycles demonstrated increasing capacity in the pull direction due to strain

hardenir:g and repeated achievement of the asymptotiC buckling CapaCH)' in the push direction.

Prior to initial buckling there was no visual t\;uem;e of local b1..cklin;;, but considerable yielding had

taken place In the top and boltom flanges outsid~ the link. regIOn, adjacent to the applied load. 1':0

yielding had taken place inside the link region. Slight local buckling occurred in the top flange inside the

link region after generalized lateral buckling had occurred and motion was still ill the push direction.

Local buckling of the top flange at the fixed end occurred as the specimen approac! led its maximum load

in the second pull cycle. The amplitude of the local flange buckles inc~eased consider ,.bly as the loading

progressed. It would appear that the flange buckles did not significantly affect either tJ:e maximum pull

capaCity nor the asymptotic push capacity.

Specimen 5.- Specimen 5 was braced at the top Dange and loaded in the push direction first. The
first cycle covered a SO% greater displacement than the other four specimens. The response of Specimen

5 is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Buckling occurred during the first cycle well after shear yielding and considerable strain hardening of

the web had taken place. Due to the brace, the drop in carrying capacity after buckling was not as

dramatic as in previous tests. Unlike previous tests. the buckling in the second push cycle exhibited a
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fig. 4.10 Cyclic load response for specimen S (Hjelmstad and Lee. 1990)

lImn load with degradlOg post-limit response. The post-limit response In this cycle approached an as·

)' mptotic buckling capaCil}' of 2~ ..5*. a value somewhat larger than the unbraced tests.

There .....as no e\idcnce of local buckling at im,-ial lateral bucklIng. The first flange local buckling

occurred on both sides of the loadIng collar during the first pull excursion. Flange buckling \I:as accompa·

med by web buckling outside the link region. The local buckling of this specimen was more intense than

In the other specImens because of the restraint provided by the brace. The local buckles helped to

accommodate the large specimen rotat:ons at the polOt of load whereas lateral movement of the section

had accomplished the same thing for the unbraced specimens. Failure of the specimen in the founh pull

cycle wa~ due to complete fracture of the bottom flange at the fIXed end.

4.3 General Obser\'alions on Cyclic Lateral-Torsional Buckling

Several qualilative observations can be made about the cyclic response of shon beams based upon

these tests. !\1ost of the qualities of the response are attribut3ble to the effect of geometry of load place·

ment v.ith respect to the test piece. Clearly, the respome in the pull direction is quite different from the

response in the push dlrectlon .....hen the load does not act at the shear center, since for either direction of

lateral motion a pushing force tends to amplify rotational motion. while a pulling force tends to diminish

rotational motion.

In this stction we discuss the general aspects of cyclic lateral buckling that were observed in the tests.

The disc....ssion v.ill refer to Fig. 4.11, which represents a typical cyclic response of a beam like those

tested in the present program. Load points A through F are identified for a cycle which includes initial

buckhng. subsequent straightening by pulling in the oppOSite direction. followed by a subsequent buck

ling.

Initial Buckling and Post-Buckling.- Since initial buckling in a cyclic test is like a monotonic

buckling test. one would expect that observations made in prc\ious research on monotonic lateral buck·

ling would apply to the present situation. However. the buckling and post-buckling response of shon

beams is quite different from the response observed in existing lateral buckling tests of longer beams.
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Specifically. lateral buckling of short beams exhibits a severe limit load with rapidly descending POSt

buckling degradation. The eXIstence of an asymptotlc post-bucklin~ strength is more apparent for short

beams than it IS for longer beams.

One might expect that estimates of the limit load could be made with existing analytical techniques

However. several phenomena are important to the behavior of cyclically loaded short beams which are at

odds ~ith the assumptions generally used In deriving analytical values of lateral buckling loads. Due to

the cyclic nature of the loads. it is possible to sustain an inelastic loading in the pull directlon prior to a

push loading. Such an occurrence would have several ramifications: (a) the residual stress pattern would

be altered from that of a virgin beam. (b) a residual (hoggif'(;) deformation would be induced, (e) some

straightening of imtial rotational imperfections would occur. (d) the material would strain-harden from

its virgIn state. and (e) softening of the material tangent modulus (Bausch inger's effect) would take

place One would expect that effects a, C, a ld d might act to strengthen the beam against buckling.

whereas effects band e might tend to lower ~uckling resistance. For extremely shon beams (the test

pieces In the present experiment are arguably s:Jch beams). the limit load is very nearly equal to the shear

yield capacity of the beam. The eHect of beam length will be thoroughly investigated analytically In the

follo~mg Chapter 5,

Comparison of the buckling loads of specl:Tens 1 (pull first) and 2 (push first) would indicate that the

fa,'orable factors dominate. and that strain-hardening has the greatest influ'mce. It is difficult to assess

the extent to which rotational imperfections were straightened. However. it .hould be noted that these

imperfections were relatively large in the test specimens because of the poor tolerances on the ro!ling of

the flanges (see Table 4.2). On the other hand the initial rotat;c·nal imperfections were quite small as

compared to those left by severe lateral buckling. No information was obtained from these tests to quan

tify the effect of residual stresses and Bauschinger's effect.

Buckling in the push direction was a snapping phenomenon which was difficult to control experimen

tally even under displacement conuol. Conseqll~nLly. the post-buckling slopes (shown in Figs. 4.6

through 4.10 as dotted lines) represent thl' )tralghtline between the pre-buckling state and the nearest

stable post-buckling state, not lhe actual post-buckling behavior. Specimen 2 gives the best indication of

the shape of the post-limit response. The response approaches a non-zero asymptotic post-buckling

capacity. IS shown in Fig. 4.11, which IS sustainable under repeated cycles of loading.
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Pull Response.- Four distinct regions of response are exhibited upon reversed loading in the pull

direction from a push buckled state. The first stage (Be in Fig. 4.11) comprises elastic recovery from

loading in the opposite dIrection. The second stage (CD) consists of straightening of residual twist left by

inelastic bucklin~. The response curve stiffens during this stage because the initial flexible untwisting gives

way to stiff planar bending as the residual lateral and torsional deformations duninish. The third stage

(DE) consists of generalized yielding in the pull dire;:uon,

In the third stage it is possible to experience lateral buckling. However, such buckling is always

accompanied by severe local buckling and often tearing of the flanges. In these cases some post-buckling

degradation would occur prior to load point E, Pull buckling did not occur in the tests until late in the

loading program, usually long after push buckling had shaken down into behavior which did not exhibit a

hmit load. The most imponant ramification of pul! buckling is its association WIth failure by fracture in

the flange welds. The local buck.ling which is invariably associated with pull buckling can lead to low cycle

fatigue in the regions of high cyclic cur....ature reversals. When the stresses and strains associated Il.ith

lateral motion accrue, the possibilit~· of material tearing is quite high. While push buckling is also associ

ated Il.ith significant local buckling In the latter stages. the sustained loads are considerabl~' smaller,

offering some protection from ultimate failure.

Buckling in Subsequent C)c1es.- A beam reloaded in the push direction, after it has buckled once

and straightened. ,'Jr! ?rs from several effects that tend to weaken it: (a) The beam might not be .....ell

straightened, eve:,,: lI.ith conSiderable yielding in the pull direction. The residual imperfection decreases

the magnitude or the Iimil load in the neXl push cycle. (b) The pull cycle can leave the beam permanently

bowed from yieldmg. IOltial camber is knowTl to have an :mponant effect on the lateral-torsional buck

hng capacily of a beam The situation worsens under cydic loadmg because buckling commences earlier
in each subsequent push cycle. and lhe torsional mOlion of buckling does not counteract the residual

cambers Consequentl). the beam creeps cyclically in the pull direction. (c) Material softening (Baus

ehinger's effect) may also weaken the subsequent buckling behavior.

Subsequent lateral-torsional buck.ling ca:l demonstrate a limit load type of response (load pOint F in

Fig. 4.11). However. the limit load is generally dramatically dlmmished from the initial buckling load. In

the tests reported here, only Specimen 5 exhibited a second limit load which was more than marginally

greater that the asymptotic post-buckling load. Specimen 5 was braced at the top flange and hence

post-buckling deformations were controlled to a greater degree than for the other specimens. These

observations would suggest that the residual deformation is the most important factor affectmg subse
quent buckling behavior.

When the point of loading is closer to the shear center the push and pull responses will tend to look

more like each other. Therefore. care must be exercised in extrapolating the results of these experiments

to cues in which the point of loading is closer to the shear center. For the case of loading exactly at the

shear center, symmetry would indicate the same behavior in both the push and pull directions. Experi

mental evidence is lack.ing, but one might expect that under a shear center 'ading. unstable behavior

would be exhibited in both directions albeit with much less severe post-buckling degradation.

Table 4.4 presents a summary of the specimen response features. The table gives initial buckling

loads, the cycle in which initial buckling occurred. the asymptotic post-buckling capacity, the maximum

pull load. and the energy dissipated throughout the loading program. The energy dissipation is history

dependent, and insofar as each specimen underwent a slightly different history, the values are not di-
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Table 4,4 Summary or experimental results

Specimen Buckling Buckling Asymptotic Push I Maximum Pull Energy Dissipation
Load (k) Cycle Bucklir.g (k) Load (k) (in-A:)

1 57.8 1st 21.4 61.0 260
2 47.4 1st 20.5 67.3 225
~ 63.9 3rd 220 64.7 380

" 59.9 2nd 20.5 66.9 350
5 60.2 1st 28.5 66.9 I 420

rectl~ comparable. They do. however, provide a qualitative indication of the ductility and toughness of

the test specimen.

Inrluence of Local Buckling.- Local buckling in steel members generally refers to buckling of

individual plate segments such as a flange or web, and may occur independently or in conjunction with

generalized buckhng such a~ lateral-torsional buckhng. The kinematic feature that distinguishes local

buckling from generalized bUCkling is that generalized buckling takes place without deforming the cross

sectional geometr~ whereas local bucklmg deform~ only the cross-section. For extremely thin-walled

memben (e.g. as in cold formed steel sections) the coupling between local and generalized buckhng is

quite imponant and has been the subject of extensive research (VIasov, 1961). This couriillg has been

lariely Ignored for the I-secllons used in heavier building construction.

The theoretical models which have been used to study lateral-torsional buckhng are universally

based upon the hypothesis that cross-sectional shape remains invariant as the beam deforms; precluding

local buckling effects. Laleral buckling experiments have indicated that generalized buckling usually

precedes local buckling in ~lender beams. even for elastoplaslic buckhng. The present tests suggest thaI

the same is largely true for the push buckling of extremely' shor.. beams; however. slight local buckling of

the flanges ",a~ noted at or prior to buckling in Specimens 1 and 3. Local buckling commenced shonly

after reneralized bucklIng in the other tests. Based upon observations made during the tests. it would

appear that local flange buckl:n~ is not necessary to accommodate the large rotations of the beam.

Assuming cross-sectional invariance for analytical purposes appears to be reasonable for shen members,

but the effects of coupled flange buckling and lateral-torSIonal buckling need funher investigation. As

mentioned above local buckling is strongly coupled with generalized pull buckling in shon beams (prob

ably longer ones lOa).

Local buckling generally degrade!> the performance of structural members in a cyclic load emiron

ment. Local buckling in a cyclic load environment often leads to tearing of material in the zones .....here

local curvatures are high due to cyclic changinl! of the bUCkled shape. Consequently. local buckling

directly limits the ductility of steel members under cyclic loading through low cycle fatigue. Documented

examples of low cycle fatigue caused by local buckling are plentiful. For example. local bucklinE of the

wall was found to cause significant degradation in the axial buckling of tubular struts (Zayas, Popov. and

Mahm. 1980). Web buckling in shear beams shows limit-load behavior which is arrested b~ the forma

tion of a tension field. Eventual failure of these beams is caused by tearing 10 the high curvature zones of

the web (Hjelmstad and POPO\', 1983).

Local buckling was observed in all of the test s~ecimens in the current stud\'. Flange buckling with

little web deformation was the most common mode of local bucklLng, but in some cases flange buckling
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was accompanied by Si8nil:cam web buckling. The location of initial local buckling varied. sometime5

occurring at the fixed end. sometimes a\ the point Of load inside the link region. and sometimes at the

point of load outside the link region. As the loading program progressed the amplitude of local buckling

increased dramatically, often becoming as large as the half flange width. In the laner ponions of the

loading program local buckling was generally distributed among all candidate regions (i.~. highly com

pressed flanges and adjacent webs).

The importance of local buck.ling in the cyclic post-buckling T~sponse of the test pieces is difficult to
determine from these (or any other) experiments. Slight local buckling was present at the point of lateral

buckling in some. but not all, specimens. This observation would SJggest that the value of the limit load IS

not s\rongly affected by local buckling. a hypothesis wtuch can b (:...-plared ana:ytically. In some of the

specimens local buckling was still slight after snapping through to the post-limit as\'TTlptotic load. Since
the asymptOtic buckling capacity was achievable under repeated CYCling, in which the amplitude of iocal

buckling gre ..... dramatically. it would appear that this asymptotic load level, and thus the post-buckling

response. was not stronSly affected by the amplitude of local buckling. The experimental data a:50 sug

gest that local buckling dc.es not alwa~'s affect the response of the beams in the pull dir~ction. as yielding

pull loads "'ere repeatable in the presence of considerable local buckling. If deformations are large

enough. local buckling "ill generally lead to pull lateral buckling.

Influence or Lateral Bracin&.- One of the main parameters investigated in this seri:s of tests was

the effect of lateral bracing at the pomt of loading. An idealized braCing system was config1..'red to restrain
lateral motion. but not rotation. at either the top flange (load point) or the bottom flange as shown in Fig.
4.3. Specimens 1 and 2 had no lateral bracing. Specimens 3 and S had top flange bracing. and Specimen

4 had bOltom flange bracing. The effects of lateral bracing are discussed below.

The most favorable location for bracing is the top flange. since the top flange is compressed under

\he unstablt push loading. However, in cenain applications it might be costly to implement such a bracmg

arrangement, As an example ;:onsider the eccentrically braced frames shown in Fig. 1.1. The links would

be subjected to a boltom flange loadmg. Bracing is often done with joist beams which are more shallow

than the main beam. Since it IS desirable to use these joists to prOvide a level floor surface. they would

frame into the main beam at the top flange, pro,'iding bracing l't the flange opposite the loaded flange,

Specimen 4 was tested to determine if far-flange bracing is effecti.e in controllin& lateral buckling.

The responses of Specimens 3 and S show that near-flange braCin& effectively controls. but does not
preclude, lateral-torSional buckling. Lateral bucklin£ of Specimen 3 dld not occur until the third push

cycle. whereupon the brace buckled simultaneously. Specimen S buckled durina the first cycle. but

snap-through was controlled by the lateral bracin& allowing a load of SOk to be sustained tn the buckled

conflsuration. (Specimen 3 had less post-buck.ling resistance because the brace was buckled. The brace

was completely rtonoved frt:-m Specimen ~ after it buckled). Specimen S showed a limit load of 28.Sk in

the second buck.hng cycle, and the asymptv\ic buckling capacity was 35% higher than the Other speci

mens.

Specimen 4 did not buckle until the second cycle. indicating that far-flange bracing has some effect

on the response of the system. H:,wever, the post-buckling characteristics of Specimen 4 were similar to

the unbraced specimens. One can conclude that far-flange braCing is only marginally effective at improv

ing the response of laterally buckling beams. It is interesting to note that the lateral motion of the bottom

flange was small for both of the unbraced specimens in the post-buckling regime, indicating that the
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center of rotation during lateral buckling was near the bottom flange. Under these circumstances one

would expect bottom flange bracing to be ineffective. However, the location of the center of twist will be

different for different cross-secticnal geometries. The specimens tested may be a coincidental worst case
for far-flange bracmg.

The buckling of the brace in Specimen 3 is panicularly signiflcant in that it gives us information on

inadequate lateral bracing. The brace was made of 3/4 i" threaded steel rod. was 33 i" long. and was
pinned at both ends. Hence. the ratio of the area of the brace to the area of the compression flange is

app.oximately 0.45. The brace easily meets the requirements of strength and stiffness proposed by Lay

and Galambos (1966). The bu "';ng load of the brace wa~ abo'Jt S% of the squash load of the compres

sion flange (i.e. oobt/. much greater than the 2-2.5% traditionally suggested for such applications). The

brace buckled simultaneously with the beam and can therefore be considered undersized.

It would be difficult to make specific recommendations about lateral ~racing of shon beams based on
the experiments. however. the following observations seem appropria·.e·

(0) Since the beam can adjust its center of rotation, single point bracmg (or any bracing which

approximates it) is far less effective than bracing which also prm.idp~ rOlational restraint. If single

pomt bracing must be used, then bracing of the flange closest to .. e pOint of load transfer is
superior to an) other position. It seems prudent in the case of ecce.1trically braced frames to

brace at the point of load 'Aith full rotational restraint.

(b) TradItio' estimates of the required size of the bracing member are inadequate for shon beams,

possibly by a faclor of two. However. in t)'Pical applications the size of the brace often far ex
ceeds the minimum reqUIred to resist buckling.

Tlle imponant thins to remembtr is that shon beams represent an extreme case of lateral buckling. and

that the cyclic load environment presents some fundamentally differen~ phenomena beyond the

monotonic loadins case. The design of these elements requires due regard of these extremes.

4.4 Anal)ticlIl Model or the Test Specimens

In crder to put the experiments into proper perspective. we ~ill funher explore the beha\ior of the

pr'Jrped cantilever beams by penurbing the constitutive and geometric parameters of the theoretical

model. These parameter studies will be described in the following three chapters. It is imponant to

execute the penurbations about a configuration of the anal~'tical model 'A'hich represents the expenments

well. This sla"dard model was determined by adjusting the parameters (\I,ithin the constraints of mea

sured values) until reasonable correspondence ~ith the experiments was attained. The standard model

\lill be the basis of all future parameter studies and is presented in this section.

The values of the parameters are given in Table 4.5. The total length of the beam. L. is taken to be

82 in and the distance from the fixed end of the beam to the point of load, I. is taken to be 20 ;". as

measured in the experiments. The dimensions of the cross section of the beam are taken equal to the

measured values of the test piece. The elastic moduli of the material are set to values aenerally accepted

for steel while the yield strength and ultimate strength are as measured in the material tests. The load

transfer mechanism is idealized usina a rigid link as sho"T1 in Fig. 4.12. The pOint of load application is a

distance If above and l' to the riaht of the shear center. The standard value of the load height is taken to

be the distance from the shear center to the center of the loading clevis as measured in the experiments.
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Table 4.5 Dimensions and properties of the standard model

Section dimensions (in) Member properties (in) Material properties (lcsi)

Depth. 11 9.82 Length. L 8200 Younfs modulus. E 30,000
Width. b 4.00 Load position, I 20.00 Shear modulus. G 12.000
Web thickness. t 0.18 Height of load. If 9.41 Yield strength. 00 48
Flange thickness, 1/ 0.20 Eccentricity 01 load. 7 0.01 Ultimate strength. 0" 69

The rigid link is modeled with a finite deformation box-settlon beam element. The element is made very

stiU and remains in the elastic state throughout the loading histories. The validity of modeling the load

position in this manner should be clear. The kinematics of the analytical model are referred to the line of

centroids. which coinCides with the line of elastic shear centers. only for convenience. Because the model

is formulated in terms of stress components. the constitutive equations are treated locally. ob\iating the

need for keeping track of the Instantaneous location of the inelastic shear center. Stress resultant beam

theories rely cruclallr on knowing the location of the shear center, but they do so only to get the constitu

tlve equations correct.

.'

~-- 33i"
I

-i
',,-- S/'lear center

Fig. 4.12 Idealized load transfer and bracing mechanism

The finite flexibility of the fixed end. due to the presence of the load cell, is examined in Chapter 6.

Smce the load cell used m the experiments was a circular tube. its torsional flexibility is negligible in

comparison ....ith that of the test piece I-section. On the other hand. the flexural flexibility of the load cell

....as on the same order as the test piece. The load cell is modeled with a box section in the analytIcal

studies as sho....n in Fig. 4.13. The length of load cell is designated as Ie· The box section is a reasonable

model of the load cell because it has a similar ratio of torsional to flexural stiffness and was much easier to

implement numerically than a circular beam. )n Chapter 6, various end nexibilities are examined by

changing the length and cross-sectional dimensions of the load cell.

The effects of lateral bracing are examined in Chapter 7. The lateral bracing arrangement was ideal·

ized as sho....n in FIg. 4.12. The position of the brace was enforced by placing a rigid link (modeled with

the box section) between the shear center and the brace paint as shown. The brace was pinned to the
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20 in 62 in

Fi&. 4.13 Idealization or test beam with load cell

rigid link and either pinned or fixed at the support. In the parameter studies the brace elevation Ii was

varied whl1e the length of the brace and its lateral position (about 1 in left of the web) were held fixed.

ln addition to the properties listed in Table 4.5. the follow~ng constitutive parameter values also

characterize the standard model: (a) the equivalent plastic strain at the onset of strain hardening. 't: =
o 0:35 and (b) tlie nonlinear isotrC'pic hardening moduli of the exponential hardening model. K = 0 and

y ; 25. The \-alues of the cons:itutive parameters were approximated based on the experimenta~ tensile

tl'sts The hardening modu;i ....ill be the same for all parameter studies,

The analyses were carried out \lith displacement control at the pomt of load. The venica! dlsplace

Tflent and rotation at the shear center under the point of load are used to characterize the dIsplacement

history in the parameter studIes.

4.5 \'alidit~· of the Proposed Anal)·tical Model

In this section we present the cyclic response of the standard model as e\idence that it represents the

phenomena observed In the experiments well. In particular. we nOle that most of the typical features

noted in the experiments are reproduced faithfully by the analytical model. Only qualitative compansom

between analysis and the experiments are made because the measurements of the movement of the fixed

end in the experiments were not sufficient to produce an accurate model of the end flexibility.

The cyclic inelastIC response for the standard model (without load cell). under the load history of te~t

Specimen 2. is shown in Fig. 4,14. Observe that the qualitative beha\10r is well represented by the

analytical model. particularly the initial buckling resp0nse. the recovery and yielding in the pull direction.

and subsequent push buckling.

ince the analytical model is based on a beam-type kinematic h~'Pothesis. the analytical model is

unable to represent local buckling of the web or flange elements. In view of the fact that the model

reproduces nearly all aspects of the cyclic load response of shan beam. except possibly the final failure

mode. one can conclude that local buckling plays a secondary role in the response of these systems. In

panicular, the asymptotic post-buckling cllpacity is not affected by the local buckling. It would appear

that proper modeling of the finite rotation of the cross-section is sufficient to accurately capture the

lateral buckling and post-buckling response of these beams. The excellent qualitative correlation be

tween analysis and experiment lends credence to the model and to the parameter studies that lollow.
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Fig. 4,14 C)'elie load response ror the standard model
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Chapter S

An Anal)1ical Stud)' of the Parameters Affecting

the General Response of the Test Specimens

The general cyclic lateral buckling response of the test specimens without end flexibility and lateral

bracing is examined in this chapter. Parameters studied include constitutive parameters. residual

stresses, g~ometrical imperfections due to the eccentrir:ity of loading, cross-sectional dimensions. total

length. locations of load. and remote boundary conditions. The response of the systems with perturbed

parameters are compared ....ith the response of the standard model described in the previous chapter.

The configuration of a standard model is shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.12, and its properties and dimensions

are lISted in Table 4.5.

5.1 Errect or Constituth'e Parameters

Several constitutive parameters are expected to have an important effect on the buckling resistance

of beams. Among t~ese are the yield strength. the length of the yield plateau, and the strain hardening

parameters These parameters are important because yielding tends to reduce the beam's resistance to

buckling. especially for shon beams. The [olloy,;ng parameter study is designed to assess the imponanc:~

of these material parameters for both cyclic and monotonic loading conditions.

The material propenies of the standard model are as f01l01l.'s: yield strength (00 or Ku) = 48 ksi.

ultimate strength (a. or K.) = 69 ksi. and equivalent plastic strain at the onset of strain hardening £sIt :;

0.0235. Clllmate srrentths 69 hi, 791t.si. and 89 ksi correspond to yield strengths 481csi. 38 ksl. and 68

lisl. respectivel~' (except for the perfectly plastic case). Il.·hich means .he shape of the stra.1n hardenin~

curve 15 the same regardless of the value used for the yield strength. Kinematic: hardenin~ employed in

the proposed cyclic plasticit~· model was automallcally included in all cases. except where this parameter

is explicitly studied. Fig 5.1 describes the above mentioned constituti,'" parameters.

As expected. the yield strength influences the initial buckling load and post-buckling capaclt)' of the

beams. as shown in Figs. S.2(a.b). While the responses of initial-bucklin!: are the same for the strain

(1

(1. r----------::::::====-

Initial yield plateau

Fil. 5.1 Description of the constitutive parameters
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hardening case as for the perfectly plastic case at the same yield strength, the post-buckling capacity oC

the strain hardening case is larger than that of the perfectly plastic case for the same yield strength. The

differences between them are almost the same regardless of the yield strength. The response curves of

the perfectly plastic case and the strain hardening case in the post-buckling regime do not coalesce at

large deformation because strain hardening has iU greatest influence there. JUdaing from these observa

tions. yield strength has a preponderant influence on the initial-buckling load and the post-buckling

behavior. Initial-buckling generally occurs before strain hardening Starts and hence ltTain hardening

affects only the post-buckling response. Figs. S.2(c-f) show the influence of each yield strength on cyclic

response. As yield strength il.creases. puU yield load and asymptotic post-buckling capacity also increase

notably.

Differences in the cyclic responses between the strain hardening and the perfectly plaStic cases are

illustrated in Figs. S.1 (g-I) . The latter case has a slightly smaller pull load and asymptotic post-buckling

capaCity than the former one in the first cycle. The difference becomes smaller with additional cycling.

Observe that yield strength also has an influence on the cyclic response even in the perfectly plastic case

and the eCfect of strain hardening on the response to cyclic loading.

The influence of the length of the initial yield plateau is examined in Fi~. S.3(a.b). The response

(includin~ strain hardening) without an initial yield plateau has a slightly larger initial buckling load than

any case uitl': an initial yield plateau. The post-buckling responses are bounded above by the case with

no plateau and below by the perfectly plastic case (infinite length plateau) for the entire range of

monotOnic behavior. The response curves for various plateau lengths do not converge on each other at

large deformation probably because of strain hardening. Initial buckling occurs while most of the yieided

material is on the yield plateau at plastic strains less than i', =- 0.01175, as e\oidenced by the fact that the

responses for cases having a yield plateau greater than this value are identical at buck.ling. The effects of

length of the initial yield plateau on the cyclic response of the test beams are examined in figs. 5.3(c.d).

The standard case (i"; =- 0.0235) is compared with the case in which there is no yield plateau in Figs.

5.3(c.d). As noted previously the initial buckling load is slightly larger than with no plateau. Because

strain hardening manifests earlier in this case the pull yield load and subsequent buckling loads also tend

to be greater than the case that has a yield plateau. The observations are reinforced by comparin€ the

other bounding case (perfectly plastic) with the standard case (Figs. 5.2l.8.h». In general, one might

conclude that the effects of the length of the yieid plateau are minor.

Figures 5 4(o.b) show the influence on the cyclic buckling r'l:sponse of the kinematic hardening

model used to simulate cyclic plasticity here. Due to the change in the lIIay Bauschinser's effect is mod

eled in the absence of kinematic hardening, notable differences in the response during the pull recovery

from buckling can be seen. The response of kinematic hardening reduces the carrying capacity at compa

rable levels of deformation. Kinematic hardening also reduces the subsequent buckling loads. Qualita

tively comparing these results with the cyclic load response of test specimen 2 in the experiments (Fig.

<1.7), one can recognize the importance of kine:r.atic hardeninc to the model.

5.2 Effect or Eccentrically Placed [.oad

Systems which exhibit limit loads with unstable POSt limit behavior are generally senstive to geometric

imperfections. One of the imponant geometric imperfections in the propped cantilever test system is
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eccentricity of the line of action of the load with respect to the shear center (and centroid) of the cross

section (Fig. s. S). An eccentrically placed load will promote rotation of the cross-section prior to the

buckling and will therefore reduce the magnitude of the limit capacity. In this section we examine the

effect of eccentric placement of load on the monotonic and cyclic response of the test system.

Fig. S. 5 Eccentricit~ of load position

In general. it is impossible to achieve perfect placement of load in a physical test, although every

effon was made to do so in the tests reponed here. In nature, even a perfect system y,ill buckle if It passes

through a bifurcation point. A perfect numerical model wil' not necessarily do so. In the studIes per

formed here values of the eccentricity smaller than 0.01 in gave Identical response of the system with

respect to lateral buckling. Therefore the 0.01 in eccentricity is adopted as the perfeCt system for the

analytical model. This value is designated fo in the subsequent study. Comparison of the perfecl analyti

cal model with the expeflmems would indicate that perfect load placement was nearly achieved in tpe

experimental system.

TI'-e ~p.sults of initial monotonic buckling with values of eccentricity of to. 5 eo. 10 eo. 20 fo and 50 eo

are shown in FIgs. 5.6(a,b). One can observe a conSiderable reduction in limit capacity for the modest

eccentricities examined. The sharp limit response 1oI.ith sudden 1l'5S of capacity prevalent at smaJl eccen

tricities begms to disappear at lar~e eccentricities. One could surmise that the limit-type behavior would

disappear entirely for a large enough eccentflcity. For all values of eccentricity the post-buckling capac

ity is the same, even though for large eccentricities considerable deformatiOns are required to achieve it.

The tendency tO~'ard the same post-bUCkling capacity highlights the fundamental importance of this

resistance parameter to the general response of these systems.

The cyclic response of the beams with initial load eccentricities is illustrated in Figs. S. 6(c-fJ. cover

ing eccentricities of eo. 10 eo and 50 eo. One can observe that these eccentricities playa minor role in the

cyclic response. the extent of influence being directly related to the maenitude of the eccentriCity. This

loss of memory of the initial eccentricity is expected for systems like these which experience consideraule

yielding.

S,3 Effect of th" Height of the Load Point

It is well k.nown that tht height of the load with respect to the shear eer.ter of the cross-section has a

significant effect on the linear elastiC lateral buckling load. One would also expect it to have an imponanl
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influence on the inelastic buckling response. The effect of the helght of the load on the elastic lineari~ed

buckling loads for the test configuration IS shown for both pull and push loading directions in Fig. 5.7. In

the experiments. the height of the load. measured from the center of the clevis was approximately 9.4 in.

This value is taken as the standard value for the presem parami'!ter study which examines the response
for both cyclic and monotonic loading conditions. A rigid link was used to apply the load remote from the
shear center. as shown in Fig. ".12.
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Fill. S.7 Effect of height of load on linearized buckling load

The monotonic bucklIng and post-buckling response curves for the propped cantilever for load

hei~hts of 5, 8, 9.4, 11 and 14 in are shown in FlgS. 5.8 (a,b). As expected. the initial-buckling load and

post-buckhng capacity increase with a decrease in In the height of load, and the rate of loss of post-buck

hng capacity is lessened as the height of load decreases. The response curves of post-buckling do not

coalesce at1arge deformatlon. Buckling is quite delayed for a load height of 5 in. One would thus expect

that the beam would be more reluctant to buck.le as the load is ~pphed nearer to the shear center.

Response to loads applied in the pull direction are expected to be stable.

The effects of load height on cyclic response are shown in Figs. S.8(c-j). The height of S in is

compared "'1th tt.e standard case in (c ,ct) while the height of 14 in is compared with the standard case in

(ef). There is virtually no difference in the pull yield load. but the asymptotic post-buckling response is

greatly il"lflu'!f1ced by the height of the load. The height of the load application has a significant innuence

on the limilload. the post-buckling response at large deformation, and the response to subsequent cycllc

loading.

5.• Errect or the Load Location alon. the Beam Lenlth

The propensity of a beam to buckle laterally is directly related to the distance of the potentiall~'

destabili~ing force from a point where torsional mOllon is restrained. In design this distance is often

called the la/traJly unsupported Img/h. Qualitatively, the torsional stiffness accrues linearly with length

from St. Venanl resistance and cubical1y \\~th length from warping torsion resistance for an elastic beam.
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for shon beams the warping torsional stiffness becorr.es so great as to practically preclude buckling. ThIs

tendency is iIIustratec; in Fig. 5.9 which gives the linearized buckling load as the position of the load is

varied over the entire length of the propped cantilever beam Here, the minor length, 1. can roughly bl'

considered the unsupponed length of the beam. As the point of loading approaches the suppons the

linearized buckling load becomes large, indicating less propensity toward bUi:kling. The beam loaded

remote from the suppons shows a relatively great propensity to buckle. The length of beams examined

herein lie in the trar.silion range between clearly long beams and shon beams which are generally reluc

tant to buckle.

L = 8: 0 '"

ell+'8nment

/

1000

IlOO

,...,
~

'0 sao8
..J

.r
~ 400
~
al

200

0
0 ilL

Fig. $.9 Erfect of location of load on linearized buckling load

The purpose of the present section IS to put the buckling of shon beams Into the w1der context of

longer beams w'hich are more common in applications and w'hich have been more thoroughly studied.

There is baSically one issue at stake here' ~\'en if a beam is at.:e to reach its fully plastic capacity. might It

yet buckle and thereby suffer lmpOnant design i:l)nsequences. These issues are exammed in the sequel

both for monotonic and cyclic loading.

As expected, the location of load along the length of the beam has a grrat influence on the initial

buckling load and the post-buckling response. as shown in Figs. 5.10 (a,b). The limit point can be seen to

be sharper as the location of t~e load approaches the middle of beam, and initial buckling is delayed as

the location of the load approaches the fixed end. The response curves of post-buckling do not coalesce

at large deformation. The dot symbols (e) on the monotonic response curves (Figs. S.IO(a,b.g) repre

sent the pOints where the loading direction change!' from push to pull in the cyclic loading histories

The beam of length I = 15 in exhibits a strong reluctance to buckle. However, as shown in Fig.

S.l 0 (8) even this shon beam buckles at 2 vertical displacement of over 1 in. For thl; cyclic loading history

this beam survives the firsl cycle without buckling but buckles in the second cycle, demonstrating that

inelastic cycling greatl~' increases the tendency for a beam to buckle. Since a great degree of strain

hardening had occurred prior to buckling, the subsequent push and pull capaCities were greater than the

comparison beam (I = 20 in). However, buckling did have a typically debilitating effect.
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The cyclic response of a longer beam (I :: 30 in) is compared ~ith the standard (J :: 20 in) In Figs.

5 lO(e >.n While the 30 in beam clearly exhibits inferior beha\ior. the qualitative aspects of response are

similar for the twO cases.

S.S Effect of Cross-Sectional Dimensions

Resistance to lateral buckling clearly depends upon the geometric properties of the beam. In particu

lar, the cross-sectional dimensions are exptcted to strongly influence the beha\ior. The WIOx12 section

examined in tt-,e experiments is geometrically similar to many of the availahle .. beam" type sections in ,he

\\' 18 and deeper classes, which are characterized by deep webs ~ith relatively narrow flanges. For short

beams a great deal of the resistance to buckling comes from warping resistance which is dominated by the

major mornen' of inertia of the flanges and the distance between them. Consequently. beam depth and

flange "idth can be considered the most important geometric properties of the beam.

In this section we p:-esent a parameter study which is ue";lgned to assess the effect of width and height

of the cross-section both for monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. Since a variation of the cross-sec·

tional dimensions with no change of length would give exaggerated results. the total lengths of the

propped cantilever are chosen to aive the same elastic deflection at the point of loading as that of the

standard case. All the dimer.sions of the beam studied are described in Table S. 1. Note that for the

height of beam 1.5 times that of the standard case the height of load application is increased accordingly.

The dot symbols have the same meaning as those of the previous study.

The monotonic bu('~".\ing response for a beam of depth 9.8 ;"(standard) and width of 4. Sand 6 in

are given in Fi.s. S.11 (a ,b.g). The cyclic response of these cases is given in Figs. S.11 (c-f). One can

observe that initial buckling is delayed by increasing the ratio of width to height of the cross-section

without a change in the depth. There is a dramatic delay in initial buckling ·It the width of S in. and at the

width of 6 in the beam does not buckle until well into the st:ain hardening regime. One remarkable

feature of the monotonic response is that the load versus rota~i'::p\;urves are nearly parallel for the ~h,ee
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Table 5.1 Description of cross-sectional dimensions

II (in)
I

b (in) L (in) J (in) if (in)

9,8

I
40 82,0 20.0 I 9.4 (standard case)

9.8 5,0 85.4 20.8 9.4
9,8 6,0

I
88.3 21.5 9.4

14.7 I
4,0 j 114.6 27.9 11.9

cases. despite the differences in vertical dlspl;lcements. The asymptotic post-limit capacity also increases

""ith the lI.idth of the beam.

Contrary to the case of variation in the width. changing the depth results in a relatively small change

in the limit load, as sholl.'Tl in Figs. S, 12 (a-d), However, the deeper bearT. exhibits a much sharper limit

POlOt than the standard case, The post-limit response cur\'~s converge right after initial buckling for

monotonic 10adlOg. and the asymptotic post-buckling capacity is almost the same for both, The load-ro

tation curn's are nearly identical for the two cases.

The cyclic responses of the t.....o cases are sholl.'Tl in Figs. 5.12 (c .d). A peculiar feature can be noted

;'1 the first pull yielding region wherein a limit load occurs in the pull direction, Otherv.1se, the deeper

secllon behaves like the shallower beam in the cyclic regime, One might conclude that increasing the

flange v.1dth is an effective way to control buckling whereas increasing depth is not.

5.6 Effect of Total Length and Ratio of Load Location to Total Beam Length

The total length of the beam and the location of the load alar g the length are two other important

geometric parameters, The location of load along the lengtt] of the D~am ha~ already been discussed. but

it must also be considered in the study of different length beams. The effect of beam length will be

examined in this sectlon, FIgure S.13 shows the effect of total leng,h with a constant ratio of the load

location to the total beam length. ilL = 20/82. and the effect of the t,)ullength with constant location of

load. / = 20 in. respectively. on the elastic linearized buckling loads. The effect on the linearized buckling

load of the load location along the beam length (lI.ith constant total length. 82 in) can be found in FIg,

S.9. The buckling load is quite sensitive to these parameters with the shorter beams shoy,ing a reluctance

to buckle, Thc experimental values of these parameters. sholl.'Tl on the sketch as dots. are generally in the

transition region, In this section we study these parameters for both cyclic and monotonic loading cases.

The limit load and asymptotic post-limit capacity decrease rapidly with an increase ofthe total length

ofthe beam. at the constant ratio. /lL =20/82. as shoy,'T\ in Figs. S.14(a.b). The post-limit degradation of

capacity decreases as the total length of beam increases, with flexible beams h2'rdly showing a limit point.

As sholl.'Tl in Figs. 5.14 (c.d), there is a areat decreasc of pull yield load and and a~ympt.>ticpost-buckling

lapcity in c)'clic loading response.

Figures S.15(a.b) show the monotonic behavior of the beam for various total lengths but y,ith a

constant location of load at.' =20.0 in, In contrast to the ,revious case. initial buckling load and asymp

totic post-buckling capacity "J not decrease very rapidly with an increase in length, Al~o the limit point

does not get sharper lIoith an increase of the total length. This aspect might be anticipated from Fig.
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5.13 (b). where the experlmental value of thiS case is on a less senSitive region of tI,t curve than the

pre':lCUS study.

The response to cyclic loadmg is sho.... n ill Flg~. 5.15 (c-[) \l., ilile the asy'mptotic post-buckling ca

pacity shows no dIfference from that of the standard case. the pull yield load decreases and the sharpness

of the lIma pOJnt dIsappears. as the total length of beam mcreases Il.ith constant location of load. From

these observations the tOlal beam length has a great effect on the initial-buckling. and the load It ::ation

has the predominant mOuence on large deformation behavior and cyclic response.

S.7 Effect of Residual Stresses

ReSidual stresses have long been recognized as having an imponant influence on the melastic buck

lin~ of beams and coiumns. The b...am stiffnes~ is reduced by early yieldlflg due to the presence of

residual Stresses. increasing the propensity to buckle. The pattern of reSidual streSses is we)) established

for virgin sections. but this pattern may be changed by cyelle inelastic straining. Therefore we must

reexar.line our understanding of the effects of reSIdual stresses for cyclic loading conditions.The pattern

that existS in the cycle pr. ~r to buckling \l,ill determine the buckling characteristics of the beam for the

subsequent cycle. A study of the influence of the distribu!'on or residual stresses on beam buck.ling is

made for both monotonic and cychc loading conditions. A basic polynomial residual stress pattern is used

for the analytical apprmomation. as shown in Fig. 2.4. and the maximum values range from 0 to 00 in

steps of 0.25 (Yo without changing the pattern.

Since yielding with residual stresse~ occurs well before initial buckling. the limit capacity decreases

and the limit pOint blunts \l,;th an increase in the maximum value of reSidual Stresses. as shown in FIgs.

5.16(a.b). The response curves i!'l the post-buckling range coalesce allarge deformation. There is no

difference in the asymptotiC post-buckling capaCity and pull yield load on the cyclic loading response.
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This feature indicates that the residual stresses have no effect on large deformation behavior. They also

have little effect on response to cyclic loading as shown in Figs, S .16 (c-f). Even though there are somt:

differences at and after initial buckling. compared with the response of the standard case. the response

seems to be almost recovered through the straightening of the residual twist left by inelastic buckling.

Judging from this observation, the effect of the residual stresses is weaker than the influence of the

reSidual twist of the beam len by the buckling

5.8 Effect of Riaht End Bounda~' Condition

The degree of fixity at the boundary remote from the load is imponant to the buckling behavior. The

clean suppon conditions realizable in an analytical environment are difficult to implement experimental

ly. Consequent]v, the end conditions in the experiment are unknown and need to be examined. Three

idealized rlgh, end boundary conditions are considered here: .simp/e(translation and torsional rotation

fIXed), torsional warping(simple plus warping fixed). andfixed(all fIXed). These ideal conditions should

llive insight into the boundary conditlOns that existed in the experiments. A study of the effect of the

right end boundary conditions is made for both monotonic and cycli<: loading cond;tions. The boundar~'

condition of the standard model is the simple suppon.

As expected. initial-buckling and subsequent post-buckling capacities increase as right end fixity,s

increased. as shol'on m Figs. S.17(a,fJ . Torsional warping restraint delays initial buckling and increases

lima capacity. For the fixed support. the limit capacity increases much more over the simple SUPP0i"t than

does the addition of only torsional warping restraint but initial buckhng occurs at almost the same venical

displacement as the simple case. This difference in bucklmg beha.~or could bo: attributed to the differ

er.ce in initial stiffness. The load-rotation curves are nearly parallel and have different asymptotic post

buckhng capacities. The pull yield load and asymptotic post-buckling capacit} of the fixed suppon are

mu<:h greater than those of the simple suppon condition. However. qualitative aspects of response for the

three cases are similar for cydic loading. From these observations, it can be recognized that restraint of

torsional warping helps resist the initial buckling only. while full fixed has an effect on the response

throughout the cyclic load history.

5.9 Summary

The ge!leral behavior of the test specimens with respect to various constitutive. topolo@i<:, and geo

metric parameters has been examined in this chapter. The mam observations are summarized as follows:

(1) Erfect of constitutive parameters.- The effect of material yield strength has a strong impact on

the limit capacity. However. the hmit capacity appears simply to be proportional to the material

yield strength. Initial bucklinE generally occurs bt(ore tht onset of strain hardenina for the current

loading history. Most yielded zonts remain on the yield plateau for a little while after initially

buckling. but some points reach strain hardening with incrtased cycling. The influence of Saus

ehinger's effect, as realized through the kinematic hardening parameter of the current cyclic plas

ticity model. was also found to be imponant '.0 cycllc response.

(2) Efrect or ecctntrically placed load.- Th: limit capacity is very sensitive to slight horizontal load

eccentricities. However, only large initial load eC(;entricit:es have an effect on large deformation

post-buckling behavior and substquent cyclic response.
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(3) Effect of the heieht of load application.- Initial buckling capacity and asymptotic post-buckling

capacity is very sensitive to the height of the load. The limit c.l::'!acity and post-limit capacity
increase with a decrease of the height of load application. The t'uck'jng of the beam is delayed as

the application of load approaches the shear center of the cross-section of beam in the push

direction of load. The beam is quite reluctant to buckle when the load is applied near the shear

center, and is generally stable in the pull directior..

(4) Effect of the load location alonc the beam lencth.- The location of load along the length of

beam significantly influences the initial-buckling load. the asymptotic post-buckling capacity, and

pull yield load. Initial buckling is delayed as the location of the load moves toward the fixed end,

even to the paint of oCl;urring after the first cycle in the cydic loading condition in the current

displacement history if the load is close enough to the fixed end

(5) Effect r r Jss-sectional proportions.- The depth of the beam has much less impact on the

initia' ., .tlling capacity. large deformation post-buckling behavior. and subsequent response to

cyclic loading than does the flange ....idth. The importance of warping resistance for short beams is

a plausible explanation for thIS observation.

(6) Effect of total length and ratio of load location to total beam lenath.- Both the total length

(with constant ratio of the location of load to the total length) and the ratio of the distance of the

load from the fIXed end to the total length (with constant location of load) have a large influence

on the limit capacitY. The total length (\L1th constant ratio of the location of load to the total

length) also has a large effect on the asymptotlc post-bucklmg behavior under cyclic loading.

(7) Effect of residual stresses.- The residual stresses have an influence on the limit capacit~ of the

beam, but have no effect on large deformation post-buckling behavior and subsequent response

to cyclic loading. The influence of the residual stresses is apparently overshadowed by the effects

of the residual t""1st in the beam left after inelastic buckling.

(8) Effect of the boundary condition at the right end.- The fixity of the end remote from the load

affects the limit capacity. the pull yield load, and the asymptotic post-buckling capaCity. Clearly

full fixity has a greater effect than does the addition of only torsional warping restraint. However,

the latter form of restraint has a surprisingly large amount of influence on initial buckling behavior.
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Chapter 6

An Anal)1ical Study of the Effects of End Flexibility and Pre-yielding

on the Response of the Test Specimens

The .. fixed" end of the propped cantilever beam in the experiments was actually fleltible because ot

the existence of the load cell and the bolted connections between the test piece and reaction block. This

added fleltibility has an important influence on the response of this type of system. It is. for example, well

known that the lineari~edbuckling load of elastic systems is reduced by the presence of additional flexi

bility (the proof is in the Rayleigh quotient). It is also k.nown that camber and pre-buck.1in& deflections

have an effect on the buckling response of a system. Some of the differences in response of the more
flexible syst,.m will come from the pre~ence of greater pre-buckling deflections.

In this chapter we study the effects of end flexibility on the behavior of the test spe-:imel.: in order to

make qualitative judgements about the comparison between experiments and theory and to generalize

the experimental results. The end flexibility is modeled with a beam segment which can have properties

dIfferent from the test span. The model is reminiscent of the load celi in the tests and thus will be called

the "load cell" in the sequel. even thoufh there is no need for a load cell in the theoretical model The

main dIfference between the load cell ~nd the test span is the difference in th~ torsional rigidIty. An

element with a square tube cross-section (called box-sectio" in th'! sequel), without warping degrees-of

freedom. is used to model the load cell (the road cell in the experiments was a circular tube). The

response "ill also be compared with that of two beams having load cells of low torsional rigidity, either a

beam with the same cross-section as the test piece or one ""ith one quarter again as much depth. The

cross-sectional dimensions ofthe model load cells are given in Table 6.1. The placement ofthe load cell

is 3S sho"n in Fig. 4.13. and its length will be designated as Ie.

Another important influence on the buckling beha\ior of beams is the ~istory of inelastic deforma

tion. In panicular. the initial bucklin~ reponse of the test specimens seemed to be affected by pre-yield

ing from an initial pull loading. The beam properties which may be influenced by pre-yielding include the

residual stresses and the initial camber of the beam as it enters the mitial push buckling cycle. While the

issue of pre-yielding is not directly related to end flexibility. it is studied here because we wish to examine

the e:fect of end flexibility Cor beams which have no pre-yielding and for beams which do have pre-yield

ing.

In this chapter. the eflect of end flexibility in the fixed end is eX=1mined for monotonic push and pull

loading sequences as well as cyclic loading. varying the length and cross-sectional dimension of the load

cell. The imponant effects of end flexibility are summarized in Section 6.4.

Table 6.1 Cross-sectional properties or the model load cells

h b ( II £1 GJ
Section Type (in) (in) (in) (in) 106 (in1 - k) 10' (;,,1_ k)

box-section 6.0 6.0 0.5 0.5 2.16 1296

I-section 1 9.82 4.0 0.18 0.2 1.58 0.485

I-section 2 12.:> 4.0 0.18 0.2 2.64 0.542
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6.1 The Elfect of End Flexibility on the Linearized Bucklina LOlds 01 the System

As before. we will use the tl3.stic linearized buckling analyses as a poim of depanure in stUdying the

e({ccts of end flexibility on the buckling of the propped cantilever system. The linearized buckling load is

interesting because it exhibits the effects of geometry on the equilibrium of the system apart from tht:
effects of the constitutive model. One can thus learn a great deal about the stability characteristics from
these analyses even though the system of inttrest exhibits inelastic buckling. This same reasoning lies at
the hurt of most design formulas for inelastic bucklin£. The linearized buckling analyses are useful for
establishing a context for discussing stability. and become truly useful only when resuhs on inelastic

buckling are also examined. Inelaslic buckling wiU be treated in the subsequent sections.

The presence of a load cell at the fixed end of the beam gives rise to essentially two effects: end

wtalion with concomitant in-plane vertical defiection from the rotational flexibility and cnd displace

ment ....ith concomitant in-plane vertical deflection from translational flexibility. While the load cell

couples these effects, it is instructive to examine them independently first. Figure 6.1 shows the effects of
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Fig. 6.1 Comparison of Iineariled push and pull bucklin& loads for end flexibilit~·

(0) rotational flexibility in the absence of translational flexibility and (lI) uanslational flexibili!y in the

absence of of rotational flexibility on the elastic linearized buckling load of the propped cantilever sys

tem. For both of these cases the load is applied at the standard value of 9.4 til above the shear center of

the cross-section. The length ofthe beam is L .. 82 in, with load positioned at J '" 20 in from the left end.

The beam has the standard cross-section (WI0x12) and the simple end resists vertical and lateral dis
placement, torsional rOUltlon. and warping. Results are given both for the push (down) and pull (up)

directions. and are expressed in terms of a nondimensional ratio of beam stiffness to spring stiffness.

The ela~tic linearized buckling load decreases with increased flexibility of the support. as expected.

in both cases. One can again observe the effect of load height with respect to the shear center in the

greater buckling loads for pull as opposed to push loading. Note the extreme sensitivity of the pull buck

lin!: load to end flexibility. For example. the system with a rotational sprina has a val~e of 435 k for the

Tlgld case. which decreases to a limiting value of about 1SO Ie u the flexibility increases. The push load
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case is not nearly so sensitive. goine from about lOS k to a limiting value of 76 k. It is interesting to note
that there is little difference between the push and pull buckling loads for a system with a relatively

flexible translational spring. It is apparent that the translational flexibility has a much £Tuter influence on
the buck.ling load than does the rotational f1e.xibility.

The load cell provides a coupled inDuence of rO'.ational and translational flexibility. In fact. the
linearized stiffness matrix for the rotatIonal and translational degrees of freedom already defined is pven

by the expression

1£/ [ 21!
k - --

l~ 31,
(6.1)

where I, is the length of the load cell and the moment of inenia. /, is roughly proporUonalto the depth of

the load cell cubed.

The variatIon of lineari7ed buckling load ~ith the length.l, . and depth, 11. of the (box-section) load

cell i~ :hovon in Fig. 6.2. The propertIes of the test piece and loading are all held fixed at their standard
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Fig. 6.2 Comparison or linearized push and pull buckling load ror thfi model load cell

values as the two parameters indicated are varied. In (a) the cross-section of the load cell has depth h=6

in and thickness 1=0.5 in. while in (b) the length of the load cell is 1, -12 ill. The dots (e) on the c:urves
indicate the standud value of the parameter. As in the case of the unc:C\upled sprinas. the bucklina load

with the load cell decreases rapidly with inc:reasinr. flexibility. reali~ed either by inc:reasina the lenath of

the load cell or by dec:reasina its depth. for 10na load cells it would appear that the translational flexibility
controls the buckling behavior. This tendency is expectfld sinc:e the translational flexibility is proportional

to {~ while the rotational flexibility is proportional to I,. For the short load cell (I, -12 ;n) the push and

pulJ buckling loads remain quite different for all values of h until II approaChes ~ero. In general, the

bucklin& load is not vel)' sensitive to thE: depth of the load cell particularly in the push direction of

loading.
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The differences in the buckling loadi for the casesltUdied ~ far are due to differences in the planar
stiffness of the system. Since torsion is the predominant mode of budiling deformation, one might sus
pect that the torsional stiffness "f the load cell would have an influence on the buckling behavior. To
examine the effect of the torsional stiffne~s of the load cell we consider the three cross-sections de
scribed in Table 6.1: the box-section of the previous studies and two I-sections of different depths. The
variation in buckling load with the length of the load cell for push loading for these three load cells is
shown in Fig. 6.3. The curve of I-section 1 represents the response with a load cell with the same

120
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Fig. 6.3 Errect of torsional ri.idity of the model load cell
on the elastic linearized buckling load

cross-sectional dimensions as the test piece. w.\ile the curve of I-sec/ion 2 represents the response with a
load cell with an I-section 1.25 times as deep as the test piece. Table 6.1 shows the (in-plane) flexural
and torsional rigidities (If each cross-section. I-sections 1 and 2 have very small torsional rigidities (GJ)
compared with that of the box-section, but have comparable flexural rigidities (El). The flexural rigidity
of I-section 2 is even larger than that of the box-section. As expected. the lower is the torsional rigidity.
the lesser is the buckling load. HOII.·ever, the torsional stiffness of the load cell appears to have a small~r

influence on buckling than does in-pl"r~ flexibi1Jty. For short load cells, the differences in buckling
loads are much less because of the influence of warping resistance in the I-beams.

6.1 The Errect of End Flexibility on the Monotonic InelastiC Response of tbe System

In the previous section the test piece and load cell were assumed to remain elastic during buckling.
for the geometric dimensions considered here. elastic buckling will seldom, if ever, occur. Consequent
ly, we must re-examine the buckling behavior in the light of ineJa~tic material behavior. The constitutive

parameters studied in Chapter 5 win not b~ as extensively studied here. Rather we will adopt the standard
values to =e-examine the effects of the length and depth of the load cell. In this section we consider the

monotonic response both for push loading and for pull loading. The subsequent section is devoted to the

consideration of cyclic loading.
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6.1.1 Variation of Parameters for Pull Loadln.

We have established from the elastic analyses that pull loading is inherently more suble than push

loading. One would expect this increased tendency toward stability to carry over to the inelastic case. In
fact. one can reason that the inelastic case exhibits this characteristic more stron&!y because of the
likelihood of generalized yielding intervening before buckling can take place. The relatively large inelas

tic deformations act to camber the beam into an even more favorable position for resisting buckling by

moving the point of application of load further from the average line of shear centers of the system. For

this reason we will generally consider pull loading to be stable, recoanizing that buckling may take place

at very large deformations.

The monotonic response of the beam/load cell system is shown in Fig. 6.4 for (a) various lengths,

from Ie =0 (without load cell) to Ie =50, and (b) for various depths, from h=2 to h=oo (without load cell).

of the standard box-section load cell. One can observe generally the same behavior for both parameters.

0.5

Vertical Displacement (In)

1.0

2
3

•
5
e
•• Ii'! (bl__ cell

0.5

Vertical Displacement (In)

1.0

Fia. 6.4 Monotonic response for pull load with model load cell

For shon load cell lengths and for deep load cell sections the initial stiffness is quite large. giving way to a
yield plateau on which the resistance remains approximately constant. For parameter values which make
the system more flexible. greater deformations are required to achieve the full plastic capacity. The limit

capacity for long or shallow load cells is reduced because of yielding of the load cell rather than the beam
itself. The limit capacity of the system can be reasonably predicted by simple plastic theory to be

for beam yielding
(6.2)

for load cell yielding

where V. and M. are the shear and bending capacities of the beam, respectively, Me is the bending
capaCity of the load cell, L is the length of the beam. I is the distance between the end of the beam and

the pOint of load, and Ie is the length of the load cell. The beam mechanism equations assume that the
shan beam segment yields in pure shear while the load cell mechanism assumes that the load cell yields in

pure flexure.The capacities taken from Fie. 6.4 Clinite element model) are ploued along with the values
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from Eq. (6.2) (plastic analysis) in Fig. 6.5 which also shows the two possible collapse mechanisms. The

parameter value determining which of the twO mechanisms controls can be found by equating the two

expressions in Eq. (6.2). For the value5 used here the transition occurs at le .. 1Bin and 11=5 in. The curve

is nat for the beam mechanism because the load cell plays no role. As one would expect. the capacity

drops as the length of the ioad celllOcreases and as the dep,h decreases. The pull response for the system

having an I-section for the model load cell IS compared with the box-section load cell of depth h=S in

Fig. 6.6. The responses are qualitatively similar.

6.2.2 Variation of Parameters for Push LORdina

Unlike pull loading. push loadine is generally unstable. showing a limit load with declining post-limit

beha\ior. The main difference between elastic and inelastic buckling is that the latter exhibits a limit load
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fia- 6.6 Monotonic response for pull load with I-section load cell
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with unstable post-buckling behavior whereu the former exhibits stable post-buckling behavior. One
miaht e)'])ect that the effects of end flexibility for the inelastic case would be qualitatively similar to the
elastic one. that is that end flexibility reduces the monotonic limit capacity. We demonstrate through the
parameter study in this section that such is not the case.

The monotonic response under push loading is studied for variations in the lenath of the modt.!
(standard bDX-slction) load cen in Fi•. 6.7 and for variations in the depth of the model load cell in Fig.
6.8. Several important features can be seen in the study of the variation of end fiexibility. For shan load
ceOs, the system buckles laterally shortly after yielding initiates. For longer load cells. buckling does not
take place until considerable yielding has taken place. This behavior can be explained by observing that
f:lr load cells of length 15 in and shorter the load cell remains elastic and yielding occurs in the beam.
Loss of torsional stability is then governed by the reduced modulus of the yielded material in the beam.
Load cells 18 in and longer yield before the beam. but since the load cell is a tube the yielding does not
compromise the torsional resistance of the system to the same deuee as the ease in which beam yielding
occurs. As a consequence, the system is able to deform inelastically in the plane of loading longer if the
load cell yields. Note that for the systems with load cell yielding. buckling occurs with a snap back in
vertical deflection to accommodate the rotation. The load versus rotation curves are remarkably similar
for all of the systems for variations in load cell length. with all curves coalescina at a moderate value of the
rotation. Significant differences in the load-rotation response can be seen for cases in which the depth of
the load cell is less than 4 in. In these cases. the asymptotic post-limit capacity is &tronalY affected by the
cross-sectional dimension of the load cell.

The influence of tonional ri&idity of the load cell can be seen by examining Figs. 6.8 (e.n. in which
the system with I-section (I-section 1) load cell is compared with the system with SxO.S in box-section.
The dimensions of the two sections are such thaI the in-plane elastic stiffnesses are the same. The length
of the load cell is 12 in. 50 yielding of the box-section load cell rather tban the beam end is expected.
Since [-section 1 is the same as the test piece. yielding is also expected in the load cell. The I-section
load cell is deeper and thus it yields well in advance of the box section. and has a much smaller limit
capacity. Interestingly, the post-limit behavior ofthe two systems is nearly identical, It is evident thallhe
torsional stiffness of the load cell has an important influence on the monotonic buckling response of the
system.

The limit loads for the various values of the parameters, taken from Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, are plotted
Ilaainst the values of the parameters in Fig. 6.9. Remarkably. the limit capacity of the system initially
increases with an increase in flexibility. One possible explanation for this anomalous behavior is that,
while torsional flexibility is reduced with these parameter variations. the main influence is a reduction in
in-plane flexural stiffness. As the system becomes more flexible in the plane of loading, it can denect
more under smaUer loads. With the load applied above the shear center. as it is for push loading, the
in-plane deflection represents movement of the point of load application closer to the averall' line of
shear centers of the system. Sucb • deflection would be favorable from the point of view of torsional
stability. Eventually. the ne,ative effect of reduction in torsional stiffness catches up with the positive
effea produced by vertical deflection. and the limit capacity then decreases with increased flexibility as

expeaed.

The variation of limit capacity with parameter values for pre-yielded beams is also shown in Fig. 6.9.
The response of pre-yielded beams will be discussed in Section 6.3. Briefly. a pre-yielded beam is one
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Fia. 6.9 Variation of limit capacit)· with end Oexibility

which is first pulled to a prescribed value, generally causing yielding. and then pushed to its limit capacity.
The difference in buckling response would therefore be a ramification of pre-yielding and might include

material softening. residual stresses, and residual inelastic camber. The pre-yielded beams show the
same anomalous tendency to increase strength with increasing end nexibllity, but to a greater degree.

The value of the parameter gi\ing the maximum capacity is about the same for both virgin and pre

)'Ielded beams.

6.3 The Effect of End Flulbility on the Cyclic Inelastic Response of the System

There are several features of the response to cyclic loading which transcend the linearized buckling
and monotonic response studies. Among these are the hysteretic stability of the response. particularly in

the pull regime, the rate of recovery from buckling when the load direction is reversed, and the ability of
the system to dissipate energy. In this section we study the cyclic response of the propped cantilever beam
while again varying the length and cross-secttonal dimensions of the load cell in an effort to expose their

influence on cyclic response. n-e influence of pre-yieldmg. whereby the cyclic loading program is started
with an (possibly) inelastic pull half-cycle, is also examined.

The parameter studies are organized in essentially the same manner as the inelastic monotonic re
sponse studies. For each parameter variation. a complete cyclic response history is aenerated, and
planed along with the response history of the standard case. As before. both the venical displacement
response and rotation response are presented. The loading programs for all cases are the same. with the
displacement history specified at the point of load application. Since the vertical displacement is reponed

1\ the shear center, the loading histories appear different but Ire not.

The influence of the length of the load cell on the cyclic response is shown in Fig. 6.10 for values of

the length oft, = 0 (without load ctll). 6, 12, 18. 21, 24, 27, 30. 33, 36, 40, and SO in. Several interesting

features of the response can be noted. For small values of the load cell length the increased flexibility is

readily apparent in the initial buckling response IS well as in the elastic: unloading from the pull yielded
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state. On the other hand the response curve for the pull direction of loading remains similar to the case

";thout a load cell. panicularly as full yielding develops in the pull direction. As the length of the load cell

increases beyond 24 in this similarity begins to vanish because the nexible system is less able to reach the

full yield value as it is still unwinding from the buckled state. Also at a length of 24 in the increased

nexibility causes initial buckling to be delayed until the second cycle. In leneral. as the nexibility of the

system increases. the response looks less characteristic of the short beam (because it is actually no longer

a short beam). degenerating more and more toward nexible elastic response.

The influence of the cross-sectional dimension of the load cell on the cyclic response is shown in Fig.

6.11 for values of the depth of h=8. 5.25. S. 4. and 2 in. In Figs. 6.11 (k,l) the cyclic response with

I-section] is compared to the cyclic response without load cell. The variation of the load cell dimensions

has a similar effect to changing the load cell length. Pull yielding remains achievable for large values of

depth. "''lth degradation due to flexibility for depths of 4 in and less. The I-section load cell also shows a

similar tY}Je of response.

If the load is applied in the pull direction hrst. the system can experience yielding before buckling

These loadmg cases are termed pre-yielding. The previous two parameter studies on end flexibility have

been repeated fer a loading history that includes pre-yielding and are shown in Figs. 6.12 aT d 6.13. As

indicated in the pre\;ous section. pre-yielding has a noticeable effect on the subsequent buckling cycle

because of the alteration of the residual stress pattern. the presence of residual cambering. and material

softening. These effects generally act to reduce the limit capacity. After the initial buckling cycle. very

Iiule difference from the case without pre-yielding can be seen. This observation is not surprising since

the important effects all relate in one way or another to material inelasticity and would tend not to be

remembered as cycling progresses.

6.4 Summar~'

The linearized buckling analyses shollled that the (elastic) buckling load of the propped cantilever

beam is quite sensitive to the presence of in-plane end flexibility. exhibiting a sharp drop in capacIty for

small values of flexibility. Contrary to our intuition, which is generally based upon the results of linearized

buckling analyses. the inelastic limit capaCity of the system increases with an increase in the end flexibility

for small values of flexibility. The optimal length and depth of load cell for the test pieces examined here

were around Ie :;12.0 in and h-6.0 in. Buclc l :"11 is. on the whole. delayed by areater in-plane nexibihty

because the deformation demands on the flexible system are less than the riaid system. The presence of

low torstonal flexibility alona with low nexural flexibility reduces the improvement obtained from flexural

flexibility alone. Torsional flexibility at the fixed end greatly influences the bucklina capacity of the

beam. and has an effect on the large deformation behavior and the response to the cyclic loading.

Small values of nexibility influence only the initial buckling cycle of the cyclic loadina response to any

imponant degree. Subsequent response is quite similar to the rilid end case. The most imponant aspect

of cyclic loading is that buckling ",ill eventually occur at modest deformations if cycled enoush times.

This tendency to buckle may not be apparent from a monotonic analysis.
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Chapter 7

An Analytical Study of the IDnueoce of Lateral Bracina
on the Lateral Buckling of the Test Specimens

The primary mode of response of a beam which buckles laterally is lateral motion and rotation of the
cross-section. If restraints are added to the system to prevent these motions. while at the same time

allowing planar motion. the performance of a torsionally flexible system can be aready improved. Lattral

bracing. as it is called. has long been used in desien practice to enhance the carryina capacity of I-beams
and other sections which show a propensity toward lateral buckling. While desisn specifications address
the issue of lateral bracing, essentially through the artifice of the so-called lattrally ""brac~dl~"glh. the
understanding of what constitutes adequate lateral bracing remains rather primitive.

Lateral bracing can be realized in a variety of ways. either through the attachment of discrete ele
ments with axes perpendicular to the main member. or through the continuous attachment of a lateral
restraining system such as a floor slab. In most practical circumstances the degree of fixity of the bracing
member to the beam is not well known. making an assessment of the effectiveness of bracing difficult, if
not impossible. These problems have hampered the development of rational design criteria for lateral
bracing. Just as important parameters (such as the height of load action) are often not reflected in design
formulae. many factors which are critically important to lateral bracing performance do not appear in
design formulas. Some of these factors will be discussed herein for the application to short beams.

The lateral bracing system is an integral pan of the beamlbracinll system, and the response will
depend upon the interaction of the two components. \Vhile this observation is true for all laterally braced
systems. it is particularly important for the application to short beams because the in-plane forces can be
quite large at incipient buck.ling. After buckling. a component of these large forces must be absorbed by
the bracing system. If the strength of the brace is not sufficient to resist compressive buckling. then the
bracelbeam system buckles simultaneously. If the strength of the brace is sufficient to resist the induced
forces without buckling. then the beam buckles into a shape which respects the persisting constraint. In
many cases it may not be feasible to completely prevent buckling, but it may be important to delay it. In
this chapter we examine bracing systems which are in that intermediate range where the brace itself is
near Its critical size. We consider only bracing against lateral motion and not against rotation; so even if
the brace does not buckle, lateral bucklina of the system may not be completely prevented.

A number of studies have been made on the effectiveness of various types of lateral restraint and on
the strength and stiffness required to inhibit bucklina of elastic beams. Mutton and Trahair (1973) inves
tiaated the stiffness requirements for midspan rotational and translational bracine of perfect. elastic
beams acted upon by either top-Oange loading or by shear-e:enter loadina· Nethercot (1973) also stu·
died the effectiveness of translational and torsional restraints on simply supponed elastic I-beams. focus
sing on the relationship between the height of the applied load and the geometric placement of the
bracing system. Kitipomchai. Dux and Rltcher (1983) investigated the influence of the restraint location

along the length of an elastiC cantilever beam.

Lay and Galambos (1966) treated the problem of laterally bracina beams which have a propensity to

buckle inelastically, and developed de~ian criteria for cases in which the required plastic strain is high.
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These rules are based on a rotational capacity consistent with the beam unbraced length slenderness

ratio. They calculated a required cross-sectional area for axial strergth where the stiffness of brace must
be satisfied. and also indicated that flexural strength and stiffness requirements must be satisfied in

addition to the axial strength and stiffness when the compression flanle is braced.
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Fia. 7.1 Geometry of the lateral bracing system

In this chapter. the effect of adding a discrete translational bracing system, similar to thai u~ed in the
experiments. to the test specimens is examined analytically. Figure 7.1 shows the position of the brace

with respect to the cross-section and with respect to the beam axial coordinate. The influence of the
height of the bracing above the shear center of the beam, the locatIon of the brace along the length of the
beam. and the strength and stiffness of the brace are examined through parameter studies with the
analytical model. The brace positions examir,ed In this study include 1i = 4.31,3.81, 2.81, 1.81, 0.0.
-1.81. -2.81, -3.81, and -4.31 in. The height of 3.81 in (-3.81 ir;) corresponds roughly with the brace
position used in the experiments. that is, one inch below (above) the top (bottom) flanae. Rectangular
tube (box) sections, ranging in area from 0.032 ;n2 to 0.128 ;n2 • are used here to analytically model the
braces. Table 7.1 lists the propenies of the braces examined in the main parameter studies. The braces
used are quite slender. ha\'ins (A/f)., = 24. The location of the brace along the length is varied from I.,

15 in to 50 in in increments of 5 in.

Table 7.1 Properties of the lateral bradn. members

t At< Ell - E/2 - O.6GJ
(in) (i":) (in2 _ k)

0.016 0.032 40
0.020 0.040 60
0.032 0.064 80
0.048 0.096 120
0.064 0.128 160

The brace configurations examined here consist of a brace on only one side of the beam. Depending

upon the geometry of the initial lateral imperfection (which determines the direction of buckling), the
brace will be either compressed (brace on the same side as the eccentricity) or tensed (brace on the

opposite side of the eccentricity). Clearly, the response in these two cases will be different if the com
pressed brace buckles since the tensed brace cannot buckle. The effect of the position ofthe bracing with
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respect to the side of the load eccentricity is also studied. using a fully nonlinear model for the brace as
well as the !:leam to capture system bucklina.

In the experiments. the bracina rods were pinned at both ends. Here we consider two brace models:
one in which the brace is fixed at the end remote from the specimen and pinned to the specimen and the
other in which the brace is pinned at both ends, In the laner case it is necessary to live the brace initial
ceometric imperfections in order to anal)tically model brace buckling. In the former case the deforma
tion of the system before buckling causes Oexure in the brace making it possible to buckle without initial
aeometric imperfections. Because the amplitude of the initial geometric imperfection of the brace may
affect the response. the pin-fixed brace is employed for most of the parameter studies in this chapter.
The two different brace boundary conditions are compared subsequently.

The main advantage of analytic modeling over experimental analysis is the ease with which different
aeometric configurations can be implemented. The geometric and material properties of the model
beams studied in this chapter are the same as those used in the experiments and in the previous analytical
studies, The fixed end is considered to be rigid for the purposes of these studies and the loading programs
do not include pre-yielding, Standard values are used for the h(',ight and eccentricity of the applied load,
The responses are compared to the (analytic) response of the test beam without bracing wherever possi
ble.

The parameter study is organized in the following way: First the effect of brace location along the
length of the beam is examined holding the brace size and bracing height fixed. The effect of brace size
and bracing heIght are examined for bracing placed at the point of loadina. first for a brace on the same
side as the load eccentricity and subsequently for a brace on the oppOSite side of the load eccentricity.
The effect of different brace cross-sectional types is then examined while holding the area of the brace
and the location constant. Finally. the effect of end fixity conditions of the hrac~ .< examined, In each
case inelastic monotonic and cyclic responses are considered.

7.1 The Errect or Brace Position alonl the Lenlth or the Beam

The position of the load along the length of the beam is of fundamental importance to the bucklin!:
bel,avior, There are. of course. many pOSSibilities for bracing arrangements and we will restrict our atten
tion here to a single discrete brace placed somewhere in the span. It is perhaps obvious in the present
case, with a single point loading. that the best brace location win be at or near the point of loading. In
fact. many design specifications require lateral bracing at points of load (or at points where plastic hinges
are likely to form) as a conservative precaution and in lieu of more riaorous knowledge. In this section we
demonstrate that the above observation is true and make an effon to quantify the trade-off represented

by other bracing locations.

The inelastic monotonic responses of the propped cantilever beam with bracing alternatively at I.. ..
15.20.25.30.35.40.45. and 501,. are shown in Fig. 7.2 for the brace having area A.. _0.064i,,2 and
bracing elevation{ - 3.81 in. The response of the beam without lateral bracing is also shown in the (icure
for comparison. One can observe the clear superiority of bracing in the vicinity of the applied load.
Interestingly. the response for bracing up to 10 in past the load point is nearly idemical to the response
for bracing at the load point. This observation makes sense because the load is located so near to the
fixed end. One can also observ~ that there is virtually no improvement in behavior for bracing locations
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Fia. 7.1 Effect of the position of the load alonl the lenath of the beam

even moderately remote from the point of loading. In the sequel. the brace will be positionl'd at the point

of loading.

7.2 The Err.!ct of Brace Size and Elevation with Respect to the Shear Center

The prin.3ry parameters studied in this section arc the s;ze of the brace and its elevation with respect

to the shear center of the cross-section. Since push loading is critical with r!spect to lateral stability. and

since the tOp flange is in compression for this sense of loading. it is expected that bracing above the shear

center .....ill be most effective. We demonstrate the veracity of the previous assenion and make an effort to

quantify the importance of this effect. The brace sizes are chosen to bracket the transition from cases

where the brace remains straight while the beam buckles to cases where the brace and beam buckle

simultaneously. The parameter domain is covered by alternatively varying brace size and brace dimen

sion "ith results for both monotonic inelastic bucklina and cyclic buckling. The responses for braces

placed on the same side as the eccentricity (compression braces) are examined first and then compared
to those of braces placed on the opposite side IS the eccentricity (tension braces).

The effect of varying the size of the brace while holding the elevation fixed at :3.81 i" is shown in Fig.

7.3. As the brace size increases both the limit capaci!y and the venical deformation capability increase.

Braces larger than A .. • 0.096 in3 allow the achievement of the full plastic capaCity of the beam in planar

bendina before bucklin,. ~t is noted that for braces smaller than 0.096 in3 the brace buckles in the plane
in which it is bending. while those larger do not buckle. It is clear that this type of point bracing will delay

but not J)revent bucklin,. The load-rotation relationship is nearly indeJ)endent of the brace size. The

response curves for the cyclic loading cases demonstrate that after bucJdina the system behaves as if it

had not been braced. even for relatively large brace-. This same observation was noted in the e~ri·

ments. The dot symbols (e) on the curves for mO:"otonic loading response represent points or equal

vertical displacement at the point of load application. and the point were the load direction is reversed in

the first cycle of the cyclic loading.

The effect of varying the elevation of the brace while holding the area fixed at 0.040 ;,,3 is shown in

Fig. 7.4. In (a,b) one can observe that the system exhibits hieher limit loads and has areater venical
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deformation capability the hiaher the brace Is placed above the shear center. The brace elevated to 4.31
in allows the beam to reach its full planar capacity before bucklinC' In (c•d) and (,.f) one can observe the

ineffectiveness of bracina below the shear center. The fact that the response for an elevation of -1.81 i"

is identical to the response for the system without bracina indicates that durin. bucklinl the beams rotates
about that point in the cross-section. It is intereStin& to note that the center of roution remains fixed
even in the presence of proFessin, inelasticity and larae routions. The cyclic responses apin demon
strate the ineffectiveness of bracina in the post-bucklin. repme.

The combined effeets of brace size anc! elevation are shown apin in Fi,. 7.5. In each plot, four
different braCinlsizes (...c... 0.000, 0.048.0.064, 0.080) are shown for a sinde value of the elevation.
Each subsequent plot haSi lower brace elevation (1i • 4.31, 2.81. 0.00, -1.81. -2.81. - ...31). While this
fiaure presents no new information, it helps to more clearly show the trade-off between braee size and
brace elevation. Again. the ineffectiveness of bracing below the shear center is demonstrated.

The previous studies were for beams braeed on the same side as the load eccentricity. Under these
conditions. the brace is compressed at U\e point of buckling and. if it is slender enough, it will buck.le too.

We next examine the behavior of the system with brace buclUina precluded br bracing on the opposite

side of the eccentricity. The previous parameter variations are repeated for the opposite side bracing
case. The responses of the twO confieurations are compared for the cyclic loading history.

Figure 7.6 shows the effect of brace area for a fixed elevation of 3.81 in for the ease where the beam

is braced on the opposite side as the eccentricity. Some imponant differences from the case with bracing

on the same side as the eccentricity call be seen by comparing Fig. 7.6 with Fig. 7.3. For monotonic
buckling. the responses forthe smaUer braces are quite similar to those of the present case. However. the

tensile braces show a much Ireater venical deformation capacity for the larger sized braces. One can also
observe that the load-rotation curves for the tensile braces clearly depend on the brace size. even at large
deformations, whereas the curves for the compression braces did not show this dependency. One conse
quence of this behavior is that the tension braced systems do not tend toward the same asymptotic
post-buckling capacity. Comparing the cyclic responses of the two cases one can see the clear superiority
of the tension •.~~ce. Note that the tension brace exhibits subsequent bucklin. loads which are creater
than the asymptotiC post-buckline capacity. This phenomenon was also observed in specimen S of the

experiments. In spite of the bener behavior, the tension braced system still shows only mar&inally better
performance over the unbraced system in the post bucldin, ranee.

The effect of brace elevation for fix~d brae' area is shown in Fia. 7.7 for the case of opposite side
bracina. These results can be compared with eccentric side bracine in Fia. 7.... Considerable increases in
the load carrying upacity and vertical defannation capability are pined by opposite aide bracina for
elevations above the shear 'enter. Virtually no benefit accrues from opposite side bracina below the
shear center. ACain. opposite side bracin& has a larce effect on the first cycl~ of loadiRC. but little effect in
subsequent cycles. Most of the observations on the response carry over from the study on brace size. The
two parameters are further ItUdied in Fie. 7.8, wherein similar observations can be made. It is interenin&
to note that the brace buc:lUes forth! elevation of -1.81 IPI but does not for any other elevation studied.

7.3 The Effect or Brace Cross-Sectional Geometry

In the previous study the ratio of brace area to moment of inertia was held fixed. In this lection we

examine braces which have the same cross-sectional area but have different moments of inertia. Three
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bract cross-sections are considered as outlined in Table 7.2. The first brace type is the box-section used
in the previous study. with a depth of 0.5 in and a wall thickness of 0.032 in. The second brace type is an
I-section with considerably larger major moment of inenia, but smaller minor moment of inertia than the
box. The third brace type is a smaller box-section with one quaner the mom..nts of menia of the stan
dard box-section.

Table 7.1 Properties 01 alternative brace types wl ..h equal lame brace area

type h b t '/ A.. E/3 E/z GJ
(in) (in) (in) (in) (;"2) (in'-k) (in' -k) (inz- k)

box 0.50 0.50 0.032 0.032 0.064 80 80 48
I-section 1.60 0.40 0.020 0.040 0.064 819 12.8 0.256
box 0.25 0.25 0.064 0.064 0.064 20 20 12

The monotonic buckling responses with the various braces are given for brace elevations of 4.31.
2.81. 0.00, -1.81. -2.81. and -4.31 in in FIg. 7.9. It is evident from this study that the axial stiffness.

which is the same for all braces. is not an imponant influence on the limit capacity and venical deforma
tion ·:apability of the system. Even though the I-section brace had the Iareest major flexural moment of

inel'1.ia it buckled the soonest, because buckling in the minor direction occurred even before the beam
buc~led latera) ,'. One can conclude that the limit load of the beam-brace system depends most signifi
can·.ly on the minor moment of inenia of the brace.

7.4 Effect or Brace End Fixit)· Conditions

In this section. we examine the influence of the end boundary conditions of the brace. An initial
imperfection increasing linearly from zero at the ends to maxima of 0.003 in in the major direction and
0.0005 in in the minor one was used to induce buckling in the pin-pin brace. No imperfection .....as

required for the pin-fixed brace because deformations due to bending were sufficient to drive the buck

ling mode. Figure 7.10 shows the influence of the two different brace boundary conditions for brace
elevations of 3.81. -1.81. and -3.81 in with a (standard) cross-sectional area or A.. - 0.064 i,,'. While
the initial buckling of pin-fixed brace is slightly delayed relative to that of the pin-pin brace for a brace
elevation of 3.81 in. there is no difference between these two cases for braces below the shear center.
The two end conditions lead to the same value of limit capaCity and the same value of asymptotic post
buckling capacity.

Figure 7.11 shows the influence of different brace boundary conditions for various brace areas with

braces elevated 3.81 ira toward the top flange. The pin-fixed brace still shows an improvement in limit
capacity of the beam with a small brace size, but the effect is c:Jearly diminished as the size of the brace
decreases. The pin-fixed brace does not buckle in the minor direction at the braee area of 0.096 i"z.
while the pin-pin brace does.

Figure 7. 11 (t J) also demonstrates that the response is not sensitive to the malflitude of the initial
imperfections chosen for the pin-pin brace. There is no visible difference in the behaviors with various

(major, minor) initial imperfections of (0.003. 0.0005 in), (0.003. 0.0000 in). (0.002. 0.0005 in) and

(0.001. 0.0005 in). The respor.se oCthe system with a perfectly suaiaht brace is also shown on this fiE\1re.
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As expected. the perfectly straight pin-pin brace does not buckle and therefore provides mor~ restraint
against lateral buckling. This behavior '& an anifact of the numerical model and illustrates the importance
of proper analytical modelini in ineh!tic" stability problems.

7.5 Summary

Lateral bracing is clearly effective in delaying buckling. but it does not necessarily prevent it and it

has little impact on the post buckling response. In practice. since it is difficult to apply the load on the

opposite side of the brace by intention, both sides of of the beam should be braced. as high above the
shear center (toward the compressed flange) as possible. Lateral bracing below the shear center provided

no benefit for the configuration studied here because the center of rotation during buckling was about 2
in below the shear center.

Minor flexural stiffness of bracing is the size parameter most important to the buckling response
because simultaneous brace buckling seemed to cause the greatest difference in behavior. The most
desirable location to brace along the beam is at or near the position of the applied load. The position of

brace ~ith respect to the side of the load eccentricity has a large effect on the limit capaCity and the
vertical defcrmation capability. It also has an effect on the large deformation behavior and the response

to the cyclic loading- This dIfference in behavior can be anributed to the fact that a brace on the opposite
side of the eccentricity will be tensed during lateral buckling of the beam and therefore will not buckle
simultaneously.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions

The overall objective of this study was to develop insight into the lateral-torsional beam buckling

problem. The specific emphasis of the research was on applications to shon I-beams subjected to cycli
cally reversing loads. The study included five experiments on propped cantilever beams subjected to a

cyclicaliy reversing load appliecl near the fixed end. An analytical model was developed to perform

extensive parameter studies to extend and help interpret the results of the experiments.

The experiments exposed several features typical of the cyclic lateral-torsional buckling of shan
I-beams. Those features include a sharp limit behavior with rapid loss of post-limit capacity loaded in the

virgin state and an asymptotic post-buckling capacity which persists under cyclic loading. Three distinct

reilans of response in the pull direction were noted. It is presumed that each of these regimes relates to

the progress in untwisting the inelastically buckled beam. The experiments also demonstrated the effects
of lateral bracing on the cyclic lateral buckling of the test beams.

A geometrically nonlinear beam model. capable of tracking finite displacement. rotation, and cross

sectional Il'arping was developed and implemented in a general purpose finite element program. The

beam kinematics include infinitesimal warping due to transverse shur and torsion superposed upon a

finite torsional warping deformation. The primary warping due to torsion is the finite deformation gener
alization of the classical "sectorial areas" hypothesis due to \!lasov. The secondary warping due to trans

verse shearing of the flanges is included to properly represen f shearing phenomena imponant to shon
beams. I"umerical treatment of the problem was accomplished through an iterative procedure of first

linearizing the equilibrium equations about an intermediate configuration and then solving the linear

problem for the incremental motions. The updated configuration determined the strai~ state in a body,

and the corresponding state of suess was found by solving the nonlinear constitutive equations. The

essentially three-dimensional formulation was treated as a one-dimensional problem by numerically

intesrating the equations of motion over the cross-section. In this way one can completely trace local

phenomena such as propagation of yielding through the cross-section. Because the governing equatiOns

are treated locally it is not n~cessary to wack the location of the inelastic shear center or the elastoplastic

interface of the beam cross section. In addItion. the location of the applied loads are referred to the
centroid of the cross section. simplifying the analysis of effects due to load position.

A new multiaxial cyclic plasticity modeJ. suitable for large scale computation. was developed and

implemented. The new model is a synthesis and extension of some of the most compelling concepts

implicit in existing phenomenological cyclic metal plasticity models. One of the novel features of the

present model is that once the isotropic hardening rule is approximated (e.g, from a monotonic tensile or

torsion test) the kinematic hardening rule is automatically obtained IS a consequence. significantly sim

plifying the physical testing needed to determine the model parameters. The proposed model was tested

with proponional. non-proportional, uniaxial, and multi-axial load paths. for which expenmental results

are a\'ailable in the literature. The model was found to be credible when compared with those experimen

tal results. The plasticity model was implemented with a robust numerical scheme. using the consistent

tangent concept in conjunction with a radial return mapping algorithm.
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Comparison of the analytical and experimental results indicates that the analytical model is able to

reproduce in a qualitative way all of the important features of cyclic ~teral buckling of short beams.

Consequently the analytical model was deemed reliable for carryina out the extensive parameter stUdies

reported herein. The kinematic constraint imposed in constructing the analytical model precluded local

buckling of the web and flange elements. Based on the observation that the analytical model qualitatively

reproduces all aspects of the cyclic bucklinll response of the beams. we poSit that local buckling is rela
tively unimportant to the overall lateral buckling response of short beams. Our one-dimensional. aeo

metrically nonlinear beam model appears to be an eminently suitable framework for modeling the lateral

buckling of I-beams.

In chapter 5 the general response of the test bums was examined through various parameter studies
around a standard (control) configuration. A number of distinct features were found in these studies

that should be of value in the desian aaainst lateral bucklinll of shon beams. The following conclusions
can be drawn from the general parameter studies:

(1) The yield strength of the material has a great influence on the initial lateral buckling capac

ity. the behavior at large deformation, and the response to cyclic loading. The characteristics

of the yield plateau and strain hardening of mild steel strongly influence the post-buckling

response but not the initial buckling. The details of modeling kinematic I\ardenina were

found to affect the response significantly. The current cyclic plasticity model did an ade
quate job of modeling the Bauschinger effect in cyclic response. Residual stresses have an

influence on the limit capacity of a beam. but have no effect at large deformations nor in the

response to cyclic loading. Residual stresses are less important in cyclic response because the

residual twist in the beam left by buckling tends to overwhelm the influence of the residual

stresses.

(2) The initial horiwntal eccentricity of the load with respect to the shear center has a strong

influence on the limit capacity of the beam but has little effect on the post-buckling response

and the response to cyclic I~ding. except when the initial eccentricity is quite larie. The

iimit load is very senstive to small load eccentriCities. The tleight of the load with respect to

tne cross-section of the beam has a noticeable effect on both the limit capacity and asymp

totic post-buckling capacity. Both capacities increase as the load is placed close to the shear

center. Furthermore, for loads placed closer to the shear center. buckling is delayed. PuJl

loads (loads on the other side of the shear center) help stabiliu the beam.

(3) The location of load along the length of beam also has a significant effect on the limit capac

ity, the post-buck.ling capacity, and the defCJrmation at which buckling commences in a

cyclic loading program. As the length of beam increases. the buckling capacity decreases.

The proximity of the load to the fixed end is the most imponant influence on the lateral

buckling capacity.

(4) A wide-section beam is better at resisting lateral buckling than is a deep-section beam.

While a deeper beam ean slightly improve the limit capaCity, a wide-section delays or even

preventS the lateral buckling of beam. because of the importance of warpini resistance.

Therefore. a wide I-beam would be more useful than a deep one in an application where

lateral bucklini resistance is important.
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(5) The fixity of the end remote from the load has a areat influence on the lateral buckling of the

beam. Even the addition of torsional "'arpina restraint to the simple suppon condition in
creased the buck.ling load dramatically. The fully fixed support had the hi&hest limit load,

but because of the increased stiffness, the beam tended to buckle at smaller deformations.

Unexpected results were obtained in chapter 6 from the parameter study concerning the influence of

flexibility of the fixed end on the lateral buckling. The studies of the infiuence of flexibility of the fixed

end on the lateral buckling of the beam allowed the followin& observation:

(6) One would expect that a beam with a perfectly fixed end would not buckle as readily as one

with additional flexibility. However it was observed that some deuee of end flexibility im
proves the lateral buck.!ing limit capacity and delays buck.lina. A plausible explanation for

this unexpected behavior is that bifurcation takes place from a deformed shape in which the

applied load is lower than its initial position ~ith respect to the average line of shear centers.
The flexible end allows the more deflection under the load prior to lateral bucklina. thereby

increasJnll the buckling load over the fully fixed case. For large enough end Oexibilities. the

reduction in capacity due to the additional Dexibility ex.ceeds the increase gained frem pre

buckling venital displacement. This behavior was observed both for beams which were pre

yielded and those which were not. In practice. it might be helpful to increase the flexibility of

the fixed end of a shon beam to increase the limit capacity and delaying the buckling.

It is well known that lateral bracing is the best way to improve or c1ela~' lateral buckling of a beam.

Howe\'er. fev.· pre\ious investigations had been made into the inelastic lateral buckling of beams with a

bracing system. Chapter 7 examined the influence of lateral bracing on the lateral buckling of beams.

The foUolling conclusions can be drav.n from the parameter study on the inelastic lateral buckling \\ith

translational bracing system:

(7) The best level to place translational bracing in the cro·.. section of beam is near the flange

that is compressed by a push loading (the top flange in the experiments). Bracing placed

below the shear center has little effect on lateral buckling. The center of rotation of the

beams studied here was near the bottom flange. and remained fixed during lateral buckling,

as e\idenced by the ineffectiveness of bracing placed there.

(8) Flexural rigidity and axial strength of the bracing is important to the lateral buckling of

beam. Increasing the flexural and axial stiffness has a greater eUea on the lateral buckling of
beam when the level of bracing is near the top flange.

(9) The 2% rule. traditionally used for the minimum brace size. does not automatically insure

adequate strength of the brace, as it often does in applications involving lateral buckling of

longer beams. It is clear from these studies that the brace size should. at the very least,

depend on the position of the load and the poSition of the bracing in addition to the strength

and stability propenies of the the beam. Funher research on the lateral bracing problem

seems to be warranted.

(10) Another factor which influences the effect of bracing on the buckling of a beam is the man

ner in which the bracing resists lateral motion. Positionin& the bracing on the opposite side of

the eccentricity of the load delays buckling over the case in which the brace is positioned on

the same side of the eccentricity because the brace is extended in the tormer case and

cannot buckle. It is desirable to locate the brace at the point of the applied load or between
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the applied loael and the point of largest deflection. Bracing both sides of the beam may also

be useful.
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Appendix A

Load Cell

A load cell capable of measuring the six stress resultant quantities was designed for the purposes of

the tests reponed herein. The load cell, which resided between the specimen end and the reaction block,
was a circular tube 12 in long with 9.6 in outside diameter and O.44~ in wall thickness. The tube was

edge prepared a~d welded to 2 in thick end plates. These end plates were welded to a second set of 2 in

thick plates which were used for bolting the load cell in place. The 4 in end plate thickness was necessary
to insure a consistent stress transfer mechanism into the load cell which thereby insured a reliable meas·

urement of load. The circular cross section was chosen because, within a thin-wall approximation, the

circular shape does not experience cross sectional warping due to transverse shearing or tu.isting. The

load cell was gaged ~;lh 90 degree strain gage rosettes (0.125 in gage length) placed at the quarter pomt

statlons alonl; the length of the cell. At each station four rosenes were placed at 90 degree intervals

around the circumference. The load cell conflsuration is shown in Fig. A.1. The response of each gage

was measured independently during the load cell calibralions and the tests and the data were combined
in the data reduction phase.
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Fig, A,I Load Cell Geometr)'

Two anal}'tical models of the load cell were used in the calibration rhase. FIrst, the load cell ""as
treated using the e~act linear elastic solution to St. Venam's problem, i.e. a beam subjected to end
loading (Sokolnikoff. 19~6). Using this solution, one can write a relationshil' between the strains at a

cross-section and the stress re)ulta;tts actini there as follows:

f • IJR (A. 1)

where f" (fl' ... , flZ) is a vector of the 12 strain measurements at longitudinal station or cross section

(FiG. A.l). R .. (T, MI. M 2, N. VI. V2) is the vector of six stress resultants, and Ii is the coefficient

matrix given by the theory of elasticity. The strain gages are numbered clockwise around the circumfer

ence at a station starting with a-1 and ending with d-3. The nomenclature used for the stress resultants
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is: T is the torque, M 1 is the flexural moment about the .II axis (horizontal). Ml is the Oexural moment

about the Xl axis (vertical). N is the axial force. VI is the shear alone the.l. axis. and Vl is the shear along

the Xl axis.

Equation (A.l) is clearly overdetermined. The stress resultants can be determined from the strain

measurements by a least squart' projection as

R • [.' .)-1 B' ( (A.2)

Interestingly. the coefficient matrix B'II is diagonal. making it possible to write an expliCit formula for
the stress resultants;

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.S)

(A.6)

(A.?)

(A.S)

where E. G. and v are Youn!:'s modulus. the shear modulus, Poisson's ratio respectively; b is the outside

radiu~ of the cyhnder, A IS the cross sectional are~. J is the polar moment of inerua. and a is defined

throul:h the relationship

(A.9)

lA'here a is the inside radius of the cylinder.

Equations (A.3)-(A.8) are inaccurate because end effects induced by welding the tube to the end

plates. which pretludes chanles in the tube diameter. are important to the recorded strains. The St.

Venanl solution systematically ianores these end effecls.

To estimate the end effects the load cell was modeled using shell finite elements to determine new

coefficients, Ii. which account for the end restraint. While the c:~fficient5 have different numerical

values. the form of Ii. (repeated values. zeros, etc.). is nearly identical to the elasticity solution of the St.

Venant problem. B. Hence. the St. Venant solution and the finite element solution concur on hOlA' to

combine the information supplied by the paes. but not on the values of the laae factors. This observation

simplifies the determination of scale factors by calibration in the sense that very few tests are reqUired.
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The number of tests can be further reduceod throu&h the symmetry propenies of !.he load cell. Similar to

the elasticity solution. the foml used for calibration of the stress resultants at a cross section take the

form:

(A.10)

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)

(A.14)

(A.1S)

",'helc: a. b. c, d. t, f. and g are the calibration constants. The finite element solution gives some addI

tional relationships amoni the constants. In particular it was found that 40b=d. 3c=d. and 3e=f. leaving
four independent constants to be determined by calibration. The constants were found from two calibra

tion testS. the first a torque-free cantilever bending test about the horizontal axis (Fig. A.2, load position

A) and the second a torsion and bending cantilever test about the horizontal axis (Fig. A.2, load position

B). Ideally. two additional testS might ha ve been performed However. the axial forces in the test pieces

were expected to be negligible and hence an axial calibration ""as not deemed necessary. Symmetry was

used instead of a bending test about the venical axis. The coefficients obtained from the horizontal axis

test were used for bending and shear in the horizontal plane. The cantilever bending test is sufficient to

calibrate both moment anci shear in a single plane.

The calibration tests constants were determined by a least squire error fit of the calibration data. The

least square error procedure assumed that both the ordinate and the abscissa were subject to error. The

unbiased value of the slope of the line under these condJtions is liven by

m ..
n(~J}') _ 0,)·)2

II(X'X) - (1',,)2
(A.16)

where x and )I are the vectors of abscissa and ordinate data respectively. 1 is I vector of ones. and II is the

number of measurements in the sample. In determinina !.he calibration constants the contributions of

Itations A. B. and C were averaaed before fining the least square line. The excetlent correlation present

in the calibration data is evident in Fig. (A.3). which plots the expected and measured values of the 51re;S

resultants in the two calibration tests. There appears to be areater scatter for the torsion calibration in the

bending tests, however the values of the torque were small for load position A. due only to imperfection

in load placement. Similarly, there appears to be areater scaner in the moment and shear values for the
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torsion test, but the load levels were much smaller for this test than they were {or the bending test. The

\'a!ues obtained are given in Table A.] below.

Table A.I Calibration Constants

a ] 52065 in-k
b 9388 in-k
c 125167;n-k
d 375500 in-k
e not calibrated
! nOt calibrated
g 33945 k
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